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CONFERENCE OPENING
David Butler,

Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Ladies and gentlemen, | should like to welcome you to this, the seventh management con-

ference of the Butler Cox Foundation. | should like to begin the conference by reminding you
about the mixture of local and international activities organised by the Butler Cox Foundation.

The local activities consist of national (or regional) professional and technical seminars,

management meetings and other working sessions, which are concerned with specific issues of

national or regional concern, such as employment legislation, data security legislation, trade
union initiatives and so on, and are also concerned with the national or regional interpretation of

international or general issues.

But once a year
and only once a year
the membersof the Foundation from all the different
countries in Europe come together for this genuinely European event
the European management conference. Thus, this particular conference is one of considerable importance, and one
that we expectto grow, both in importanceand in the diversity of viewpoint which is expressed

in it, over the years ahead.

The theme for this conference is

System development: prospects for the 1980s . | suppose

that if we were to look back at the first 30 or so years of the history of data processing, the
overall impression would be that those years were dominated in three senses by considerations
linked to hardware.

First, the struggle for basic hardwarereliability. | believe that when welook now at the reliability
of the equipmentwhich is available to us, it is easy to forget all those years ago the fundamental
struggle to get equipment to work properly, and to remember thatpart of the difficulty in those

days wasthe distinction between hardware and softwarefailures which were, at least at the
operational level, extremely difficult to make.

The second sense in which that period of three decades was dominated by considerations of

hardware wasin the area of choice. Choice washighly restricted, for reasons which were connected both with the evolution of the DP market and with the history of development within
each individual installation. Finally, there was the question of cost which tended to dominate

the thinking of systems engineers throughout that period.

Thereis a very real sense in which now, entering the 1980s, weareliberated from all these hard-

ware constraints. Reliability has ceased, in mostinstallations, to be a major constraint. Choice is

certainly morediverse than it ever has been and, in some cases and at some endsof the market,
One could say that the choice is now so multifarious as to be almost downright confusing. But
there can belittle doubt that in most areas where systems designers are making choices there

are options open to them. Finally, the cost/performanceratio improves in our favour year after
year and showsno sign of ceasing to do so.

So when welook ahead to the next 30 years, what are the major trends that we can discern at

the broadest possible level as being likely to dominate that period in the same waythat hardware considerations have dominatedthe past 30 years? First, there is no doubt that we shall see
a further decline in hardware costs. Secondly, weshall see yet more pluralisation of choice for

the user, yet more options. Whether those options will become more or less confusing than the
onesat presentis probably a matter of opinion, butit is safer to assume that they will become
more confusing rather than less. We will probably see even further extensions in the basic
reliability of the equipmentbeing delivered to us. We can certainly envisage increases in the
labour cost of unautomatedclerical and office procedures. All of those four trends adding up to
more need for automation.
This raises the whole question of how wetackle the process of system development, because
there will be an overwhelming economic case in the future for us to do morerather than less.
can we handle than we have done in the past, and
if any
The question is: how much more
can wedo it better?
One of the themes of the Foundation has been the subject of the
convergence of
technologies . In some respects, it seems to me that when wetalk about the convergence of
technologies, we are only catching up with what has always been the case at the top management level within our companies. Convergence has alwaysbeen in the minds of top managementin the sense that the credibility or otherwise of the computer has always been undivided.
Top management has never said that it has confidence in one area of processing but notin
another; confidencein our ability to handle data processing, for example, but not to handle text
processing. Top management's view has either been hot or cold towards computing in overall

terms. That meansthat the successorfailure that we achieve in the 1980s with the process of
system development acrossthe boardis likely to condition very muchthe options and opportunities that we have for developing more advanced systems. What weare doing right now,
even in what might be regarded as old-fashioned data processing areas, is laying the basis for
what we hope will be achieved later in the decade.
Overall, if one were to look at that 30-year period that | have mentioned, | suppose one would
say that, with all our difficulties and setbacks, advancing technology did solve the hardware
problem, and we emerged from that 30-year period with equipment which wasreliable, with a
reasonable diversity of choice, and with a favourable cost/performancecriterion.

Can wesolve the software problem whichis left behind once the majority of the hardware prob-

lems begin to be contained, defined and improved? That is the question to which wewill
address ourselves during the remainder of this conference. Can wesolve the problem of the
process of system development moresatisfactorily than we have done up to now?

Wehave chosen a number of different speakers toillustrate different points, some more technical, some more oriented towards the management of the process of change. At the end of the
conference| will have the task of trying to sum up and draw out ofeverything that has been said
any lessons which have emerged from the discussions in this room. So| shall be listening with
perhaps even more attention and care than you, hoping to pick up somehints about whatthat
summary might contain. Contrary to received opinion, it has not yet been written.

SESSION A

THE FUTURE OF SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Tony Brewer,

Butler Cox & Partners Limited

Tony Breweris a senior member of the Butler Cox staff, specialising in systems strategy.

After graduating from Cambridge University in 1962 he joined the operational research group at
Procter & Gamble Limited. He worked on the useofstatistical methods in chemical research

and the application of computers to order processing, manufacturing and distribution problems.

He then entered management consultancy, specialising in computer applications. He was

closely involved with the introduction of containerised cargo systemsin the USA, Australia and
the Far East. He was also responsible for systemstraining.
In 1970 he joined a major precision engineering company where he spent several years as

manageroftheir large IBM installation, used mainly for production control and management
accounting work. He subsequently became budget controller for the company. In 1975 he
moved to Godfrey Davis Ltd., the motor trading and car hire organisation, as group systems

manager.

He returned to specialist consultancy in 1977 when he joined Butler Cox & Partners. His work
with the company has included technical, commercial, managerial and organisational issues

for several large companies. He was the author of both Foundation Report No. 11: Improving
systems productivity and Report No. 16: Mainframe computers in the 1980s.
| should like to start my talk this morning on a topical note. | am sure that you areall familiar
with one of the famous landmarks in Venice
the Bridge of Sighs. It was built in the 17th
century to connect the Doge s palace with the dungeons. | hope that you will have the
opportunity to stand on the Bridge of Sighs. Perhaps you will be moved to verse, as Lord Byron
was:
Il stood in Venice, on the Bridge of Sighs;

A palace and a prison on each hand.

If | told you that | came across that quotation when | was idly reading through Childe Harold s

Pilgrimage | do not suppose that you would believe me, and it would not be true. But alterna-

tively, if | told you that the organisers of this conference had come across the quotation and had
then decided that the subject of this year s conference should be that of system development,

and in particular the productivity of systems, and that the location should be here in Venice, at

least that would be a plausible explanation, because | think that quotation describes our
dilemma perfectly. Welike to think that weare living in a technological palace, whereas for
much of the time it seems that weareliving in a productivity prison. We are caught behind
tising costs and staff shortages and the backlog of applications.
My purpose this morning is to examine this prison to see if there are any waysof getting out. |

should like to do this from four points of view. First, from the methodology point of view, and
next from a strategy point of view. Thirdly, from the point of view of management, and finally,

from the point of view of human and social factors.

Let us start by talking briefly about what we mean when weusethis word productivity . It is a
concept which was introduced first in a manufacturing context. It was concerned with
repetitive actions producing repetitive products. It was thoughtup to provide a measureof out-

put per worker or, more properly, output per unit cost.

For this concept to have any value, it must be possible to recognise and to measure the input,
for example in man-hoursor lire. It must be possible to recognise and measure the output in
terms of cars, production units, tons or whatever. Most importantly, it must be possible to

control the quality level so that we do not kid ourselves that we are improving productivity
whereas in fact weare achieving it at the expense of a decline in quality.

Not surprisingly, the concept was eventually transferred to a systems context. But we have to
be very careful here because there are a numberof dangers. First, project work such as the

development of an information system is not equivalent to production work. The activities are

not repetitive, and are not independent, and the productis not repetitive. The input, the output

and the quality are all very difficult to measure and control.

Three possible measures of systems productivity are interviews per project, pages per specification, and lines of code per day. | am sure that you will say immediately that the first two are
ridiculous. No one would dream of trying to measure productivity in terms of counting the
number of interviewsthat had to be carried out, or of counting the numberof pages in a system
specification. Of course, they are ridiculous. But | think that the third measure is equally
ridiculous. However, you do nothaveto look very far into the literature to find that measure
being used as a measure of systems productivity, or certainly as a measure of programmer

productivity. You will find statements such as programmer productivity has been increasing at
3% per annum since 1960 . | think that is a meaningless statement. It is meaningless because
the input to the system development process is not measured merely in terms of programmer
effort. It is meaningless because the output is not measured merely in lines of codes. It is
meaningless because that measure has no relevance whatsoeverto the quality of the productin

terms of its adequacy, its effectiveness, or its correctness.

What wehaveto recogniseis that information systems exist only to provide benefits for their
users, and therefore any measure of systems productivity has got to be concerned with measuring the value of those benefits, not with measuring the size of the system. Secondly, we must
recognise that because the benefits are ongoing throughout the life of the system, a measure of
productivity must be concerned with the whole life cycle and not merely with the system
development phaseofthe life cycle.
So mydefinition of systems productivity is a ratio. It is the ratio of output to input at a defined
quality level. | define the output as the total value of user benefits less the maintenance cost,

and | define the input as the total cost of providing those benefits. The costs are made up of
development costs, operation costs, computing costs, clerical costs, communications costs,

and maintenancecosts.

Whatyou will notice from my definition is that | have defined the quality level in terms of the
cost of maintenance; by which | mean the cost of correcting errors and the cost of enhancing
the system to take account of changesin users requirements. You will also see that the cost of

maintenancefeatures twicein the formula. It is concerned with reducing the total value of user

benefits and increasing the total cost of providing those benefits. It makes the formula very

sensitive to the value of maintenance cost.

Empirical studies have demonstrated thatin a typical commercial DP system the cost of main-

tenance represents 50% to 60% of the total cost of the system. That implies that the cost of
maintenanceis the most important factor in my definition of systems productivity. In passing, |

should like to suggest to you that
the formula that | have used there is
in fact a formula of return on in-

vestment. You might care to use
that formula when you are concerned with justifying system
development projects within your
ownorganisation.
David Butler has already suggested

this morning that equipment costs
are falling, but systems costs are
rising because people costs are

rising. We know that there is a
shortage of staff, and one of the
main reasons for that is that so

Productivity = output
input

at a defined quality level
Output
Input

= total value ofuser benefits

less system maintenancecost

totalcost of providing benefits
development costs

operation costs

maintenancecosts

many of them are tied up doing

maintenance work. We knowthat there is a large and growing backlog of applications. | think

that these are symptoms of a common problem, and the problem is the low productivity of
systems. It is low not because system developmentcosts are high, but because maintenance

costs are so high.

So let us have a look now at systems productivity from a methodology point of view. The

traditional approach to system development has been concerned with getting the system right

first time. It is an analytical approach. It is an approach that generally has broken down the
processinto a number of stages. We have given the stages namessuch as

requirements speci-

fication , feasiblity study , system design , programming and implementation . Many
methods have been designed to improve this process. It is interesting that the focus of those

various methods has gradually changed. Initially, it was concerned with the later stages of the
process (for example, a concern with developing high level languages or with structured programming). But more recently, the methods have been concernedwith the earlier stages in the
process such as structured design and data analysis.

| do not think that this is a coincidence. | think that the emphasis has changed towards the
earlier stages as people have come torealisethatit is the early stages which are the hardest to
carry out successfully and the stages which are mostdifficult to correct if they are in error.

Many system development methods are available, both general approaches and proprietary
techniques. | think that most of them are useful methods provided that they are used correctly.
But the ideal for which weareall searching is probably represented by a single methodology,
consisting of coordinated elements which all reinforce one another and areall directed at the
fundamental problem of minimising the maintenance of the system that is being created
a
methodology which is devised to handle the problems of complexity. That probably implies that
it will be a top downstructured methodology. A methodology which makesit possible to recognise errors easily and correct them. A methodology which makes a good division of effort,
which increases the effectiveness of staff while at the same time giving them maximal computer
support.
That ideal methodology is not yet available. Therefore we are faced with the problem of having

to select individual methods from the variety available on the market. This presents a problemif

you are faced with choosing a methodology within your own organisation. How should you
decide whether a methodology which is being suggested is a good one or a bad one?

| should like to suggestfive criteria that you mightlike to use in selecting a method.
The first criterion is to ask whether the method formalises an existing activity or creates a new

one. Let me give an example. Many analysts and programmers have been carrying out structured walk-throughs and data analysis for years without realising it and without giving the
method those special names. The point here is that improvements in existing methods are
possible to assimilate easily, whereas new approaches require changes in working habits and
are frequently resisted. But | think we must recognise that eventually, if the ideal methodology
does becomeavailable, radical changes in working methodswill almost certainly be required.

The second criterion is to ask if the method improves some aspects of the process at the

expense of others. For example, when interactive programming was introducedit was recognised as a tremendous step forward in simplifying the coding and testing activities associated

with system development. But at the same time it put additional emphasis on the need for good
program design, otherwise you finished up with very efficient coding and very ineffective
programs.

The third criterion is to ask if the benefits are sustainable throughout the process or whether
they getlost in later stages. An example here is HIPO (Hierarchical Input Processing and Output). It is one of the methods suggested by IBM aspart of their improved programming technologies. | think that HIPO has been recognised as a good method for analysing and
documenting procedures, but it is also criticised becauseit is not so good atdefining the architecture of system designs.

The fourth criterion is whether the method increases the time, the costor the risk of the system
development project. The problem here is that although the method maywell bejustified in the
long run, it may increase any one of those factors so much thatit may take them overthe limit.
Systems management or general management may then say, Well, it soundslike a good idea
but we can t affordtotry it.

The final criterion is whether the method decreases the system maintenance. That surely is the
ultimate test.
| have to confess that personally | am very sceptical about the traditional, analytical approach to

developing systems. | do not think that the methods are improving fast enough. | do think
that

they will be overtaken byalternative methods, but at the same time that the traditional approach
will survive ineffectively, largely due to the inertia of systems management and systemsstaff.

If | think that there will be alternatives to the traditional method, what might they be? The
most
obvious one is the use of application packages. Everyone would recognise that applicatio
n
packages have the benefit of reducing development time and cost, but they have a numberof
additional benefits which are not so frequently talked about. It is worth reminding ourselves
of
whatthese benefits are.
First, the creation of a good package concentrates the available expertise. If one of
our

problems is the shortage and dispersion of expertise, surely to concentrateit on
the creation of
a good productis a good thing. Secondly, the use of packagesreducestherisk associate
d with

system development, not merely the developmenttime and cost. The use of packages
shares
out the cost of maintenance. Of course, some maintenancewill be inevitable, but it
shares out
the cost of maintenance between the users. Finally, a good package allowsthe user
to change
and to grow by meansof adjusting the parameters in the package without
affecting the

underlying structure. That is very important because, by contrast with a home-grownsystem
, it
is generally necessary to amend the system in order to makeit grow and changewiththe users
requirements. When you amend the system you change the structure, you increase the complexity of that structure, and so you increase the cost of maintenance, which is what we are

trying to avoid. So | suggest that you should always consider the use of packages before you
consider in-house development.

What wereally need is not so much more packages, but a more mature market in application

packages. We need better assessment methods which are concerned with assessing the appro-

priateness of the product to the requirements of the user, with the quality of the design of the
package, and with methods which are concerned with assessing the reliability and security of

the supplier. But we must recognise that packages do offer benefits in productivity.

To put some figures on what | am talking about, | have here somefigures for growth in the use

of packages expressed as a percentage of new development projects. You can seethat in the

USA between 1974 and 1977 the

use of packages on new develop-

ment projects grew from 4% to

12%. Outside the USA between
1975 and 1977 it grew from 3% to
12%. So you can see that packages
are getting a good hold on the
market.

My second alternative to the traditional approachis the use of proto7

.

Theuseof packages on new projects

USA

1974
4%
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Outside USA

1975

1976
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3%
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1%

10%
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typing methods. By prototyping |

mean the creation of a simplified
but real system, very quickly and
very cheaply. The method of prototyping is well established in the
traditional engineering professions
as a means ofrefining the design of a product withoutincurring the full development cost. Prototyping methods are now being used in software engineering as well. The idea is that you
quickly and cheaply construct first prototype. You offer it to the user and ask; Is that what
you want? He examines the prototype and, if it works, that is fine and he usesit. If it does not
work, you throw awaythe first prototype without losing any great time or cost. You build a
second prototype and go round the cycle again.
| should like to suggestfive criteria by which you might judge prototyping methods. First, is it a
quick and easy method of developing systems, a method requiring minimal investment that
allows you to throw away the prototype becauseyou arelosing verylittle? Secondly, is it a doit-yourself method or doesit require expert assistance? Doesit allow the end user to explore
his requirements, or does the end user have to depend on expert assistance, even though the
method might be regarded as simple and easy by the expert? Thirdly, doesit create a prototype
thatis realistic? Does the prototype give a goodindication of the things that really matter about

the system? Fourthly, doesit create a prototype that is usable even though it might not satisfy

all of the user s requirements? Fifthly, can the prototype be developed further? Doesit provide

you with the basis for the ultimate system or, having used the prototype to explore your requirements, do you then haveto throw it away and use some other method of system development

to develop the ultimate system?

You might care to bear thosecriteria in mind whenlistening to Dan Appleton s session when he
will be talking about prototyping methods.
| came across a very nice example of prototyping recently. It was the creation of a prototype for
an interactive stock control system. In the prototype the terminals were working completely
realistically. The terminal operators were able to use the terminals and it seemed to them that
they were using the real system, whereasin fact the prototype was not doing anyfile updating

whatsoever. But this prototype enabled the terminal operators, and also their manager and the
systems manager, to explore the new interactive stock control system very effectively.

The advantage of prototyping is that it improves productivity becauseit is a no-maintenance
method. If the requirements change, you throw away the prototype and start again. So
prototyping reduces the emphasis on getting the system right first time.

My third alternative to the traditional approach is modelling. Modelling is very similar to prototyping, but it has one crucial difference. A prototypeis the creation of a simplified version but it
is the real thing, whereas a model is a representation of the real thing
a representation in
physical terms, in graphical terms, or perhaps in program terms. Modelling is a technique used
extensively by engineers, economists and operational researchers, but for some reason, not by

system developers. | am not sure why that should be. After all, in a sense computer programs

are models of information systems, and certainly the process of system testing is a process of
modelling. But when weare doing system testing we never think of ourselves as actually doing

a modelling exercise.

| do not know why this should be. | should be interested if any of the other speakers or any of

the audience have any explanation for it. The only two suggestions that | can makeare, first,
that we have been so accustomed to applying serial processing and an analytical approach
to
our workthatthe idea of building a model, playing with it, and exploring our requirementsis
just
outside our owntradition. Perhaps another reason why wedo not use modelling is that we
lack
what engineers call
dimension analysis , the means of examining how the model might
perform if it was blown up tothe size of the real system.

But it is interesting to speculate. Suppose that a user manager required
an order entry system

and he was not sure whether he required an interactive order entry system
or a batch based
order entry system, and he gave that problem both to an Operational researche
r and to a

systemsanalyst. | wonder what methods they would use and what answer
they would come up
with.

My fourth alternative to the traditional approach is computer aided develop
ment. Now there are

two views of the role of the computer. The first sees the comput
er as a tool within the
traditional methods of developing systems. You can see the
computer possibly as a program

generator, or possibly as a word processor. But in this role the effectiveness
of the computer is
limited by the overall effectiveness of the method. The second view would
see the computeras
providing the basis for the methods, requiring us to re-think our method
s altogether to create
new methods which would exploit the power of the computer
to our own advantage.

Wecould imagine a situation where computers were usedto
do all of the activities associa

ted
with designing and constructing an information system to satisfy predefi
ned requirements. We
already know that computers can beused to construct mathematical
algorithms which are more
efficient than the equivalent algorithms designed by mathematicia
ns to satisfy the same
mathematical criteria. What is interesting about those computer
designed algorithmsis that
they use different methods of solving the problem. They depend
upon what you might call
machine logic rather than human, natural logic. That makes them
very difficult to verify and
difficult to control.

So | think the pendulum is swinging. It is swinging between one extrem
e with the computer as a
passive tool within existing methods and the other extreme where
wesee the computer as our
master. But somewhere in the middle perhapsthere is a space
that we should be watching

eagerly and carefully. It will be interesting to see whether Milt Brycewil
l fill that space for us in
his presentation tomorrow.
Let me move on to nowtalk about the strategy implications of system
development. When |

talk about information system strategy | mean a long-term, high-level plan that exploits
technology and is aimed at improving businessresults by providing good information systems.
We know that the demand from
users for information systems is
rising and it is not being satisfied by
Computeraided development
existing methods of developing
systems. Therefore we must ask
ourselves the question: if the
methods are inadequate, will the

strategy have to change?

Nolan has suggested that there is
an underlying trend in the provision
of information systems. It is a trend
characterised by a numberof fac-

tors. He quotes the shape of the DP

computerasa

expenditure curve, the level of sys-

tems technology being used, the
applications portfolio, the purpose
and nature of DP departmental
organisation, the extent and the
nature of system controls, and the

level of user awareness. Those are

the characteristics that he uses to
define the trend in information systems. He represents this trend by
the shape of the DP expenditure
curve.

Those of you who attended the
Foundation conference at Birmingham
will
recognise
the
double-S shaped curve. Nolan says

that the trend breaks downinto six

[

?

RTaTERT

Computeras
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Source: R.L. Nolan, Harvard Business Review

stages, as illustrated. | have numbered them 1 to 6 on the slide. He
names each stage asinitiation, contagion, control, integration, data administration and
maturity. Nolan claims that there are two sets of forces which are acting on the process to
create that trend. The first set of forces are the external ones
the forces concerned with the
growth in information technology and the growth in understanding of information systems. The
effect of that trend is to increase our understanding, and so speed up the elapsed time required
from stage 1 through to stage 6. The other set of forces are the internal ones
the forces
within the organisation. Nolan claims that every organisation has to go through a process of
what he calls experience or learning. The implication is that every organisation has to go
through every stage. You cannot jump from stage 1 up to stage 5 or stage 6.
Now the implication of this is that if four separate organisations start building information
systemsat later and later dates theyall finish more or less at the same time. Although the curve
gets increasingly steeperit is still basically the same shaped curve and you still have to go
through each ofthe six stages.
Nolan s theory provides us with a plausible basis for creating a system strategy. He saysthat if
you know whichstage your organisation is at
and he provides means ofidentifying that stage
you know which stages can follow, you know where you are on the curve, and you can
construct your system strategy accordingly. That statement makes the underlying assumption

that the strategist can actually implement and control the process. | suspect that frequently he
cannot. | should like to make an analogy with a national economic strategy. Most nations would
claim that they have an economic
strategy. Some might have a mone-

tarist strategy and others might
have an interventionist strategy,
but they would all claim that they
could control their own economic

Six stages of DP growth
Total DP
expenditure
S

strategy. But in private they would

probably say that they could not
control their economic strategy,

because the most importantfactors

werethe external, international fac-

tors. | think that the situation is
very much the same for system
strategies.

| should like to suggest an alternative model to Nolan s. | have
called it the strategy matrix. It is a two-dimensional matrix, one dimension being the use of
Source: R.L. Nolan, Harvard Business Review

processing resources, the other dimension being the use of system development resources.

You can see that the three columns in the matrix represent the increasing. decentralisation
of
processing resources, from centralised via distributed through to decentralised. The two
rows
in the matrix represent the

increasing
decentralisation
of
system development resources

centralised and decentralised.

It is possible to base a system

strategy on any one of those six

cells in the matrix. | am making no
value judgment about which would
be

the

better

system

strategy.

What| am saying is that within the

matrix there are a numberof pres-

sures which act to distort the
chosen strategy. Someofthese are
positive pressures, leading to an
increase in systems effectiveness,
and are pressures which you should

Systems strategy matrix
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(controlled)
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a

es

2a

SoRe

Corporate

(uncontrolled)
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Corperate)
local
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probably exploit. For example, there is the pressure to give more
control over both processing
and
developmentto end users, and thereis the pressure of
technical developments

which make
possible now things that were probably impossible three
ar four years ago. There are the
pressures of changes in management style, moving away
from autocratic, centralised
management towards autonomous, decentralised management.

But at the same time, there are another set of pressures which
are probably bad pressures and
which you should resist. For example, the Pressure of supplie
r activity. Suppliers no longer
knock on your doors but go round to the back door straight to the
end user(particularly new
suppliers trying to break into new markets or open up new.customer
s). There is the pressure of
user frustration, particularly if the user has been living within a fully
centralised strategy
what
| have called the traditional strategy. The user is probably highly frustra
ted by the time and the
cost it takes to get a new system developed, or the problems of
getting his existing system
maintained. There is also the pressure of inadequate method
s.

What| am suggesting hereis that the system strategist mustbevery realistic
. He must recognise
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that even though he might basehis desired strategy on a particular cell in that matrix, it is very
likely that his actual strategy would finish up in a different cell. The position where you finish up
depends upon the resources available to you and the methodsthat you use.
Let me give two examples. | know of a national companyin England, with aboutten subsidiaries

around the country. At present, all of their work is centralised. It has been like that for the best
part of ten years, because ten years ago that was the only way to do it. They sat down and

selected a system strategy based on a corporate controlled strategy, that is cell 2a. They have
now started to do their development work and they are already finding that they are being
dragged downinto the corporate uncontrolled cell
cell 2b
and | fear that unless they are
very careful they will finish up in the local cell, 3b.

Another example is of an engineering company with three manufacturing sites in south-east

England. They have no system strategy at all, although all of their activities are currently

centralised. What has happenedis that in the absence of a system strategy the managersof the

three manufacturing sites have imposed a corporate uncontrolled strategy on the systems
manager. Again, | suspect that imposed strategy will in effect finish up as a local strategyin cell

3b by the time they get their systems developed.

It will be interesting to see whether Peter Entwistle s talk about the experience in Lloyds Bank
confirms my view of the system strategy. What we have to recognise is that while technical

developments such as database technology, network architectures and new system development methods appear to be veryattractive, and appear to offer both the systems manager and

the end user the best of both worlds, those methods may in fact be self-defeating because of
the problems of high complexity and the need for very high levels of expertise. We risk being in
a situation of working hard, consuming resources, but actually delivering nothing. So | think
that the strategist has to make a conscious choice to place his strategy somewhere in a
spectrum. At one end of the spectrum is a centrally controlled strategy based on high
technology, requiring a high levelof skill, a high level of integration between systems, a high
complexity, but with the risk of low commitmentby the users and low rate of progress. At the

other end of the spectrum is a strategy based on low technology, low complexity, low

integration, but possibly giving a higher commitment from the user and a higher rate of
progress. Rememberthat whereverin that spectrum you chooseto base your strategy, you are

likely to finish up nearer the user-driven end.

The strategy model that | have suggestedin the strategy matrix is obviously a very simple one. It
certainly could be developed to contain other dimensions. One dimension is obvious. It is the
dimension of convergence
the convergence of computing with communications and office
automation. | think that the effect of convergenceis to bring additional pressures to bear within
the matrix, which reinforce the distortion that | have already talked about. These pressures
include the need to provide less formal systems and the need for systems that are morelocal to

end users and that are optional rather than mandatory andthat are less well controlled than we
are used to.
Let me nowtalk for a few moments about the management implications of systems produc-

tivity. The technical aspects of system development are concerned with producing a quality
product, whereas the management aspects of system development are concerned with

producing the right product, constructed on time and within cost, and delivered at the right
place. | believe that improvements in productivity are available easily and cheaply
and now
through improved management.
There are a number of aspects that | should like to suggest would benefit from receiving attention. The first of these is the political environment; both the general political environment
throughout the whole organisation in which the system development departmenthas its activities, and also the particular political environmentin whichan individual project takes place. To a
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large extent, the political environment is determined by the stage of evolution as defined by

Nolan's six stages. He describes development ofthe political environment, in terms of starting

with indifference and moving through enthusiasm, acceptance, frustration and, eventually,

through to shared responsibility. Managers can influence that political environment and, by
promoting the user through the stages of the political environment, managers can make
possible the use of the better application of the other factors that Nolan describes. They can
make possible the right conditions for progress. | think that you will find that Hamish
Donaldson, later in the conference, will be talking on this issue.

The second aspect to which managers can giveattention is that of standards. Surely it must be
self-evident that if we are all short of resources it makes a lot of sense to manage them as well as
possible. If you read the writings of Philip Kraft you will be led to believe that the use of
standards is concerned with breaking downthe work into small units, deskilling the work, and it
is basically a managementtrick aimed at subjugating the toiling work mass. Weall know
differently. We appreciate that the use of standards is the only way in whichit is possible to
manage effectively. It is also the only way in which analysts and programmerswill achieve any
lasting job satisfaction. The only people who resist the use of standards are those with an

interest in concealing their own failures.

The third aspect that requires attention is that of recruitment and retention ofstaff. Again, it is
self-evident that productivity is very highly related to providing the right kind of staff to work on
projects and retaining those staff so that you can exploit their experience. It is a problem with
which weareall faced and it has been with us for so long that | think we are taking this problem
for granted now. It is interesting that in this conference devoted to system development and the
issues of productivity, none of the speakers is talking about this issue of recruitment and
retention.

To give some dimensions it is worth examining some of the results from a Datamation
survey
carried out in the USA in 1978. The survey covered nearly 300 installations and about 12,000
staff. The first column of the table

showsthe percentage of staff who

are

lost

second

during

shows

the

the

year.

The

percentage

Recruitment and retention, USA, 1978

change in the requirementfor staff.
The third showsthe percentage of
vacant jobs at the end of the year.
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the fact that many of the organisations in the survey reducedtheir requirement for data capturestaff very
significantly, perhaps
through the use ofdistributed processing or by merely transferring
data capture staff to other

people s budgets. | cannot explain the reduction in systems programmers
of 3%. | can only
speculate that perhapsthe organisations covered are moving towards moredistributed
and less
complex systems which require fewer centralised and specialised staff. The increase
in new jobs
for people with communication skills is apparent from the 11 -7% change
in requirement and

their scarcity is shown by the 27% of vacantjobs at the end of the year. Everybody is
looking for
them but nobody can find them.
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In the commentary on this survey the Datamation writer said that the situation in the United

States is getting worse, and that should not be surprising for us either. The writer highlighted
two other effects of this problem. One was the effect of pay compression. As managers
compete more and moreto recruit staff by offering them higher and higher salaries, the salaries

of the new joiners are getting closer to the salaries of the existing staff. This decrease in the pay
differential unsettles the existing staff and so increases the rate of turnover.

The other effect noticed was that the job changes wereincreasingly becoming promotional
changes rather than lateral changes. They commented that many of the staff taking on new
appointments were not properly trained and did not have the required level of experience to
carry out their new jobseffectively. Obviously all of this is pointing to poor and decreasing productivity.
Weare faced with a nightmare prospect, a nightmare in which all of the staff are either working
on maintenance or they are changing jobs, and no system development workis being carried
out at all. The solution has to be found in two directions

first, by reducing the involvement of

staff with maintenance work and secondly, by finding better development methods that lead to
genuine improvementsin productivity. The first aspect that management can give attention to
now is the management of maintenance. We know that the shortage of staff is leading to
recruitment and retention problems. We knowthatthis is largely due to so many staff being
involved in maintenance. A survey conducted by the Data Processing Management Association
in the States in 1977 showed that 48% of the time of all analysts and programmers surveyed
was spent doing maintenance work. If we could reduce that, say by half, just think what a
release of resources that would create.
So there is the management challenge

a challenge to plan for maintenance. It is a challenge

to recognise that a trade-off is possible between spending more time, cost and effort on the

development stages and spending less time, cost and effort on the maintenancestages. It is a
challenge to use the right kind of staff on maintenance and to manage them effectively, and not
just assumethat it is a good job for the trainees. It is a challenge to include the cost of
maintenancein the overall cost justification of the project in the first place. How many of us
actually do that? It is a challenge to measure and control not only the development phasesof a
system s life, but also the maintenancephases, so that we can recognise the point in time when

it is right to kill off the system and replace it with a new one.

Let me moveon to my final point of view, that of human and social implications. | think thatit is
true that systems work at presentis taking place in a very hostile economic environment. It is an
environment of slow industrial growth, with high inflation, interest rates and unemployment. It
is an environmentin which productivity improvementsthat lead to higher outputare oflittle use
to our organisations because we have no market in which we can exploit them. But it is an
environment in which productivity improvements which lead to lower costs are eagerly sought.

It is an environmentin which the staff affected by productivity changesare suspicious, inflexible
and uncooperative.

Surely we would all recognise that system developers have always had a moral obligation to
design
user friendly systems but | think that few of us have taken that obligation very
seriously. After all, the staff affected had no option
they had no one to look after their
interests and they had to accept what they were given. We could claim that systems were

designed for users, but in practice we were really designing for the organisation in general,
possibly for the managers within the organisation, but very rarely for the actual staff who had to
operate and work with those systems. But that situation is changing now.

| think that it is changing in four ways. First, it is changing with respect to social attitudes. |
think that we recognise now that no longer does one group of people havethe right to dictate
working methodsto any other group of people. We recognise that consultation is better, not
merely becauseit is morally right but also becauseit is pragmatically more effective.
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Secondly, the situation is changing in termsof the increasing organisation and representation of
the staff affected. These staff recognise the threat to their job satisfaction, even the threat to
their ownlivelihoods, and they have organised themselvesto resist that threat. It is certainly

true in the UK, and | am sure thatit is true in other European countries as well, that union
acceptance is nowcrucial to the introduction of any new system.

The third way in which the situation is changing is in terms of software ergonomics. Managers
are now recognising that there are many very subtle factors which haveto be taken into account
when systems are being designed if the systems are to be acceptable and efficient. So
ergonomists have now moved on verysignificantly from the early work concerned, for example,
with assessing brightness of the screen or measuring chair heights, to much more subtle and
complex work associated with designing good dialogue between computers and the people
who haveto sit and use them.

And finally, the situation is changing in terms of the development of optional, informal systems.

Weare moving away from a situation where systems were formal, mandatory, and generally
concerned with the processing of numerical data, and we are moving towardsthe situation of

systems which are informal and optional and more concerned with handling various different
kinds of office data. The users of these systems are now actually being presented with a choice.
They can use the new systemsor they can cling to their own ways, because they are optional.
So if our new systemsare going to be used, they mustbeself-evidently easier to use
and more
effective.

Wehaveto recognise that the control of the achievement of productivity is moving away
from

the system developer towards the system user. We must recognise that achieving
productivity
improvementsis less a matter of technical methods and more an issue of
managing change.
New issues have to be considered
the recognition of corporate needs, the recognition of
individual needs, and the matching of the two, social habits and expectati
ons, union attitutes,

group dynamics and the studies of behavioural science. If wecall the traditiona
l workers in the
system field system engineers , increasingly they will become faceless providers
of resources,
requiring high technical skill, certainly, but taking a very low profile.
| suppose that the analogy here is with workers in the electricity
generation industry

vitally

important to society, highly technically skilled, but rarely seen and
rarely thought about.

Weare moving towards the use of a new sort of worker
let us call him a change engineer
who will require new skills, will become much more important
in society, and much more
evident than the system engineer.

In conclusion, let me return to where| started. | think that the prospe
cts are very exciting. There
is a lot happening. You will hear about many newideas during
the rest of this conference. | do
believe that we are actually moving across that Bridge. We
are moving outof the prison,
towards the palace, but | do not think that we are free yet.

Remember, there are twosortsofjailers. Some jailers lock
you up, other jailers let you out. So
when you arelistening to the other speakersin this conference,
listen carefully, be sceptical. All
of them will

out.

be holding keysto the productivity prison, but maybe
only some of them will let you
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SESSION B

SYSTEM PROTOTYPING:
THE OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY
Dan Appleton,
D. Appleton Company.
Dan Appleton is president of his own business, D. Appleton Company, a consulting and

contracting firm which specialises in database and data communications services. Prior to

establishing his business, Mr Appleton was director of systems and planning for a division of
the Borg Warner Corporation, where, reporting to the president, for seven years he managed
the development of an international data communications and data processing network. He

was also a memberof the executive committee and managedthe division s long range strategic
business planning activities.

Prior to 1972, Mr Appleton worked as a data processing consultant; he managed the systems
development department for Litton Ship Systems; he was an operations research analyst

working for the Central Intelligence Agency; and he wasan air targeting officer in the USAF.

Mr Appleton has had consulting engagements with many businesses throughoutthe world. He
has published widely, and he has been a frequent speaker at seminars and conferences around
the world. Mr Appleton received his MBA from American University in Washington DC and his
BA from the University of California at Berkeley.

Prototyping is starting to come to the fore, along with some more modern concepts of
database, data managementstrategies, and information resource management. It is within this
context that system prototyping or heuristic analysis, or empirical systems design takes on
meaning for the data processing community. The original paper that | published on this subject
was back in 1973 for Guide. It was published and re-published and translated into several
languages. It presented six basic steps to system prototyping. Those steps have not changed
significantly. There are still six basic steps as | will present them today. In fact the six major
steps have now been broken downinto 54 subsidiary steps, which | will present on Friday at the
workshop.

Wehavealso incorporated some of the modern software thinking, derived from the ACM's
ANSI SPARC group, on the three-schema approach to-system design. Wealso haveavailable
to us better database managementfacilities than we had back in the early seventies. In fact, the
paper that | wrote was centred around a database management system called System 2000.
Today, we have a lot more powerful, higher grade database softwareavailable to us to utilise for
higher prototyping capabilities.

Wealso have some techniquesavailable to us through Mr. Codd and Mr. Martin and some of
the more advanced database designers, with which we can nowbegin to deal intelligently with
the conceptof a logical database as opposed to a database which has been implemented on the
computer. This is also a major factor in this concept of empircial system design and of
prototyping.

Last, but certainly not least, the major significant event which has occurred since 1973, which
has had an impact on the prototyping methodology, has been the concept of structured
programming, which | am sure that everyone hereis familiar with. | am not going to deal with
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structured programming in terms of any specific methodology, but wewill deal with the writing

of structured procedural code.

The presentation this morning will be in five basic parts. First, | want you to indulge me while I
go back to someofthe things that Tony talked aboutin terms of productivity, especially in the

area of software development. He laid a fantastic foundation for what | want to say, and
| thank

him right now.

Next, | want to deal with one of the aspects of the productivity issue in terms of
the traditional

development methodologies: where do they come from and whatis their basic perspecti
ve? Up
till this point, you will probably all feel comfortable with what | am saying, but as
| moveinto
phase three | think you will begin to feel uncomfortable, becauseit is then that | want
to try to

break down some ofthe shibboleths and traditions about which you
probably have very warm

feelings. | intend to be provocative, so if you have anxieties do not hesitate
to raise questions
either at the end or on Friday at the workshop. On the other hand, do
not expect to feel
comfortable with some of the concepts that | shall present, for example
the basic development

strategies and the perceptions of database technology.

The fourth section will deal with the procedures themselves
for prototyping or empirical
systems design
empirical meaning the extraction of data or information
about the
prototy
pe from actually workin

g with it, turning it overto the users, then taking the
information
that you develop and working with it, and following that
back in order to modify the content
and structu
re of the system.

The last section will be a question and answer session,
if we have time, and certainly that will
extend over into
Friday.

The concept of information resource management has
come to the forefront in the last few
years. This picture, which comes out of an IBM book
on business systems planning, is represen-

tative of the conceptof information
as a resource. It provides two basic
perspectives on what that resource

is. !It can be defined in terms of
business processes, examples of
.
.
.

.
those being planning, engineering,

purchasing, receiving, and various

processes that go on in the busi-

ness. The other dimension to the

information resourceis classified as
data classes or the data elements

which exist within the information

environment.
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In the past we have had not much
information about the lefthand
column. Most of what we have

worked with, from a development stand
point, has been that row across the
top. We can
perceive processes that go on in

the business, we can understand them, and
we can work with
them. Atleast, we can attempt to do so.
As a result, through the years we have tende
d to
develop our information perspectives aroun
d the conceptof a process, or a busin
ess process,
within the information resource manageme
nt environment. Our traditions of systems
development have been gearedtothat.

Our whole organisational strategies, vis-a-vis
how weor

ganise data processing, how we plan,
how webudget, tend to be geared to the
concept of business process manageme
nt. | have
drawn here a matrix whic
h displays on the vertical axis, the business
processes, against data
management on the horizontal axis. | have show
n that in an environment where we manage
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this information resource by business processes wetend to define this as orientation of our
management strategy toward the applications of the information resource to the business.

As we become more and more
involved with the data and get
more data management orientation
to our understanding of the information resource, we tend to standardise what wedo within the data
processing

community and take

less and less of an orientation

towards specific business proces-

ses. We introduce and begin to
understand data and data management strategies. It is out here that
Nolan s maturity and database
administration phases exist. It is
also out here that the concept of
information resource management
tends to beat its optimum productivity level, because within the data
processing environment the more
standardisation we can get in terms
of the information resource, the
more productivity we can introduce
into the way we manage and
invest.

This is one of the pictures that
Diebold

introduced,

that

0

Automated

Information

Business
Process
Management

100

0

all

the

applications

100

Business
Process
Management

talks

about not the six stages of development that Nolan discusses, but
three stages of development of the
software or information resource.
Initially,

Automated Business
Processes
Information/Data
Management

Information/Data
Management

are

independent of one another. As

you move up, improving productivity, towards moreof an information
or
data
management
strategy, where the managementof

General plot: Progress toward integration

the organisation is by the data
resource, you get an interface
structure where all of the appli-

cations are interfaced. Finally, out

in this twilight zone of fully integrated data administration environment, you get the highest produc-

of All
Companies

tivity and the optimum DP environ-

ment.

This is a picture which shows how
many companies are operating in
each area. Hereis that |' or insular

environment. Outhereis the I? or pure data managementor integrated environment whereall of
the managementstructureis by data class. This it the I? or no automation. As you can see here,
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the vast majority of business and government application of computersis in the area of building
insular, stand-alone computer applications. The trend however, according toall these gurus of
data processing, is to move more and more towards the integrated or data managemen
t

environment.

Let me return for a moment to the Business Systems Planning chart. Essentially what
we are
saying is that an organisation that attempts to build software and to establish the environm
ent
for data processing, built upon the definition of independent stand-alone business
processes,
tends to be in the lower lefthand corner of our matrix. The organisation that tends
to build

software, based upon the definition of the data classes that have
to be supported by the

environment, tends to be in the upperrighthand corner of the matrix. To
most data processing

people, and indeed to mostusers, this is an extremely difficult concept
to understand. Whatis

the difference between processes and data classes? Most people would
say that processes
define the relationships between data classes. Other people say that
data classes do stand
alone, that they exist independently of the processes thatutilise
them. They are part of the
supply,
because the processes themselves are part of the demand.
In fact there is

a major
debate going on in the data processing community today as
to whether or not you can define
data classes without understanding the processes that employ
them. Twoor three years ago,
this type of discussion would have been meaningless. There
were very few people that could
understand data classes separate from the processes which
employed them.

The confusion is reflected in this graphic. Present in this
picture are two people, an old lady and
a young lady. There are two points to be made from this
picture. The first is that both of those
images are present in the picture.
The tendencyis to look at it, see

one, and say, That's all there is.

The other point is that if you stare
at the picture long enough you can

Bist seyeusee?

see both, and you can mentally
switch from one to the other. Some
people are better at it than others.
But for almost everybody it takes

effort to change perspective. It
takes a great deal ofeffort. It is very
easy to see one and just say that

thatis all that is there. As far as the

data community and this concept

of information resources is concerned, we havean old lady and a

young lady concept which can be
directly correlated to the two axes on my previ
ous chart. One axis that said that there are
business processes existing and operating withi
n the einvironmentand the other that there are
data classes. The problem that we have hadis
that, traditionally, we have dealt primarily
with
the definition of the business processes and we
have not been able to deal with the data class
es.
Let me give you some definitions here. Appe
arances to the contrary, these two types
of
systems, both of which tend to exist within the
information management environment, are not
the same thing. A database system which woul
d be built based upon the definition of the data
classes is:
a pool of timely and accurate data
which one

can easily and economically draw upon

demand

to satisfy the information

requirements of an enterprise.

on

A computer application system which is a proce
ss oriented structureis:
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a formal standardised process by which information input is transformed into information

output which has a specific, well defined
purpose.

These two pictures exist within the same perspective. If you were the manager of a large

enterprise, which one of these perspectives would you want to have? The answer is you want

them both. But the one thing that you want to understand is when you have which one. What

you do not needis an organisation which builds computer application systems and palms them

off to you as databases, so that when you ask the question, Why can t | get the information?
It s on the computer, isn t it? you get an answer in millions of pounds. So both are necessary.

| wantto talk a little about the computer application system. This is the environment in which
weall grew up and this is the environment which we, as professional data processing people,
can create readily, with our development methodologies that exist today.

This is a picture of how we generally describe these systems. We describe them as processes
which are interconnected by inputs
and outputs. We have input to the

process and output from the pro-

cess, which

generates and

be-

comes input to another process.

Here we have some controls that

are asserted over the process and
some tools that the processes use

paca
;
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in its conversions. This is a generic
concept of a process. This is the
foundation for most of the structured design techniques that you
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Here is that same processas far as
decribing a purchasing activity is
concerned. You can see the major
activities
select vendor, issue a

Tools

purchaseorder, validate a receiving
report, approve vendor invoice.

You can see all the inputs, for
example, purchasing requisitions

go into selecting vendors, approved purchasing requisitions go
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into issuing purchaseorders. This is
a standard definition of a business
process.
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In most cases these computerapplication systems are closed systems, that is, they are bounded
by organisational or functional lines which control and predict their behaviour, they are state
determined . The purchasing system belongs to the purchasing department and the accounts
receivable system belongs to the accounts receivable department. These lines control and
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predict the behaviour
the outputs
that the system has to produce. A comment was made
earlier that we can build systems which have very few changes. Thatis true if the outputs
do
not change. But if the outputs change (which they are wont to do) the state determin
ed
nature of that closed system begins to get shaky. The higher the ratio of changesi
n the output
structure of these systems the morebrittle they become. (We could go into a
discussion of the
second law of thermodynamics, which says that we have to change the system
continually in
orderto keep it viable and compatible with the business, but | do not
think that we need to do
that here.)

A lot of this concept, of business processes as systems which webuil
d, came from the early
days of data processing, when people like Herbert Simon and Norbert
Weiner gotvery carried
away
with the concept of automating closed systems.

This is Weiner s definition of a cybernetic system, where you
have inputs into a process, which
create an

output, which have feedback loops which modify the
process or modify the input in
order to create the desired output.
So the vast majority of the systems
Closed Cybernetic Systems

which webuild, and therefore the

development methodologies which
we use, are geared to producing
these results. It is these types of

systems which we spend 60% of

our time maintaining and trying to

keep aligned with the businessasit

a

randomly changes the output
structure. The maintenance activity
on these systemsis directly proportional to the outputting.

Output

The way that we build these sys-

tems

is

functional

through

a

process

decomposition.

iuchsing Depeitinent

of

This

procedureis the typical procedure
which is used to build these process control systems. The end

result is a set of automated
business processes which exist

Functional Decomposition

[Sao]
a

within the company and which,

over the long run, because of the

high cost of maintenance, begin to
constrain and manage the company
for which they werebuilt.
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The computer becomes a tyrant. A

large part of the user s problem is
his unwillingness to subjugate him-

self to that computer. The vast

majority of systems analysts tend
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to say that the whole application of

data processing is for problem solving,
the assumption being that the user can
define a problem
and that the data processing people can
solve it. But almost bydefinition the
solution to the
problem
means that it goes away. So the
question

remains as to whetheror not the
system
itself is still necessary. It is the problem
of the user changing his perspectives
and his definition
of his problem that makes this whole softw
are mass soinflexible. Let metry to be
little more
clear.
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This is a report which, in my responsibilities for Borg Warner Corporation, | was asked to
generate. The marketing department hired a consultant, who came in and defined a new
system. For each salesman they

wanted to know the key accounts
on which
he worked,
other
accounts on which he worked, and
also the target accounts on which

Marketing Report

he worked (target accounts appearing to be a significant concept and

one on which performance of the
salesman would be measured). The
consultant

was

extremely

con-

cerned that the ultimate report be
generated on 8% x 11 inch paper,
because the marketing manager
liked to carry a 3-ring binder. We
could not get target accounts on to

Salesman
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8% x 11 so they wereeliminated

from the system! If you reflect on

what happenstraditionally when your analysts go out, these are ultimately the decisions with
which they are constantly confronted. Another example:

781 N 02 34.01

S 004 001 LD12345 XX R1

is a route sheet number for a division of Borg Warner Corporation. This numberis used to
describe an operation on the shop floor, so the people who would look at this number would be
machine operators.
This is an explanation of what the number means. You can seethat the total number is made up

of a bunch of significant codes, each of which had its own reason for existence. Some arbitrary
procedure or business process was
established
gone, and

by someone, long
ultimately integrated

through the use of this number into
the basic fabric of the organisation

Translation

78 -

thereupon it was automated.
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Talk about the problem of adding
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one digit to the part number! This is
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not atypical. Control numbers and

Year booked

;

;

RESeaeects arsiege)
Parts order or new unit order

back order (sometimes)

non-significant number (sometimes)

Caiee

control data, used within the envi-

oe

ronment and defined arbitrarily by

pes

business process without under-

Uk

standing their implications for the

a
1-

data itself within the company, can

create nightmares for the organisation, mostly in the dreams of the

peestnre

drawing made atlocation D*

eesGee
revision
designator
revision number

data processing managers. Auto-

mation using this approach, the top down, functional decomposition concept of automating
business processes, is what| call the Lemming approach to data processing. Each one of those
little lemmings in the pile at the bottom requires its own programmerto maintain it, even though
the user might not use it any more. It may require some conversion, some new code. Sometimes | wonder if we know which onesare at the top of the cliff and which onesare at the
bottom. But each one is a stand-alone application.

My concernis that, if our traditional approach to building systems by automating processes
within the company leaves a little to be desired, and our approach to perceiving what we
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automate needs to be changed, the question is: what should it be
how should we perceive
it? The problemis illustrated by the story of the elephant in the hole. An elephant was walking
through the jungle one day and he
fell and got wedgedinto a hole. He
The Lemming approach to automation

was there for three or four days and

one day a mouse camealong. He
looked downthe hole and saw this
elephant. He said, Elephant, what
are you doing in the hole? The elephant said, I fell into the hole and |
cannotget out. There was a crack
running down in front of the elehant s trunk. The mouse ran down

|

the crack, looked the elephant in

the eye and said,

\

Look, the way

you get out of the hole is just run

up this cracklike | do.

phantsaid,

The ele-

How am | supposed to

do that? The mouse said, I give
you the concept, you figure out the details.
figure out the details.

Let us deal with this concept and then wewill

Computer application systems view infor
mation as it behaves. They view informatio
n as
managers or operational people or planners
or whoever intend to use that information.
Database systems
the other dimension to our puzzle
tend to try to view information asit is,
information

in terms ofits being. The question ultimately
can be asked, Can information exist
if it is not being used? | think that there are
a lot of people in this room today who regret
not
having added cert

ain data to a database when they knewt
hat the user, even though he did not
wantit on the report right then, ultimately
would like to haveit. The argumentthat|
shall mount

now is that databases can be developed despi
te the processes that use them.
If you had a database that consisted of 400
elements of data, out of that you could gene
rate
10° different pieces of information. The
average manufacturing business would
use, in its
normal day-to-day operations, about 800 basic
elements of data to make the vast majority
ofits
decisions. Highly complex and sophi
sticated aerospace manufacturing
companies might use
twice that number. But even if it was
10 times that many, the problem of mana
ging 4,000
elements of data is miniscule compared
with trying to manage the amounto
f information you
could generate from them. In other words
, it is a foolish endeavour to try to predi
ctall of the
usesthatusers will havefor information.
The objective should be to identify thos
e 400 elements
of data, or those 4,000 elements of data,
or those 10,000 elements of data; to ident
ify them and
put them on your machine and to provide
a mechanism sothat the user can work
with them and
access them. Ultimately he

can modify his own business proce
sses and use the data as he sees
fit within a dynamic process environment.

Let me ask a question: if you were
given the problem

of identifying the tight 400 elements
data, how long would it take you in samp
of
ling the 10% possibilities?
In order to try to understand the 400 elem
ents of dataa little better, and ultimate
ly the target of
prototyping and empirical system desi
gn, we needto deal with the concept
developedinitially
by the Association for Computer Machiner
y (ACM) which is a standard setting grou
p, similar to
Codasyl. There was a special interest
group on the management of data,
SIGMOD, which
generated a report (similar to the Coda
syl report) defining data and ultimate
ly the software
which would be developed. It defined
three schemas, a schema being an
organisation or

that with a data dictionary. It says that these are the 400 elements of data which are possible.
This last block, called the internal schema, describes how the data would relate to a database
management system or could in

fact be stored on a computer. So

the ANSI/SPARC group identified

three perspectives of information:
external
schema,
conceptual
schema, and internal schema.
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Professor Nijssen, who is currently

working for Control Data in Brussels, further described the concept
of the conceptual schema as it
relates. to what he calls the infor-

im
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mation base. The conceptual
schema describes the rules which
can be used to store information.

E.S.

User view

E.S.

User view

E.S.

User view

Here you can see four elements of
the conceptual schema: a_ part
number; a drawing number; an

economic order quantity; and a
quantity on hand. These are four
basic elements of data. Their
relationship to each other is infer-

red, at this point anyway, by their
physical structure. It is possible,

within
create

certain environments, to
dynamic
relationships

Conceptual schema Patt| Dm.| Eoq
Information

among those basic elements of

ee

data. They describe the types of
information that can be stored in
this information base. It is the conceptual schemathat | meant when |
was saying 400 to 4,000 elements of
data. The information base could
be billions.
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Let me show you how this conceptual schema works. Here we have described four part
numbers. They seem fairly straightforward, an alpha character with a two-digit numeric suffix.
But, for the drawing numbers weseean alpha and a numeric, an alpha and two numerics, then

a pair of alphas, and finally an alpha with somekind of special character, then another alpha and
a numeric. One wonders what the rules are within the company about what drawing numbers
can be. One also might infer that this R1 might indicate a change or revision, and the question
should be asked,
Why wasn t that its own element of data, why is it stored within the drawing
number? Here is an economic order quantity of zero. One wonders what the system designer
had in mind when he put that together. Here is a quantity on hand of minus three and another
quantity on hand of A. Both of these seem logically unacceptable but, in reality from the
company s standpoint, there may be a certain condition under which A is a meaningful quantity
on hand or there may be a rule which says minus three can be an allocated quantity and wewill
record it under quantity on hand so that we know wehavea negative balance. The point is that
the numbers seen there are controlled in their representations by the conceptual schema. The
rules that are built into the conceptual schema are notjust those reflected here but ultimately

those that address issues such as security and integrity and end up by being the ultimate
determinants which will identify what user views can exist.

Let us move on a little more in depth. The conceptual schema is defined here vis-a-vis the
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information base, defined in terms of some of the logical database definition conceptsthat have

been developed over the last few years by either Codd, James Martin, or Dr. Chen. These
basically

define

three

concepts.

One is called entities. These are
objects in the real world such as
bottles, papers, folders, glasses.

Entity, Relation, Attribute Methodology

Relations among entities show that
this bottle relates to that glass in
some way, or that glasses generally
relate to bottles in some way. There
are three possible types of relation-

Endues
obisctiinitheyeal won
concepniat |Fetations
Ei
Schema
ereeeGel ANMEN,
ear

to many

Info.

ships: one to many
you can have
one bottle to many glasses; many

many bottles to many

glasses; or one to one

onebottle

nee

for each glass. Finally, attributes
which are properties of entities. For

properties of real world objects
gate

implied component ofmodels which

reasball demmrminabte for

example, an attribute of the entity
car

may well be colour or model.

Thatstructure of entities, relations and attributes defines the conceptual schema. The values
which are stored in the information base are stored under the rules for entities, relations and
attributes. This concept of entity/relation/attribute which is what we will be talking
about
throughout the rest of the discussion is called ERA. It is a method for logically
defining a
database.

At the risk of stretching your imagination a bit, the conceptual schemaitself
is a system in its
ownright. It is a collection of entities and the relationships among those
entities and among
their attributes. It is exactly this logic which is used as a foundation
for relational database
management systems and ultimately as the foundation for databas
e design in the future

Let me showyou an illustration of an ERA model. It is very
simple and it has a straightforwar

d
syntax. Each of those boxes describes an entity. The name of the
entity would go in that box.
These are attributes of the entity,
for example, this entity might be
ERA Model
car, this attribute might be the
numberof the car, this might be

colour, this might be horsepower of
the engine. These lines show the
relationships among entities and
their attributes, and the diamond
describes a many relationship. So
here this entity has a one to many
relationship with that entity. This

entity has a many to many relationship with this entity. This entity has
a many to one relationship with

=

=

7

this, and this entity has a one to

one relationship with that.

Those of you who understand Codasyl and the Codasyl standa
rd database management system
language will relate directly to this concept if you think
aboutit in terms of sets. So we have
now built, with our definition of conceptual schema,
a foundation for relational database

managementstructures as well as Codasyl database managementstruct
ures.

Let me show you a purchasing example. You remember,
when | talked about ERA, the example
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where wehad receive purchase order, purchase requisition, issue purchase order. That would
be one user view of this ERA model which describes the vendordata. Here is the vendor invoice
data. The relationship to vendor
and vendor invoice is that one
vendor can issue many vendor
invoices. Here is a purchase order
which references many purchase
requisitions. A part references
many purchase requisitions. This

Purchasing Example

Ht

Lererence/
(ARE REFERENCED
REFERENCE

diagram describes the conceptual
schema from one user view. There
are N possibilities here to generate

jews. Ultimately
Ut
if we are to

aves

user views.

store the data, this is what we have

to get to.
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eae,
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Let me review the implicit assumptions to this point. A database con-

ceptual schema can be established
by iteration and heuristic (trial and error) design techniques without resorting to freezing its
applications, that is, without freezing all of the user views. The information base maintenance
routines can be constructed and implemented based on the requirements of the conceptual

schema, not upon the business process that exists. Once the conceptual schema is defined the

requirements for maintaining data integrity, data security come from the conceptual schema
and not from an arbitrary process that exists. Database applications or user views can be
developed and implemented based upon statements of information needs made within the

framework of the conceptual schema. In other words, it is not necessary, in most cases, for

users to describe their views with conceptsthat are outside the conceptual schema. In fact that
part number, which | showed you several slides back, is an example of what happens when
users are allowed arbitrarily to define data to be compatible with their user views.
| have tried to describe little about the data side or the data alternative in defining the infor-

mation resource. Welook at the business process and we say that we can understandit as a

flow of information and as a relatively arbitrary definition of what goes on in the business. From

an automation standpoint wealso said that managementof the information resource by data

class could be a viable alternative. It is my feeling that one of the major reasons why processes
became the major focal point of automation is because data processingis only 30 years old and
the way we implement automation is by solving problems. But standardisation, which is a major
step on the road to productivity in every industry, not just manufacturing or banking but alsoin
data processing, has to occur. The area where wecan identify the most potential fruit for standardisation has to be the data classes that are stored on a computer.
| now wantto talk about a procedure for defining those data classes
the procedurewecall
prototype development
and to showthatthe basic target of prototype developmentis not to
build closed processes, it is to build and establish a structure for the conceptual schema.

My feeling is that this approach to developing systems is becoming more and more the
approach which vendorsof proprietary software are taking, as well as the approach thatlarge
data processing organisations are beginning to take. This basic approach saysthatfirstit is the
responsibility of users to build an ERA modelfor user views. Literally to define as many user
views as possible in an organised manner and to synthesise these views rather than analyse
them, that is to integrate them rather than pulling them apart. If the users can define their views
arbitrarily, not in format necessarily, not in saying

We wantto have this report look like this ,

but in terms of possible queries, areas of concern, policies that are to be established, then
designers can take those viewsand integrate them and build complete models of the conceptual
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schema. The test as to whether or not the conceptual schema is correct is whether it will service
all the user views. The processof building the conceptual schema through synthesising the user
views is also a process of eliminating redundancy and confusion that exists within the user
views. After the designers have finished, the implementers can then convert the conceptual
schemainto a specific data model on a database management system such asa relational
database management system, a Codasyl system, a hierarchic system. So the basic procedure

is for the users to define the views, for the designers to integrate the views, and once the views

have been integrated and a final logical model has been completed, to implement it in a physical
state on a database management system. This then becomesa prototype which can beiterated
back with the users to confirm that their views are in fact valid and can be serviced. This is a
closed loop process,or a constant iteration of these three steps, the prototype occurring in step 3.

Whenwetalk about prototyping itself, the concept of empirical system design, these are the
major objectives that wearetrying to achieve. These objectives should be balancedoff against
Tony's concepts of the tests for a good design methodology. The first test that empirical
systems design is targetedat is identifying and defining the data which should be
stored and
maintained in a database within a conceptual schema. This should be done with the
maximum
user involvementin defining his views and interacting with the prototype on-line, so
that he can

evaluate in the real world whether or not the conceptual schema is correct
for him, doing so
through the useofiteration, i.e. trial and error, and implementing
the proposed database in a
prototype form sothat users can refine the database through actual
experience. In other words,

it is not just an arbitrary translation by a systems analyst, it is a modelth
at is implemented on a
computer and provided back to the user so that, through interaction,
he can resolve any problems that he may have withit, implementing the database mainte
nance and data collection
structure as a homogeneous system.

| shall pause here a minute because | have mentionedthis before
but | have nothitit really hard.
The conceptual schema defines the needs for data acquisition.
If we are to have, controlling this
database, a function called database administration there
is an equally important functi

on which
we might call data acquisition or data maintenance adminis
tration, which is concerned with the
capabilities to track and pull data into the database. The
measures of productivity for that
function are radically different from the measures of product
ivity for the function of database
administration. Here on the input side the responsibility
is the highest degree of data integrity
for the lowest cost. The data acquisition problem is comple
tely separate and distinct from the
problem of reporting on the data to users.

Weare concerned with implementing a database applic
ation and reporting structure that is
flexible, user controlled and low maintenance. Ultima
tely there may not be any data processing
involv
ement in this structure whatsoever, except to establ
ish certain securi

ty requirements. This
may be the whole area of maintenance that the user
controls all by himself. The concept of
separating these three functions, even in terms of a
data processing department organisational

structure, is dramatic to say the least.

Let me quickly give you an overview of the compa
rison of the two approaches or the targets of
empirical system design. The approach is for
database systems primarily. You would use
another approach, the computer application syste
m (functional decomposition) approach, for
process control systems
robots. The empirical system design Processis
heuristic
it is
based on trial and error. It is not an effort to be deter
ministic, which says that we can predictall
of the results and then build a structure which will
service them. It is completely responsive to

change. The empirical system design appro
ach uses the concept of synthesis rather
than
analysis. It does not attempt, through a top-d
own Strategy, to pull apart but through a conce
pt
of taking as

many different user views as possible to synthesise
them into a meaningful

conceptual schema.

The processis user driven because of the definition of
user views, because the user works for
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the prototype and the user has long range responsibility for the whole reporting structure. It is
not a top-down design approach, nor is it a bottom-up design approach. Wecall it an inside-out
approach becauseit deals with the
databasefirst, then builds the data
acquisition structure, and finally
Empirical Systems Design
builds the reporting structure.
Characteristic

The target of empirical system

For Database Systems

design is first to define not infor-

ot ropes Control Systane
Heusen

mation as it behaves but infor-

oem
nea
Analysis
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mation as it is, in its raw or rudimentary state, i.e. the conceptual
7
nt of
schema. A large continge

j
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not a posis
people feel that this
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sible thing to do. | do not intend to
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x

x
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Top Down Design
Bottom UpDesign

believes that way, but in fact they
are wrong. | think the law of nature
says that they just die off.

Inside Out

x

x
x

x

DP Driven
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The targets of empirical design are, first of all, building that ERA model, the logical model. | am
not suggesting the use of the ERA methodology with those boxes, but to identify a
methodology which can be used to design a logical database. There are several of these
capabilities out there, some of them even automated. | think there are some companies that

have logical database design software that you can use. The data modelis the view that the
database management system has when you translate your conceptual schema into the

physical requirements and form of the database management system, whetherit is a Codasyl

system or relational or hierarchic. It separates the information base update activities and it
separates the information baseretrievals. As we will see on Friday in more detail, this is a crucial

concept.

The ultimate message here is to design the database first, what we have called inside-out

design.

| now want to talk about discrete design methodology. Maybe we can begin to help the
elephant out of the hole, the most importantthing initially being that first, the elephant understands that he is in a hole and,
secondly, that maybe we can get
Discrete Design Methodology
his hopes up that he can get out

somehow

though with $55

billion in software that is an awfully
big elephant. These are the same
six steps a operational audit, conceptual design, databasedefinition,

heuristic

test,

review

analysis,

and

Requirements
ne

environmental

performance / quality

that were in the paper

Implementation

that | published in 1973. To correlate them little more closely with

msltae
Conceptual Design
Database Definition

HeuristicAnalysis

Performance/Quality Review

your standard development metho-

dologies, the first two steps we
refer to as requirements analysis
and the last four steps as implementation. The first thing that you will notice is that we have eliminated a lot of the

traditional methodological steps, for example detailed design, programming, test, although we
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do have an environmental test. We do that mainly to get people to think about the problem a
little differently.

In the requirements analysis operational audit phase wego in and initially identify some of these

process views, in other wordsto build function flow models but not to stop there. To collect

documents and other views. A document is in fact a view of the conceptual schema whether or
not it is used. Documents which exist in file drawers which are annotated are also views. To
deal specifically with organisational perspectives, to ask
How doesthis organisation perceive
data that is mutually shared with another organisation? Do they perceiveit the same way? And
to build out of that at the end of the operational audit what wecall a macro-level logical
database ERA model which in fact defines the major entity classes and their relationships.

The question | alwaysget here is

How manyentities are there in a business? There are not an

infinite number. We talked about 400 to 800 just as a point of departure. We have
done several

models for large, complex aerospace companies. In the computer-aided design area,
where we
talk about all the drawings and the configuration controls, we mayidentify 40
to 60 entity
classes and relationships. We do not imagine that in a large, complex manufact
uring operation
you would go above 400 elements or major entity classes, and if you did,
we would think you
had overdone it and gone way beyond any meaningful definition of the
information resource.

In the conceptual design we build a micro-level model where weident
ify all of the attributes

associated with each entity class; that is, in the operational audit
we define the cars and in the

conceptual design we are worried about identifying attributes of
cars such as colour, horsepower and this type of thing. At this point we also identify key
classes, which are attributes
that uniquely define an occurrence of an entity within an entity
class, something within the
information base. Micro-level ERA models or logical database
models define the conceptual
schema. They can be used to compare the proprietary software,
or software which you might
obtain from somewhere else, to determine whether the
basic software perceptions are
compatible with how your users see the world. If you have
to modify the conceptual schema in
a proprietary software package you know right away that
you have a major refurbishment on
your hands. Theonly alternative is to get the user to change
his views. Those trade-offs are
constantly made on implementing turnkey software. Atleas
t at this point with the conceptual
design you can evaluateeffectively alternative implementation
s in terms of software. You might
have to take a proprietary package and build a model
of its conceptual schema, but certainly
you can now do this and make a good comparison with
what your users say they need.

You can also at this point build a matrix which define
s the conceptual schema and defines the
major reporting activities that the software will have
to support and also identifies the major
input or data acquisition facilities it will have to suppor
t. These are also part of the conceptual
design. Ultimately you can build an implementation
plan which is geared to entity classes. In
other words, each entity class

can be implemented or can be considered for
implementation on
its own. We can deal with groups of entity classe
s for implementation based upon notonly their
relationships for certain reports but also based
upon conversion problems eliminating existi
ng
software, as well as

improving the problems of data acquisition.

Oncethe conceptual design is completed we move
into databasedefinition. We literally convert
a logical database model into a physical datab
ase model, implementing it on a database
management system and establishing the proto
type. No software has been laid for updating
this prototype and none forretrieval. We basica
lly have defined the database using whatis
called in Codasyl talk the data definition language.
Access to the database for retrieval purposes can
be done through report writers. We are
converting this ERA model into any of the basic
database software implementation strategies.
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The boxes along the bottom describe the alternatives. Right now there are only three basic
alternative data models. There might be more when wecan invent a new one.
Oncethat prototypeis built we can

load it with data arbitrarily. There
are some rules which we will go

ERA Modelsvis a vis Data Models

over on Friday about the type of

data that should be loaded and the
interaction with the user. But
generally your objective in the
heuristic analysis phase is to take
that prototype and give it to the
user with an interactive query
facility and test data in it to allow
him to refine his views. When the
useris told that he can do anything
he wants it is amazing what he

ae

Codasy!

Hier.
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Others

does, he will do all kinds of things.
This also is a tremendous marketing

phase where the user develops a relationship with the databaseitself and begins to covetit.

Through the processofiteration with the user you finalise the database, and thenin this phase

you move on to build the data acquisition or the information base update structure.

Let me talk about heuristic analysis. You present the conceptual schema to the users as the
standard language of the firm. Theyinitially came through and said, : These are our views . The
views were synthesised through the modelling procedure into the database model. If the users

want to modify the standard languageof the firm they can do it at this point. It is amazing when
you get several users from different areas within the organisation discussing whether or not
they can comeup with their own definitions of different aspects of the conceptual schema that
they ultimately come to an agreement.

You evaluate individual user views in this heuristic stage looking for syntax relationships,
looking for completeness, classifying them in types of user views, whether they are queries or
standard type structures, whether

they

are

boolean

interfaces,

whether they are decision-oriented

Heute BeSien

or control-oriented user views,
looking for frequency not just of

1.

© standard language of firm

Present conceptual schemato users

the view itself but of the relationships with certain data that are
.
.
.
©.
:
included within the views, looking

2. Evaluate individual user views
a. syntax
dd. frequency
b. completeness
e.
volume
c. type
f. retrieval parameters

is transmitted or related-to through
ES
.

3.

Evaluate integrated user views

qualifiers that users use.

4.

Application performance by sub model

5. Maintenanceperformance at supra-model

for volume activity, how much data

a view, and looking for the parametric

aspects

of

retrieval,

the

You evaluate integrated user views
to determine conflicts and to determine similarities. You can view the

aoice
similarities

result of having to service specific user viewsby looking at subsets of the database to determine

whether or not you should establish standard sub-schemas. You evaluate the reporting
activities of the prototype based upon sub-schema within the prototype, but you have to view
the maintenanceactivities as one complete homogeneous structure, because updating of the
database changes the information base whereasretrieval does not. So you mustlook at the
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whole base from a maintenance or updating standpoint as one homogeneous updating
problem, which may affect the structure of the databaseitself.

Once you haverefined the database, solidified it, built its maintenance routines, you can
now

moveinto environmental test where you implement the database and the update
structure for

that information base. We have actually had fully operational databases running with
no
reports. If you think about it, when you implement turnkey software your biggest problem
at the
outset is to get the database up to speed and get the data values accurate,
and the only
reporting that goeson is for that purpose. This is the same concept. You develop
specific applications and information access capabilities during the environmental test
phase. This is notjust
a bunchof standard reports, nor is it a series of CRT projections, it literally
can be whole query
languages built around the user s needs. It can be a whole set of a hard
copy and cathode ray
tube and parametric search capabilities that are adaptable to
the user. So it is not just
generating reports, it is generating a whole structure for reporting.

The final phase of prototype developmentis the performance/
quality review. This is the only
methodology where in-performance activities are not necess
arily considered in the design
stages. Some people say that is a drawback. | think that weget
too obsessedin the initial stages
with efficiency and that minor modifications to efficiency,
or to reporting structures or activities
in the software tend traumatically to affect efficiency anyway
. This last phase closes a loop. You
evaluate the conceptual schema for its performance
characteristics. You check the maintenance routines to make sure that you are getting
quality data and the documentation is correct. You check the information base applications to
makesure that the reports are coming properly and that people's activities and their interfaces
with them are appropriate. You establish
performance monitoring capabilities in each of the
three areas
efficiency of the conceptual
schema, efficiency of the update and data acquisi
tion structure, and efficiency of the reporting
Structure. You establish a whole mechanism for
managing changesto that environment, the
mostdifficult changes being those that are made
to the conceptual schema which mostly would
be handled by the technical data processing
people. The most dynamic changes are those
within the reporting structure being handled
by the users themselves. Changesto the data
acquisition structure would be mutually shared
between users and data processing people.
| talked of the conceptof inside-out design and |
will talk more about this on Friday. Here are the
six stages
operational audit, conceptual design, datab
ase definition, heuristic analysis,
environmental test, and quality
review. You can see that the con'
.
Inside-out Design
ceptual schema is evaluated .in all
ee

six phases, that is, we iterate the

conceptual schema which is the
heart of the software in all six
stages. The input structure or the
maintenance structureis iterated in
four of the six stages. The application structure or reporting activities is iterated in three of the
stages. So the aspect that is the
mosttechnically complex, the most

expensive, and ultimately the most
subject to standardisation, gets the

most

attention

throughout the

a=

whole methodology. The most
dynamic is left under the control of the users.

To reiterate some of the key concepts.
Process models, whic

h describe the business processes
and some ofthe user views, talk about infor
mation asit behaveswithin the organisation.
They
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are necessaryin theinitial stages in defining some of the database. ERA models describe the

logical structure of the database, the data or information asit is within the organisation. The
prototype is used to refine and modify the content and the structure of the databaseitself.

There is a heuristic concept where weiterate with the user so that he can modify the content,
he can tell you what the parametersare for access, he can identify the relations, the activities

and the volumes. Thereis the inside-out design conceptin which the databaseis designedfirst
and iterated through six stages, in which the updatestructure is designed independently of the
output structure, and refined in four stages, and in which the reporting structure is defined
independently of the input structure and is refined through three stages. Finally, there is the
concept of separating the update from the application reporting activities.
Let me summarise. Essentially what | am saying is that the old computer application systems
approach
the functional decomposition concept
should no longer be considered as the
only method of development. It is not generic to any problem of automation, it is one method

which hasits place. In termsof theefficiency of that type of design processit is limited to closed
systems which have a great degree of predictability and which are not all that dynamic. The
database approach should be the new standard for business automation. | am not a crusader,
but | am saying that the efficiency and productivity and manageability of the information
resourceare all functions of the data classes being stored, and that the design methodologies
mustdeal with that. We must design to data as it is, not as we would like it to be, and not as we

can presume the user should like it to be. We must synthesise his views and resolve conflicts
with him.

It must be a heuristic process because no-one can forecastall of the demand. The traditional
processis heuristic anyway, it is just that here we are planning for it. Here we are planning to
accommodate change and weare minimising our investment to accommodate that change. We
must design the database first. We must separate the reporting structure from the database
itself in such a way that the reporting structure can change without necessarily having to
change the databaseor the conceptual schema. We must deal with applications and updates as
separate information managementproblems, as separate aspects of the information resource,
not necessarily as integral or integrated aspects.

In the workshop session we will go through each of these six stages in more detail. We can
evaluateall of the procedural steps that go within each phase. My objective today wasto give
you an overview and to try to give you a glimpse of what| feel the future of software developmentwill involve.

It is a new technique, it is a new approach. But| think that its momentum and the inertia of the
community is taking us in this direction. It is not so much that we should embraceit, and run
out to take coursesin how to design databasesusing a processlike this, but we should facilitate
the assimilation and change associated withthis type of software development within our own

data processing organisations.
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SESSION C

CONTAINING IMPLEMENTATION
COST AND TIME
Dr Chris Zedlitz,
Akzo Systems bv.

Dr Chris Zedlitz is managing director of Akzo Systems bv.
Dr Zedlitz studied business administration and economics at Vienna.
After a period with IBM
Germany as a systems engineer and sales representative, he became
manager of business

systems with a German publishing company. Subsequently, he became
a consultant with a well

known consultancy doing market and innovation research, as
well as management consultancy.

In 1975 he joined the Akzo group as a data processing manage
rfor the Pharmaceutical Division.

Since 1979 Dr Zedlitz has been responsible for Akzo s new interna
tional venture, Akzo Systems.

Implementation costs are tending to increase significantly not
because we are doing worse

but
because the type of system we are implementing has
changed. Closed application systems, as
Dan Appleton called them, operating mainly in batch
mode, are being replaced byinteractive

systems which support more users in more functions. What
| shall say, and hope to provelater,
is that the

costs of applications development and maintenance
rise significantly with each new
type of system and that implementation costs rise
accordingly. However, weall know that the

quality of implementation heavily influences both produc
tion and maintenance costs, the
degree of user accept
ance and realised benefits.

First let me give some definitions of

implementation cost

and

implementation time .

Implementation costs comprise all values alloca
ted to enable an information system to worki
n

its predefined environment.

Implementation time is the period when the organ
isation which is supposed to be supported by
the new system is adapting its proper use until it
works with the system in a pre-specified way.
Next, where in the whole cycle of systems
development do| place

implementation activities?
Here you havethe old approach of phase-wide
systems development. If you remember this old
phase-wide approach, as wecall it according to
systems development methodology, we had in
the whole process one block and this block
meant implementation. It was before the user
acceptance. What | understand is that implementa
tion is a Parallel activity going parallel to the
systems development cycle in order to make sure
that the system will work and that all user and
other interfaces will be

prepared. So | am not talking of one phase
in a cycle, | am talking of
parallel activities, parallel to systems development.

Finally, let me cover the purpose of implementa
tion activities and show you an extract of the
main activities.
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The purpose of implementation activities, according to my speech, is to ensure that after the

implementation of the system:

the user can work with it on his own
performance meets requirements

interfaces with other systems andfiles have
been taken care of
conversion activities have come to an end

the system is well documented for use,

maintenance and auditing.

Certain main activities lead to these end-results in
this parallel block. These are to:

establish the necessary administrative procedures

design manual forms and computer input/output interfaces

develop code systems

define and implement new job descriptions
educate and instruct users
give support to users

conduct managementorientation on the

new system

write and implement the user handbook

keep contact with involved computer centres, the PTT and the suppliers

monitor the installation and the implementation of equipment and software

establish conversion and implementation control plan

train operations personnel on hardware, software and the new system
perform data conversion

establish fall-back procedures and train involved personnel

check requirements of internal auditors, security and privacy officers

write systems documentation

control interfaces to other systems, data files and codes

plan and control acceptancetest of installed hardware and implemented software

train maintenance team on the new system.

Having annoyed you with definitions, let me perhaps annoy you further by coming back to my

former statement, which was that systems development costs tend to rise significantly with

each new type of system and that implementation costs rise accordingly.

In getting a machine to support the business needs of our organisation we need to exercise
intellectual endeavour to reach the right perception of the needs, to define the processes,
functions and data, and to program the systems. In the past we rather focused on efficiency
regarding programming. Coming more and moreinto focus is effectivity
the right perception
of the needs. The computer suppliers tend to offer us more and more a general type of machine.
Why? Becausetheythink that there is not a big market for special purpose machines. Even if
you look at the new hobby computers and the micros, the systems software, and the
architecture, tend to fall back on the general type of machine.
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On the other hand wehaveall-purpose applications, those integrated applications as Dan
Appleton putit, which do not distinguish between the application system and the database

system. Our systems analysts always tend to try to fit as many business needs into one

application as possible. If we are talking of increasing the productivity, | think that this means a
reduction of the intellectual endeavour in terms of the specific needs and the wider needs.

One example of this theory is a text processor. This is a special machine for a special purpose.
But the text processor suppliers tend to fall back on the general purpose machine on which one
also can do some text processing. The systems analyst wants to integrate the special purpose
text processing into a lot of other purposes so he turns back to the all-purpose approach in
terms of machines and applications. The effect of this is that systems become complex and
systems development and maintenancecosts will go on rising.

If we take machine costs, these tend to fall for the general purpose machines because of the
economy of scale. They can even go on falling for special purpose machinesif there is an
economy of numbers.

On the other hand, regarding systems development costs we started with those insular
application systems, mainly in batch, which we could control after a certain amount oftime.
Now weare entering new fields of application. We are trying to integrate more, and so
development costs arerising significantly, which means that the overall costs
development
costs and machine costs
are tending to rise again, despite all the articles we read saying that
hardware does not cost any more and that implementation and new application costs will just
drop. | am inclined to say that is not true, if we continue our approach to systems development

using general purpose machines, and try to increase the purposesof our applications.

If you agree with me that on the whole implementation costs and time do tend
to increase
significantly with regard to overall systems developmentcosts and time, then let
us have a look

at the main factors influencing costs and time.

Weall agree thatit is primarily human factors which influence implementation
costs and time.
But why then are we and our staff not always aware ofthis very commonp
lacefact in our
working environment? Before| left my formerjob | had a cost calculation made
of 30 projects.
Those of them which showednegative deviations or, let us be frank, slipped
out of control, did
so during implementation. These slippages were due largely to human factors
.

Let me give you two concrete examples. We had an interactive system
made to support the
logistics of a chemical and biochemical factory. We had a steering committ
ee and enough top
management involvement. We had a lot of working parties, enough
middle management
involvement and end user involvement. Nevertheless, there were serious
acceptanceproblems
four to six months after the implementation.
Whatwasthe reason? Up until this time, we had managersin the factory
who werethe kings of
information

a marketing manager, a product manager, a quality manager. If anybod
y wanted

to get something done, he had to approach oneoftheselittle kings who
had a nice blue book.
He could tell him, We have capacity. We can do it now, or We can
do it tomorrow. The
result of our system wasthat all the processes and transactions were clear,
and nobody had to
approach this king any more. This king now had another status
he became a co-worker.
Another factor wasthat a lot of people on the shopfloor were asked to
supply data. | call this

the

data percolator

effect

just producing data for other purposes without receiving any.

So, for them, the information flow wasout of balance. Despite the
fact that we had achieved

our economic targets, we had a lot to doin order to give them
information back, and so had to

devote moreeffort during implementation on motivating them in order to get
the system going.

Another example was where wehad a nice on-line system with micros and minis linked to one

another in a toxicology department. After the implementation everybody was happy. A lot of
people visited us and had a look at our system. But in the meantime the workload changed and
this department had less to do, so that the primary target to smooth the workload no longer
existed. So people had to pretend that they werestill very busy despite the system. On the other

hand, we saw that people who did not work very frequently with this system, say once a day or
every other day, did not get familiar with it
they had to learn again and again howtouseit.
Again we had another implementation cost in order to keep up with them. These are just two
examples of not taking into account the human factor as we should have done.

The second main factor
organisational
is sometimesstrongly related to the first in terms of
managementstyle. If a new system is pushed by top management to change a given
organisation according to their (top management's) will, you may have top management
involvement but you arelikely to encounter trouble with the organisation being changed. If, for
example, you want to improve production and quality control by means of an interactive
registration and control system, and both departments have rather different management
styles, you will get into problems during implementation. You had better analyse the
managementstyles first and try to get them in balance.

Another main factor disturbing a project during implementation can be traced back to the
choice of the most suitable methods. You should never take a new method and new hardware
kit in a new application area
you should take only one of the three which is new. The most
suitable methods turned out to be mainly in the fields of project planning and control. Notall
activities have been planned and controlled. Weplan very carefully the activities of the systems
development people, but sometimes we forget to plan the activities of the end users or their
management. Users got big specifications on paper, but did not dare to say that they did not

understand them. So they signed, and then, at implementation time, they saw what they were

really getting and wantedto correctit.

Database design, as Dan Appleton putit, has no clear-cut distinction between logical and
physical design. It has, as a result, deeper data structures, and interface and performance problems, and sometimes wedid not usethe right user training techniques. Wetried to train them as
our ownpeople and notin their language, in their environment.

Last but not least, there were technical problemsthat in some cases caused considerable delays
and cost deviations
like delivery of parts, technical interfacing problems between instruments
and computers, program bugs, line problems and so on.

The impact of these four factors influencing implemention costs and time vary significantly
with regard to the type of application that we are developing. For
better understanding of this general
statement | shall try to classify
types of application in order to be

more precise. Let us assume that
any application is part of an organisation and hasto serveit. This
can be done byruling. This means

Typologyofsystems

eee
Ruling

determining a certain processlike a

general

ledger

data

collection

ehanoe

within a plant or laboratory. It can

also be done by supporting, which
is more the database approach, and

helping people to co-operate more

Disturb

Smooth
Supporting

effectively. The impact on the organisation of these two approaches
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Continuously

a

pertenicaly

pimericaton

maybe disturbing. For example, if you have very deterministic planning and scheduling of on-

line systems, it can cause the feeling of big brother watching the people on the shopfloor or in

the labs, telling their boss that they are not ready yet or that they have omitted something. Or
there is the data percolator effect. | just get disturbed. | do not know whatis going to happen
with all this data, or who is using it as information against me.
Also disturbing is the reduction of flexibility
work force in the operations.

for example, reduction of transparencyfor the

But the impact may also be a changing one. One can change the way of co-operation, for
example in supporting overall goals instead of supporting departmental goals. The impact may
also be a smoothing one
for example, in smoothing peak workloads ofclerks.

Finally, this impact may be in the form of interactive systems or batch systems. We are

providing our organisations more and more with interactive systems, which at least change or
help to change our work flow and which are supposedto support more organisation units. It is

important that human and organisational factors should get even moreattention than in the
past in order to contain implementation costs and time.

As many DP managersare accountable only for systems costs, their interest focuses
more on

techniques and tools for systems design, programming and tuning, and less on methods
and
tools for organisational changes, human interfacing and proper training of
the end user. As
systems people arestill scarce and, as we heard this morning, there is a big
backlog of new
applications, itis still a seller's market. So many DP managers do not marketth
eir activities. |
found that this lack of marketing effort means that the DP manager
just focuses on the
effectiveness of his own people, on his costs, on his budget, and not
on the impact of the

system on the whole organisation and the resulting benefits.

Let me come to some rules which

might help us to implement future

applications with a fair chance of
success, that is to achieve user

Suieruies
Be awareofthereal world
Organisational environment/changes
Managementstyle
Skills of users
Typeof system
Used development methodology
Market the system
Plan and reviewall necessaryactivities

acceptance and realise the expected economic benefits. Be aware of
the real world. Before you start a

system, check the organisational
environment,

and

check

what

changes will take place. Can | buy a
package and usea deterministic ap-

proach, or how open should | be?
Should | start now or should | wait?

Start in time with proper training

You should not change the man-

agement style with a new system.
You should convince managers and their staff to change
and then establish a new management
style chosen by them while supporting the system.
Are the users skilled enough to work with
such big

part numbers such as we saw today? Are they skilled enough
to see what the systems
analyst sees and tries to convince them to do? Are they open
to change? Have they undergone
in the past a lot of changes? Have they the capacit
y to absorb another change?

Whattype of system will you provide for the user? Do you
provide the user with a ruling system
because top management wants to control them? Will
you support them? With what data? In
what environment? How do they behave? Is there not
a danger that the system will disturb
them? Whatwill you do? Is the change implied by
your system timed correctly? Is the impact
continuous? Whatdoesit really mean if they have
to change their actual work flow?
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Does the user understand your development methodology? | got the impression when listening
to Dan Appleton that | could not agree morewith him, but | still feel like the elephant trapped by
that little mouse. So might the user. He must understand you and believe in your methodology,
and he mustfollow you.
Neverstart a new application with a new methodology and a new type of computer or system

software. Think how you should market your system and then the user will feel that you take
him seriously. Plan and review all necessary activities with the user. Time all necessary activities
beforehand with the user, and check them. in between. Start proper training early, otherwise

you will see that during implementation and after the acceptance test your people are doing the
user s job, and the user loves it. So start to train beforehand.

Mybasic message to you is that the type of system changes. Wehaveto take care that the new

systems do not become too complex. Our new systems impact much moredirectly on our

organisations, on the number of people involved, so organisational and human factors must be

taken into account more than in the past so that you have a good chance to implement your

systems.
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SESSION D

HELPING USERS
TO HELP THEMSELVES
Peter Entwistle,
Lloyds Bank Limited

Peter Entwistle was educated in South Africa and Oxford. Subsequently he learnt his banking

with Barclays Bank DCO and his computing with IBM. He joined Lloyds Bank in 1972 andis

now chief manager (data processing), responsible for data processing development and
operations within the bank.

Our experimentin users developing their own systems wecall

system shop . System shop is

an actual physical location within Lloyds Bank. It has a managerand he hasassistants. Thereis
not quite a counter but there is in the shop a range of terminal equipment which users
can use
andit is a place where usersgo, as it were, to buy a system. But | must put in context
what | am

going to talk about this afternoon bytelling you a little about the background of Lloyds Bank.
|
shall then go on from there to describe how the idea of the system shop emerged
and the
concept as we plannedto implement it. | shall go on from there and talk about
how werealised

that conceptand talk a little about the software package which weusedfor it. | shall
go into a

little detail about some of the applications, | shall summarise our experience
so far and try to

draw some guidelines as to areas where| think this is a useful tool. But | muststres
s at the
beginning a very strong caveat, and that is thatit is still very early days in the developmen
tof
this at Lloyds Bank. Wehave only been at it for some 15 months. As|
will explain, that is too
early to draw firm conclusions.

First then to talk a little bit about the background of Lloyds Bank. We
have a very large invest-

mentin data processing. We have hardware equipment valued
at around £50 million based on
large IBM processors. Our basic work at the moment is done
on four 168s. We have recently

taken delivery of two 3033s and are soon to take delivery of a further
two which will replace the
four 168s. We have on line some 3000 terminals. These are centrall
y controlled from one site
where that central equipment is located. On the staffing side we
have some 220 people in our
development department and some 350 in our operations departm
ent. | am oneof those people
referred to this morning who has managed to put the budget for data
preparation and thingslike
output dispatch somewhereelse, so the figure of 350 does not
include data preparation and
output dispatch and similar operations. In all, Management
services division, of which we the
data processing function form a part, is some 3000 strong.

Talking little about the development department| think we
have been middling-good about
keeping up to date with new techniques. We were an early user
of structured programming and
weare now looking at structured system design. We have manage
dto achieve a certain amount
of standardisation in our use of languages. Mainly we use
PL/1 but there arestill a few
occasions where for performance reasons wehaveto revert
back to assembler. We are fairly
heavy usersof the Informatics package Mark IV and we are just
beginning to experiment with
their newer package Inquiry . We are also looking at some
of the higher level languages which
are now on the market. We are standardising slowly on SNA and
weare beginning to look at
some waysin which wecan go into prototyping. On the other
hand, wehave as yetverylittle
database package experience.

Let me talk now very briefly about some of our main applications. | am afraid this means giving

you yet a few morestatistics. The bulk of what we do, and the thing that has been our bread
and butter ever since we went into
computers, is the accountng for
the customers of our branches.

Branch customeraccounting

700,000,000 transactionsover7,250,000 accounts

Last year, in 1979, we processed

53,000,000 statements

nearly seven hundred million trans-

actions

5,000,000 standing orders

over seven-and-a-quarter

million accounts. Incidentally this

Cashpoint network

send out over that period. We handle nearly five million standing

2,000,000 chequessorted on a busy day
Payservice

800 dispensers 100,000 paymentsa day

producedfifty-three million custo-

Cheque clearing

mer statements which we had to

2,000,000 payments per annum

orders against that file. We also

Staff records

have a Cashpoint network of on-

line cash

dispensers.

We

Overseasdivision

have

Trust division

about eight hundred of these now
and on a typical day they will pay

out one hundred thousand payments to our customers. Wehaveto clear two million cheques on a busy day and in addition to

those two operations we have a number of others which are also important. We have a pay
service which doesthe payroll not only for our ownthirty to forty thousand staff but it is also

marketed as a service to our customers. Associated with that on the internal side is a staff
foreign exchange and the
records application. We also do work for our overseas division

payment and accounting forall sorts of foreign exchange transactions. We also do work for our
trust division, where we provide a dividend distribution and reconciliation service and an investment accounting service. Not shown on that chart becauseit is not part of the same central

but | feel | should mention it as somebody from Hill Samuel is here today and he
operation
we are a very large shareregistrar for a large numbers of companies
would notlike me not to
in the UK. That is also provided as a service. The reason for mentioning Hill Samuel is that|
think they are our main competitors in this business at the moment.

| have quotedtheseto illustrate to you that over the 20 odd years we have been in the computing business we have concentrated very largely on a limited number of high volume
applications. These to our mind have been complex, partly because of the high volumes weare
and also by the
we have to worry about the performance of our systems
dealing with
that we are a
been
has
this
of
result
The
nature of some of these applications themselves.
putit mildly,
To
morning.
this
presentation
first
the
typical case of what was being describedin

those | am talking about
wehaveless than entirely satisfied users. On existing applications
This is because, |
changes.
and
enhancement
for
times
inevitably there are long lead
here

suppose like many organisations of our size, we have become a bit bureaucratic in our
we have to. We worry
procedures. We worry about the standard of our documentation
handing over new
programs,
changing
with
associated
issues
about the many security
on.
so
and
programs
new
for
programs, getting sign-off

The mere scheduling of changes is quite a job in its own right, because the sheer volume of
these presents quite a problem. For instance, last year there were 12,000 componentchangesin
our program and procedurelibraries.

the lead time is even
things we have not touched at all
If you look to new applications
ofthe priority list
bottom
the
at
lurking
been
have
which
things
of
number
a
are
There
longer.
for many years now, and inevitably we have not got round to them.
| would mention in passing our attitude to minis because | think that is relevant. We have
probably made much less use of them than many other DP users. | think part of the reason for
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this is that we are less divisionalised as an organisation

we are probably less diversified. But

in those cases where we have tried | must say our experience has not always been very

encouraging. Onefinds, | think, that the equipment or the system thatis developed can fail to
meetthe specification. Wefind that if you have developed a small system on a mini, the support
and maintenance of that subsequently becomes a problem. The one or two people who first
developed it have gone on to other work now and are maybe even no longer.in the department

or with us. A change is needed
you haveto find somebody and provide them with atleast a
basic minimum oftraining on that piece of equipment before they can make any changes. This
can be organisationally irritating and inefficient.

Wealso find that there tends to be a compatibility problem. The volumes of a particular
application that you are having to deal with grow over the years. You cannot enhance that

original equipment becausethe specification has now changed
it has been superseded by
something else, so you have a problem. Equally unlike on our mainframes where we have had

compatibility of application programming for many years now, if you want to replace one of

those minis again you can face problemsin this area.

On the other hand we have made use of outside bureaux and, although there is no central

accounting for this, one estimate is that last year it was running to something like £200,000 per

annum spent on outside bureaux. It tendedto be typically people like our operational research

function, the bank statistician, the economic adviser and such like, who would be using outside
bureaux or packagesparticularly marketed for that type of person.
It is against this background that the idea of system shop emerged. Not surprising
ly the first
person tofloat the idea at Lloyds Bank was the IBM salesman. It did not, however,
get a ready
acceptanceat thattime. Partly | think wefelt that he was not an impartial observer
of the scene.
Secondly, | do not think wereally understood what he was on about.

It was only when wevisited the United States about 18 months ago
and had presentation
while we wereout there from an IBM programming laboratory on interac
tive computing and the

IBM package known as the VSPC (Virtual Storage Personal Computing)
that we began to take
moreinterest in it.
Incidentally, that presentation was

the first time | have heard the
analogy with the automobile indus-

try.

Somebody

sometime

is

reputed to have madea forecast of

the total number of automobiles
that would ever be sold and they

eT

Passrooowee

came up with that figure. The basis

for this was that if you had an auto-

mobile you needed a chauffeur to
drive it and they could not see there
ever being more than about one
million chauffeurs around the
place.

,

Of course they were wrong. The
reason they were wrong wasthat we dispensed with the chauff
eur and the user himself drives
his automobile.

The presentation | am referring to suggested that weare in
the same situation in DP. How are
wegoing to satisfy the demand for programmers over the next 20
years that will be necessary to
give those users the systems they want, particularly as the compu
ting hardware is becoming
that much easier to provide?

They suggested that basically there are two ways

secondly, to drive it yourself.

one, to make the computer easier to drive,

The presentation concluded by
pointing out that there were three
benefits from interactive comput-

ing. The first, that if you provided it

to your DP professionals

Actual sales

2ee

in other

words as interactive programming

it would help them to reduce

their backlog. The second that they
suggested was that it would provide a means for management
access to the computer and the in-

formation held in it. The third one
they suggested was thatit provided

=)

facilities for none-DP-trained staff,

oe:

and it was this third benefit which
wasthe one that sparked our imagination. | have a suspicion that the IBM salesman knew what he was doing whenhetook us to
that particular programming laboratory because wetied it up with what he had been saying
about system shop for the last few months.
It seemed to us that we could perhaps by this means partly solve the
age old problem that we had of try-

ing to change programmers into
bankers.

It suggested to us that perhaps a

better approach would beto try to
use bankers as programmers.

So we decided to implement the

concept and to set up shop. When

westarted at the beginning of last

year, we had a number ofprinciples

in our mind. The first was that we
should set it up and haveit run by a
small team which was separate from the rest of the DP function. | will come back to some of the
reasons for that in a minute. We also believed in our naive way that we could use back-up

hardwarefor this. Let me explain what | mean by that. Because we have an on-line network of

some 800 cash dispensers and we cannot keep our customers waiting if the machine goes

down, we have two 168s which are handling that network. We have another two 168s which are
sitting beside them, as it were, waiting to take over in the event of a failure. Now wesaid to
ourselves we cannot use those machinesto full capacity at the moment, why notlet us bring up

VSPC on one of those machines so therefore the central hardware costs of it will be very
limited? You will see as | go along how that theory stood up in practice.

The next vital thing we felt was to insist that system development and maintenance under
system shop should bethe user responsibility. We did not want system shop to get into the loop
that the whole of the rest of DP has got into, which we have been talking about previously
that as soon as you have implemented successfully a new system the maintenance
today
load of that inevitably degrades your ability to implement the next system successfully. So a
prime principle here was that the users themselves must develop and maintain their own

systems.
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The other thing we said was that we would place no bar in principle because of the lack of
previous DP experienceon the part of the potential user. Now | understand, talking around, that
this is the key difference in the way in which we have implemented VSPC as against the way in
which some other people have. | know of other people who havesaid that you can use VSPC if
you have, as it were, been through a graduation process of being a normal user of the DP
function services. When you have reached the stage when you understand and know enough
about them, then you can graduate to becoming, as it were, the driver of the car yourself using
VSPC. Instead, we wantedto try to get people not necessarily with any previous knowledge to
come in and use VSPC.

The financial aim at that time was to cover the cost of the computer time used, to cover the cost
of the program product we would have to acquire and the other expenses of running it. We

envisaged that users would either come to the central shop and usethe terminals there when
they wanted to, or if they could justify. it and had sufficient requirement, they could have
terminals in their own departmental premises hooked into the VSPC system. Wesaid in those
early days for security reasons and because, | think, of some lack of confidence in what we were

doing, that we would not let any system shop user usethe live files that were maintained within

the existing data processing function. So if somebody wanted accessto information which was
on live file, we would have to provide him with a copy of this and it would be in read-only

mode for his use. This| still think is important because it does remove the possibility of a copy of
the file, being held by the system shop users and that being updated, getting out of step with

the main file which is being held within the DP organisation. Of course, if the file they want to

use in system shop is one that bears no relationship to a DP file, if | can use the term,
they can
go ahead, as | shall explain in a minute.

The other thing that we decidedat that stage was that we would give no initial publicity
within

the bank to this new service. We would just see what happened. | think
partly because | had
been one of the people on that conversion trip to the United States, | was
at that time given
responsibility for setting up the system. The first action | took was
to appoint the team. This
team, as | said, was going to be small. In fact we appointed five people.
We took as manager of
the system shop somebody with a DP technical background who
had, in fact, been a project

manager within the development department. At the time when this happene
d he was working

in a small staff group that | have on DP planning. When we came
back from the visit to the

States | wastalking around in the office about the possibility of setting
this up and he came to
me one day and said If you do setit up, | would be very interested in
running it. | felt, from his
career point of view having been very much a technical man up to
that time, and from the point

of view of broadening his experience he would be a good person
for it, and when

he came
along and said he would like to do it | felt that was another battle
that was solved by having him

there. So we put somebody in who was very keen and very
committed to the idea. As

his
assistant we took somebody who had up to that time been a shift
supervisor in the operations
department. He had been pointed out as somebody with potential
, but at that time he had no
programming or systems background at all. | felt that as one
of the thingsthat this little team

would have to be doing was going out to users who themselv
es would have no backgroundin
DP, it might be a goodthing if we had in that team one
or twopeople who themselves had been

through thatlearning process over the last few months, and hadnot,
asit were, been living with
programming or systems design for five, ten years or whatever
it might be. That decision, |

might say, has turned out to be a great success. He picked
it up very well indeed and he is now a
valuable and very helpful member of the team.

Wehad twoother staff, one of whom hada senior programmer
background and one of whom
had been a senior operator. So again at the lower level | adopte
d the same policy of bringing in
someb
ody without direct previous experience.

The fifth person wasthe secretary/administrator to look after
the telephone calls, the billing,
the coffee, and all the other things that are necessary to makelife
possible.
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The second action | took was to order the VSPC package from IBM and this seems a good
momentperhapstotalk justa little bit about that. It is a standard IBM licensed program product
and basically it is an interactive application vehicle which provides the technical and support
facilities that you needto run this sort of thing. In a wayit is like the IBM TSO package but it is a
lot more user friendly, to use that buzz term. In comparison if you do not want the detailed
programming facilities that a TSO system offers, VSPC is probably a lot betterto use. It also, as

you will see, has a number of other facilities.
For the user it provides, like TSO, a
command language and edit facilities.

Under

VSPC

there

are

a

number of languages available to
users
there is APL, there is

Basic, and if you want to get more

technical there is PL/1 and Fortran.
Weourselves in our implementation of it have addedin the Informa-

tics Mark IV package because that

was one wefelt that we would

want to provide in this environ-

ment. There are also a numberof

application programs provided by

use

Userfacilities

Commandlanguage
Edit
Languages

Application programs
apceesatiy

Installationfacilities

Resource management
Security

Terminal and data access methods

Workspace

COMESCOROSIRES

Reng cata

beret esseae feces

User protiles:

IBM with VSPC. Thereis a financial
planning system which you can use
for budgeting, there are a number ofstatistical packages, there is a mini pert package, there are
anumber of report writers and so on. Then again within VSPC thereis a facility for you to run
programs in batch mode. So if you have something thatit is more appropriate to run that way

(for instance, a fair amount of printed output), you can submit it through VSPC and thenit can

run as a normal batch job within your DP shop.

VSPC has a number of useful installation facilities. For instance, there is a resource manage-

ment capability so that you can specify to the system how much CPU time, for instance, or how
much real storage should be available to the VSPC system. Clearly this means that if you are
running it alongside something else which itis fairly critical you can make sure that your VSPC
users do not swamp the other critical on-line application, although of course there is the danger

that you make your VSPC usersdissatisfied in the process. But the availability is there. It has
good security facilities. No one VSPC user can getat the files of another VSPC user and nobody
from outside the VSPC system can getinto it. It uses standard terminal and data access
method. It uses VTAM on the terminal side, and it uses a range offacilities on the data access

side. It has facilities for providing workspace to users and so forth. It also has a number of
administrative facilities. Accounting data is provided, although you have to write your own

processing routinesto get it out of the system. But that perhapsis not unfair as different people
wantto do it in different ways. There are also operator messagefacilities and messages for you
to specify user profiles. This user may use these terminals, this user may use other terminals,
this user is part of the central system shop terminals and so on.

In all, at the risk of sounding like an IBM salesman, | would say that it was an easy toinstall
package. Wehavelittle criticism with it, and thereis little that we find to be missing from it.

So, as | say, those werethe first two actions | took. | appointed the team and ordered VSPC. At

the same time | made myfirst mistake in that | failed to do a third thing which | should have
done at the same time. That wasto order from the PTTthe lines | needed on which to hang my
terminals.
Lloyds Bank has around 2000 branchesscattered throughout basically England and Wales. But

nearly all its Head Office functions, which is where we saw the use of VSPC, certainly in the

short term, are located within one square mile of the City of London. But they are notall within

one building
they are scattered over a number ofbuildings in that area. As | have said, one of
the things we felt that we would need to do wasto provide the facility for users to have
terminals in their own premises. If you want a typewriter type terminal you can use a public

switch network line to hang it on the end of, but if you want a display screen you have to have a
leased dedicatedline. The lead time on leased lines in the City of London is running at about 15
months. That meant that by not ordering those lines at the time westartedit, there was going
to be quite a long period when if any potential user came along to us and said I want to put
some screens in my own premises, we would have to say Sorry, we cannot do it for 15
months while wegetthe lines. Shades of the old DP answer, Sorry we cannotdoit for. . .
So, if you are thinking of doing this, start off by doing whatin fact we did some six monthsafter

that. This was to order Post Office lines to all our locations in the City of London, whether or

not at this stage there was a potential VSPC user there. The outlay in so doing is small in

comparison with the irritation and the damage to your image if users come along and you have
to say,
Sorry, nothing for the next 15 months.

Since that time
over the last year
there have been two concurrent threads going through
what we have been doing. On the one hand there has been the evolution of the terms of
reference and the operating guidelines under which system shop should function. | don t know
whether it is because weare a bank or just because this is what anybody would do, but wefelt

that even something like system shop should have these.

So that was going on on the one hand. The other thing wasthe practical development of
the
shop and the bringing along ofthe first users. | took the view that these two things should
be

allowed to go on concurrently, and that we should not wait to agree the
terms of reference and
the operating guidelines before we opened the doors of the shop. | did
not want the delay that

that would haveinvolved. | felt also that we were going to learn, from our
early experience,
certain things that we would wantto allow to influence those terms of reference
and those
Operating guidelines. So, letting ourselves get the early experience, at the
same time as we were
beginning to formulate the guidelines, did not seem to me to be a bad way
of going about it.
A third factor was that by no means everybodywith a voice in the
management services division

of Lloyds Bank was fully behind the idea of system shop. | felt that
to let the thing get started
would perhaps avoid someof the arid philosophical discussions on
whether it was a goodidea
and whether we should doit this way or not, which would have taken
place had | held everything up for those terms of reference. So westarted off with
the terms of reference being
developed at the same time as we were bringing on the users.

Now, I m going totalk first about how thosetermsof reference
developed and then | shall come

back and talk about our practical experience with the users.
The basic objective in my mind was
to try to break away as far as we could from the
bureaucratic aspects of the current

development methods that we use. But it nevertheless seemed
that there were a number of
things which we had to address in some way or another.
The first of these is the position of system shop within
the management services division

structure.

Here| will have to divert for a minute very briefly to tell you
whatthe structureis.

Under the
general manager in charge of management servic
es division we basically break into three
sections. There is a research section, there is DP devel
opment and Operations
where | am
involved

and then thereis a third leg which is all the other operations
which take place within

managementservices.

Let me give you some examples. | said, for instance, that
| was not responsible for data
preparation
thatis included in other operations. | am not responsible for
the actual physical

clearing of the chequesalthough | provide the computer service to do it
that happens in other
operations. For some strange reason the bank s stationery department comes under management services division and that also
is in other operations. We have a
team of inspectors who go round

branches doing an O & M type audit

as distinct from auditors type audit.

They also are a department under

TUiMebied

other operations.

As | have said, we did not want to
put system shop within the DP

function. We did not want to do
that because we wanted to keepit

distinct as far as procedures were

concerned. | also did not want any
conflict over resources between the

[

Research

DP development
and operations

Other
operations

traditional DP approach and the
system shop approach. A crisis in
the DP department would mean raiding system shop for one of their four people to help us. No,

we mustavoidthat at all costs. | thought about putting it in the DP operations department, but
that did not seem right either. The next thought was to put it in the research department
because, after all, a lot of the potential users of system shop would be known to the research
department, who are not only concerned with those things which come on the computer side,

but a lot of clerical O & M work is done by the research department. So they would know lot of

them, and lot of our potential users, in fact, would probably come to us through the research
department. On the other hand, the research department is not an operational department. It is

not there running things and this was going to be something that needed running, so that
seemed wrong.

So we took what seemeda slightly imaginative decision at the time. In among other operations
is a department called computer services department. That department is responsible for

marketing and servicing those computer services which we provide to customers of the bank.

For example, those people who use the Lloyds Bank payroll service have as their interface with
Lloyds Bank, the computer services department. They negotiate the fees, they negotiate the

contracts and keep a watching brief over the whole of the operation. We decided thatif these

people had become skilled over the years in marketing and servicing services to outside

customers of the bank, why could they not do it also for outside customers of management
services division? So we said we would put it in there and that is what we have done. It was
slightly traumatic from the point of view of the manager of that department to have working
directly for him people of the technical level of the team that | had set up, but with a bit of
goodwill on both sides that has worked extremely well.

with one of our system shop
political difficulties, may | say
Whenwegotinto difficulties
services department was
computer
of
manager
the
month),
one
bill
the
pay
to
users (he refused

a very good person to go and talk to him because he had had experience of bank customers
who had refused to paythe bill on a couple of occasions. He wasfar better at handling that
situation than my technical man who | had set up as manager of the shop would have been. So
that has worked very well.

Going back to the list of things we need to address. The next one we asked ourselves was what
type of applications do wereally see as appropriate to put on to system shop. All | shall do is to
sketch very briefly now some of the things we said at that time, which in fact we have
documentedin more detail since.
Asfar as the application itself is concerned, wefelt that it was important, if it was going to be a
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system shop application, that at least a high proportion of the data generated or used by that
application was generated or used only by that application. If this was something that had a lot
of cross links with other parts, as it were, of the bank s database proper, we saw that there
would be problems, which we could in some cases overcome byproviding copies, but that was

a little cumbersome. Ideally the best applications are those which are self-contained asfar as

data is concerned. Wherethis is not the case, it must be true that access to the bank s main
recordsis only in read-only mode without updating. Ideally, you can do that on periodic copies
spun off, say, once a week rather than daily or even hourly.

Additional plus points for the use of system shop are areas where a high degree of security or
privacy are required for the application because, as | havesaid, the VSPC system has very good
security features. So this is a good place to go for security and privacy.

Also, of course, if you want to do something wherethereis an available application package

already under VSPC, fine. It will not generally be suitable where you have stringent on-line
response time requirements because, as | have said, we could notreally guaranteeto that level

of accruacythe sort of response time you would get on your terminals on VSPC. I do notthink it

is entirely appropriate where you need a large network of dedicated terminals on your premises
because, from our point of view, network management tends to be very centralised within
the
computer site, and to have a subsidiary of that working at system shop wefelt might present
dangers.

Equally, of course, if the potential user was not able or prepared
to take control and
responsibility for what he was doing, system shop was not for him.
Again, it would not be

appropriate to use system shop if you required the service outside the hours
when we were

going to provideit. | shall come back to that point in a minute, when you
will see that it is never
as simple as it appears when you are laying down guidelines. Of
course, other advantages of
system shop areif you want fast application development. You do
not have to go through that
jungle of bureaucracy associated with the DP department. Wealso
saw that it could be the
vehicle for certain types of application prototyping, irrespect
ive of whether the ultimate
application would continue to run under system shop or whether,
when it had been fully

developed, it was taken over and run as traditional DP type
operation.

Another aspect is that it is appropriate if you want, or can
use a high-level user-oriented
language.

That is some ofthe criteria which we thought would apply
and those have stood up fairly well

over the last year apart from the occasions when we have
broken them.

| have mentioned the question of responsibility already
but | muststressit. Responsibility for the
whole operation
not for the operation of the system shop servic
e and VSPC but for any

applications developed under it

rests with the user. There are system shop staff

who are
available for advice and guidance, at roughly the same
sort of level as you would get from an
IBM
systems engineer, to evaluate in the first place the Suitabi
lity of system shop

as a solution
to their particular problems. And if they then decide
to go ahead, to advise them on staff
education, on system design and programming. The
education of potential users was handled
differently depending on theparticular type of langua
ge they were going to use. In certain cases

we used IBM courses for this or other outside courses.
In one or two cases we have developed
Our own courses within our owntraining section, but
we have the system shop staff there
available to advise on that sort of thing.

Weforesaw that there would be cases of people who
wanted to use system shop who
genuinelyfelt that they did not have the capability or did not
wish to undertake responsibility for
development of the system. In that case we would
suggest to them that they could hire a
consultant or an outside contractor who would come and
do the development for them. That

would have our blessing. We would assist them firstly in choosing the consultant and,

secondly, in working with the consultant when he had been employed. As you will see we have
done that very successfully in a couple of cases.
The next question that came up was authorisation. As this is going to be a user responsibility,

why do we, in managementservices division, need to authoriseit at all? Why can t we just say
Go and get on withit.

? | immediately saw three areas where wedid needto authorise. First,

wehad to make sure wedid not overload that small team of people unwittingly. Secondly, there
maybe strategic reasons why we did not want somebody to go aheadwith this. It might have
database implications with other parts of the organisation and we might want to say No for
that reason. Thirdly, certain aspects would have a DP involvement. There might be a case of
having to copya file and provide that to them once a week, and there might be a case of impact

on operations wherethis particular system shop application produced bulk output. We had,
therefore, to have a DP sign-off that what they intended to do involving the data processing
function was appropriate. Subsequently there has been a school of thought in Lloyds Bank
which has said We must go further than that. We must ask ourselves whetherthis is a
practical, or viable, or cost effective, or justifies the use of system shop. We, as the manage-

ment services department, have a responsibility for making sure that other people in the organ-

isation do not use computers in a way they ought not to. This opens a whole new debate and |

do not intend to come to any definitive answeron that this afternoon. | do say though that there
is a dangerthat if you go that way you will start imposing the very same bureaucracy in system
shop that you had on the other side of the outfit. Then we would compromisethe ability that we

have at the momentfor flexibility and speed in implementing things under system shop. In any
case for any degree of authorisation within the management services department you have a

difficulty with those people who are already existing users and who wantto go ahead and put a
new application on, because they can almost do it while your back is turned.

Wefelt that we needed some documentation standards, albeit rudimentary ones, and we have

incorporated these and other information in a draft user guide which will be the document we
give to people when they come along to enrol with us.

Wefelt that we might have some trouble with the internal auditor or the chief inspector, as we
how would he view this? Fortunately, provided he had a copyof the
call him in the Bank
advice authorising the application, and provided that in due course he had a copy of the
and that was another reason for insisting on some documentation standards
documentation
he felt that we could go ahead on that. That is the way it works at the moment.

As| said, on the question of availability our original plan had beenthat this would run on a backup machine and that we would provide the service only during normal office hours. But the very
if | have time | will explain in a bit of detail
second application that we wentto put on to it
lease a valuation package. | do not know
to
going
were
who
subsidiary
wasfor our leasing
the evaluation package and it tells you
into
parameters
the
feed
you
but
much aboutleasing,
whether you should be charging thisrate ofinterest or that rate of interest over this term orthat
term, and what your profits will be at the end of it. We had said that as far as availability is
concerned the people who will be using this are people like the statistician, and if he comes
along for his weekly afternoon modelling he will not mind very much if we haveto say to him
Sorry, the machine is down this afternoon. Come back tomorrow morning ahd doit then.
But when westarted trying to suggest this to the leasing people they pointed out, notterribly
politely, that to come back tomorrow morning would mean that they had lost the leasing
businessfor that particular proposal to one of their competitors and thatit was totally unacceptable that we should give them other than goodavailability. They did not go for lunch and they
tended to workfairly late in the evening. So immediately a rethink was required of our availability requirements. What we have stated as a principle now is that we will guarantee to give
anybody as good an availability as he could have expected to get had he had a mini of his own
without a back-up machine to take over from it. In practice, we have stuck VSPC, the system
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shop, in with part of our Cashpoint network so for the momentat least they getfirst class
service and of course they are very happy.

As| said earlier terminal usage would be on the basis of coming along to the shop, or having

your own. If you had your own, you would pay for them. While all that was going on actual
progress was being made with getting users on to the system. | supposethe first break through
that we had was whenour premises department agreed to give us a site for the shop within our
head office in Lombard Street. This meant that the bulk of those users whom weweresetting
out to attract would find that the main shop site was on the same premises. That, however,

would takea little while to get ready so up until about now wehave been working in temporary
premises about five minutes walk away from there. But it shows that, when we put up this

proposal to those people who control both us and premises department, there was sufficient
attraction in it that they were prepared to agree to allocate us space in whatis a very valuable
part of our operations, namely the head officeitself.

Now | would like to describe in the remaining time some of our customers. Very early on there
was a dominance of two particular situations. The first of these dominated system shop
becauseit had a very stringent deadline in terms of implementation. We had gone into a new

corporate planning technique and the top executive of the bank were requiring branch
managerstofill in a new setof statistics in a form they had not done before, from which they

were going to do a branch profitability analysis. They wanted this to be massagedin various
ways bya series of computer programs. The first analysis would take place six months from
the

date they told us about it and they wanted the results in a few weeks thereafter. There was no
way we were goingtoget this sort of thing through our normal DP operation without the most
appalling upheavals. We did not have a project team set up to do that particular
job. We could

not release the resources from other project teams, etc. You knowall the problems
that you

have. So, because it was urgent we said Right, we will do it under system
shop. But we then
wentahead and broke the prime principle of system shop, but | had a good
reason for doing so.
There was nobodyto implement this because this was the chief executive
and the new head of
corporate planning, who did not really have much of a staff himself
and anyway did not want to
usehis very small staff on writing programs for the wretched computer.
So there was no way he

wasgoing to do it. But the chief executive was saying

Somebody hasgot to. So we accepted

the inevitable and said
The system shop staff will themselves have to implement
this
application. But we justified it by saying Two or three months
from now they will have to be
able to advise other people on how to implement systems under
VSPC using these languages.

Don t you think it would be a very good ideaif they had had at least
some experience of doing

one job for themselves.

In retrospect it was a good idea that wedid that because there

were a
number of bugs, not within VSPC but in misunderstandings in our
useof it, and problems at the
interface between this and that, which we were able to iron out
by keeping the thing in-house.
Had we had somebody elsein first time round asour first
user and he hadhit those bugs, the

credibility of the system shop would have been undermined
very early on.

Wehad some fears at that stage that once having develo
ped this we would be landed with the
maintenance of it for ever and a day. | am glad to
say that at this very moment we have

persuadedthe chief accountant s departmentthat it is really
his responsibility to maintain these
analyses and he has a couple of people sitting in system shop
and they are doing very well on
understanding those APL programs which we wrote some six
to eight months ago and which

from now on theywill maintain. So perhaps not a
bad outcome to that one afterall.

The other one that dominated those early days was intere
sting because we had an unfavourable
political embroilment. This was our leasing company, the
same leasing subsidiary that | have

talked about already. Theyput up a proposal that they
wanted a mini. We did notlike this idea.
Wesaid wedid notlike minis much in general
we particularly did notlike it for this operation
for a variety of reasons. We asked them why notdo it
on system shop. They did not wantto,

they wanted their mini so right from day one westarted off
with an unfavourable political

relationship with the potential user. It is interesting though that they hired a firm of consultants
to do the programming. Our relationship with the consultants at the technical level all the way
through has been very good, and gradually we are winning the departmental management

round to the idea that this was not such a bad way ofgoing after all. There is one interesting
aspect of this, and that is that | am told that what now has been developed and is being
developed on our mainframe for this application would never, in a month of Sundays, have
fitted in to the mini that they proposedto buyto do the job. Whether that means that because
they haveall the unlimited computer power ofa fairly large system they have been lavish with it
and used more than they should do, or becauseit really means that there would have been a

crunch some six months later-when the mini turned out notto satisfy their requirements, | do
not know and | will not pass judgment. But| think it is interesting.

Oneof our early successes was, as | mentionedearlier, the chief inspector's department
the
people who do the internal audit. Let me explain this briefly. It was the first use of copied or
derived files. One of the things that the chief inspector s department does is to send an
inspection team onceevery twoyearsto each of our 2000 branches. For about the first two days

that they are there they are doing fairly close audit of the booksof the branch, largely because
wehaveto be verycareful of things like fraud and security. This was always done manually and
somebody had the bright idea that most of this analysis they do could be done by a computer
program working on the accounts which are already maintained on a computer. Why not spin
off a copy of the file of the branch on the day theygo in to start the inspection, and that evening
run a series of analysis programs on those branch accounts, and present tomorrow morning in

the branch all the exceptions which it would have taken them a couple of days to find manually.

They already had within the chief inspector s department a computer audit section who had
some knowledge of DP, and they sat downto developthis application. It was very successful,
and the particular successofit is that those analysis programs which they have developed, they
have never had to publish outside the chief inspector s department. Had they got the normal DP

function to develop those, they would have had to publish a specification which would

inevitably have undermined some of the security of what they are doing. Asit is they have done
their programming themselves. Nobody outside their own department knows what they have
done. It is secure within the VSPC files, and thereit is for them to do what they will withit. |

think that is an interesting sideline on one area where we have had an almost unexpected
benefit.

That, however, was a case where it was DP-trained staff who did it. There is another very

similar case where totally non-DP-trained staff were used, and that was in our personnel
division. For many years now wehavehad the practice that personnel division would ask us to
run Mark IV analysis programs either on the payfile or on the staff records file, or both together,
asking whatif questions, such as if pensions were increased by so much how much would it
cost, or how many people have we got in such and such a grade with such and such
capabilities? These were a terrible nuisance to the DP department.

They camein fairly regularly and not only did they take time but they disrupted what | would

regard as the true development work of the DP department. We told them we would give them
a copyofthe file, that they could learn Mark IV and do it themselves. Again, this has worked
very well. It had one interesting sideline. It took on average about two people in data processing

departmentto serviceall these requests. Personnel division are now doing it with one person.
Now, do not jump to the conclusion that personnel division can write Mark IV programs twice
as productively as the DP department people. | checked on that as a possibility. Whatitis, is
that now theyare directly getting charge of the work and they haveto provide the personnel to
do it, they are looking much morecritically at the requests before they ever come out with them.
Let me touch now very briefly on a couple of fairly easy ones which we took over. The DP
departmentitself was moving over to the use of a new project control system using a standard

package. We put that under VSPC and that is where that runs. We had just developed a
capacity planning and performance model for our operations department in APL. It was ideal
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to put that under VSPC. My own planning staff use the financial planning system package

under VSPC for our own resource and budgeting forecasts within the DP function. In this
respect these wereall people who had DP background, but VSPC providesa very useful vehicle
on which to hang this sort of operation.

Another type of thing we do is where you have something which is really an attachment on to
an existing system. We have an existing accounting system and one of the things that
happenedrecently is that those members of the staff who get cars, up until very recently, got

the car, but all the maintenance was the responsibility of the member of staff. The bank has
recently changed that so the maintenance is now provided by the bank. This has increased very
much thesort of accounting and analysis that they want to do in that particular area. What they
have done is to write their ownlittle set of routines which interface with our normal accounting
routines to handle this additional work load here. They have gotit done much faster than
they
would have done had it come in through the normal DP channels.

Weare doing a bad one, one we never should, which is a complicated business
connected with
the fact that our customers
bless them, they havethe right to do so
sometimesatthe last
minute tell us not to pay a standing order which weare already
halfway through processi

ng.
There is a terrible reconciliation job which happens every day between
standing orders which
are
halfway through the system and phone calls from branches
saying

Sorry, our custome

r has
just told us they do not want that done. It is a fairly simple reconcil
iation job, but it will require
about seven or eight on-line terminals working throughout the
day doing this job. | ama bit
suspicious that the only real reason why wehave allowed it
to go ahead on system shop is that
weshall get a fast development time out of it, and really it
does not satisfy thosecriteria that |
put up earlier.

Anyway, summarising, because of the failure to order
lines weare still very largel

y centrally
based. | went downto the shop a few days ago and
although it is not quite Harrods on sale day,
it is perhaps Harrods on a normal Thursday. There
are some 15 terminals dotted around the
room and little groups of people sitting at each
of them, some running jobs, some developing
new jobs. It was very gratifying to see that happen
ing. We haveten regular users, some on a
daily basis, some only once half-yearly. We have
another five we are developing. We looked at
five others
and for a variety of reasons reject

ed them. One was where the financial adviser
wanted to come along but he was using a partic
ular proprietory package with an outside bureau
which wecould not provide. We told him to stay
where he was.

So we have looked at 20 and got 15 of them and
that really is without any publicity atall. Now,
however, it is generally known about around the
bank
| don t think thereis any department
which does not know about system shop
and quite gratifyingly the approach is normally

direct to the system shop staff and we in
chief office only get

to hear about it after the initial
discussions. | think that is good becausethat
is the way | think it should be.
Now | suppose wehaveto ask one final quest
ion. Doesself-service really work? | would
have

been hesitant about going into it had
| not been able to provide a reasonable
amount of
computing power to meet the requirements,
because we are now with the ten users we
have,
and the five who are developing, using some
thing betweenfive and 20 per cent. of
a
168
all
the
time. That is quite a lot of power, but
| am reasonably satisfied, because ofall
our other

demands and theinevitable slack we have
to have, that | can respond quickly enough
to
thought twice about it. Certainly it has improved
the image of management services division.
Wehave had some successes, the staff level
was about right, but | think | now needto put
one
more person in there at a more junior level,
a sort of JCL Procedures type expert, a one
man
application support group, for those of you who
usethe term. It seems, after all, that we shall
beall right on the question of subsequent maint
enance. Weare going to be able to get the users
to do it.

| think there is a question though on the level of skills required by users. Very briefly, | think you
can break down the usage we haveinto four types. There are the report generators, the people
like personnel division who are
doing a Mark IV run on static file.
| think we have proved you can do
those whether you have no DP

background, or what | call DP
awareness which is the intermediate stage when you might have
been in DP at one time or you have

worked with DP people, and of
course DP professionals can do it.

Then there is the use of packages,

financial planning system or what-

ever it may be. | think any of those
three categories can use those.

There are additions to DP applica-

tions, things like the staff cars. Cer-
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tainly people without a DP background cannotdo those, | am not sure about the middle category, and of course the DP professional can. Then, when you get downtoself-contained systemslike the accounting system
which we are developing alongside the lease evaluation package for our leasing company, no
way do | see that non-DP people can actually develop that. What | am saying is, that in those

places on that matrix where thereis not a tick, if you want to go ahead in that area

and | do

then you haveto be prepared to get somenot believe there is any reason why you cannot
body from outside, a consultant or a contract programmer, to come in and help you

do it.

The other thing | think that we shall have to watchverycarefully over the next few monthsis the
balance versus those who want a bureaucracy imposed. Somebody suggested to me that the
answerto my problem in that areais to let the process of agreeing the terms of reference go on
and onindefinitely, and then weshall continueto run in the free and easy and fairly successful

way weare at the moment, while those who wantto argue the rights and wrongs ofit can do
so. But the danger there is, of course, if in any of these we have failure.

To summarise it in one final sentence, in terms of the keys that we were going to provide
between the palace and the dungeon, | certainly am notproviding a key which will let you out of
the dungeon into the palace. | think | might be providing you with a key whichlets you out into
the recreation area where you can stretch your legs a bit. And | think one of the things | am
doing is removing some of those pressure points, however trivial they might have been, which
could build up. Here is something that that wretched management servicesdivision considers
trivial but they cannot get round to doing it for us. Thisis the sort of area where we can do alot
to improve our image. Beyond that | would not make any further claims at this stage. | shall
leave you with one final question which | shall not attempt to answer. On the analogy that
computing will becomelike electricity, something weall can use very easily, is this perhaps a
very early development which will grow into something very big? Or is it, on the other hand, just
something which, as | say, removes someof the pinpricks that we have at the moment?
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PRACTICAL TOOLS FOR A
MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES
APPROACH TO SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
Tom Gilb

Tom Gilb is an independentconsultant, author and teacherresiding in Norway. Heis the author
of several books such as Software Metrics, Humanised Input (with Gerald Weinberg), and Data
Engineering. A new book aboutthe design by objectives approach will be publishedlater this
year. Heis the writer of a regular column in Computer Weekly.

Mr Gilb applies the material he writes and speaks about in co-operation with clients in several

countries. He wasinvited to speak at the USA Guide in 1978 and 1979, as well as at the USA

National Computing Conferences in
presentations.

1979 and 1980 on subjects related to his

Venice

| like to call the method the design
by objectives approach because of
the clear analogy with management
by objectives. It really is just a practical application of that well-known
management
philosophy.
The

quickie definition of the method,
having a little fun with

G's

technologies

meet

Desig byOblecivec pe

Betentdevetonment

(which is one of my favourite letters), is that we set our goals. We
decide what kind of goods wewill
use, in other words what kind of
we

need

to

those goals. Weask the third question, Is this good enough? Are the
goods good enough to meet the
goals?
if we get some kind of a

system.

Goals=> Gcodsi-e Goad? = Gal

Yes

answer at some stage we say,

Go! Build the

This method is neither an organisational analysis method
nor is it a Programming method. It is

something in between. It is high level architecture.

This represents a kind of state of the art of programming

perhaps very good crafts

manship.
Perhaps it is time that we asked ourselves whether we really want
to make violins or high fidelity
sets. The purpose of design by objectives is to avoid going deeper
and deeper intothe craftsmanship of programming and ask somehigh level questions such
as Can weafford to continue
producing Stradivariuses if 500 million people want to play the
violin or hear violin music?
You are all here fishing. You are fishing for ideas. | hopethat
although | am forced to keep toa

fairly high level here, both for time constraints and to give an Overvie
w, you will find some ideas
or at least the incitement to dig and getthe technical detail to
give you an idea that you can use.
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Let me first define what design by objectivesis. | will then tell you whatit is not. Then | will
proceed to describe it. | think that the best single definition of it is a high level system
architecture method. Whatis high
level? It is not deciding what the
logic of the program will be, notlike
What DbOis:
pseudo code or flow charts
that
is a kind of low level design. It is not
even necessarily deciding which
High level system architecture
modules or programs we will
Infotecture
have, although it can work at that

Systemsengineering
Softwareengineering

level if necessary. It is primarily
concerned with morestrategic de-

Technoscopes

(ways to see complex systems)

cisions such as centralised/decen-

tralised, which programming

Management control

lan-

Communication tools

guage to use, whether to use data-

base or some mixture
that kind
of high level strategic decision

before we seriously get down to
tasks known as programming.

The French, according to Computer Weekly, coined a term which | rather fancy, infotecture .
It says a lot. Let it grow on you. Design by objectives is something very close to systems
engineering applied to software. We are very much working at the systemslevel. Programs and
databases are only two of the many componentsin which weareinterested. Weare interested

here in people, organisation, motivation, hardware, data, and program components. All valid
componentsof the system areto be considered. This is the architect s eye-view of the system.
A lot of the problems that have been described and discussed are due to too narrow and
technological a view of what is necessary to get a system going. It is almost as though we
continually gave the task of architecture to bricklayers, with predictable results.

Applying design by objectives to our computer tasks we can begin to speak about software

engineering. Professor Dijkstra once told me about the origin of the term. A gang of academics
decided that they wanted to go to Rome, and then Germany, and chat with one another for
about a week. They figured out that if they called the conference Software Engineering
NATO would payfor it! There was no software engineering at the time. However, the term itself
is very challenging and | believe that if and when you take the effort to look at the technical
detail of design by objectives, | hope that you will nod your head and say, This really is
engineering. It really is software engineering. Perhapsit is the first true software engineering
that we see. Thatis a kind of claim on mypart and | expect you to be sceptical. | hope that you
will feel that way when you look atit.

technoscopes. Whatis the first thing that we give a
| have another favourite buzz word
the first thing that a student of astronomy might get
Whatis
biology student? A microscope.
Perhaps an oscilloscope. What are all these
engineer?
electronics
hold of? A telescope. An

things but waysof enlarging and seeing complex systems, seeing things that you would not see

very well or would not beable to see atall? | think that is one of our great problems if we
recognise it, not least at a management level. How does management understand all this
technology in bottom line terms such as whenwill it be finished, whatwill it cost, and whatwill
it really give the user?

Design by objectives wasoriginally packaged and developed as an answer to the following

question

what should management be taught on the very first computer appreciation

course? Should they be taught that Cobol means Common Business Oriented Language, and a
bit is a binary unit, and here are some Fortran games? Or should they be taught how to
understand in bottom line terms

money, manpowerand results for the user
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any complex

system including thingslike packages, machines, total systems and projects? | believe that is
what they should be taught, but to do it they need special tools. | call these tools
technoscopes and design by objectives is a collection of such technoscopes.

Design by objectives is exactly like management by objectives
very oriented towards
management control of whatis going on. | mean controlof the final user oriented results, to be
very specific. We all recognise that one of our great problems at many levels of our
organisations has to do with the key word communication . Management, user, technologist,
suppliers have greatdifficulty communicating what they know, whattheyfeel is dangerous,
whatthey feel is wise, to one another in a convincing way. | believe that one of our problemsi
s
that we lack a language structure and a language thatis clear enough, which speaksin
terms
that everybody can understand, both technician and manager alike. | believe
that some

additional and simple, useful answers will be found within the set of methods
which | call design

by objectives.

There are some technoscopes
being used on some program list-

ings. Design by objectives is not a
logic structuring method. There is

no competition whatsoever with
things like the Jackson method,
structured programming or any-

thing like that. These are lower level
complementary methods. You can

pick and choose or use what you

have, but please do not mix it up

What DbO is NOT

A program logic structuring method
A DP religion or dogma

A productforsale

Academic theory

and think that it is a competitor

with,

for example,

the Jackson

method. It is not. In fact | think that
Jackson himself has recently recognised this explicitly by trying to
develop some kind of a higher level thing called JSD
(Jackson s Structured Design).

Thisis certainly nota religion or a dogma. | am nottry
ing tosell you an idea which you have to
believe in or notbelieve in. There is a packagethe
re, a set of techniques. You can believe what
you want. You can do what you want. You can
take some, and leave some. | will put it on the
table and try to explain what motivates the detai
led technology, but you can take it or leaveit.
|
think that you will find thatit is very much a commo
n-sensereligion, if anything. It is very much
in tune with what management and engin
eers long have practised and believed in
and, for that
reason, rather easyto sell to them when given as
an option.

It is not a product for sale. You cannot buy it.
It is an idea, like engineering, science or
management. Wewill give you the technical detai
ls if you want them.

There is no software to buy and no hardware
to buy , it is simply an idea. Most of the ideas
are
derived from already existing ideas. Most of
them in some form or another have long been
practised. Wehave re-packaged them little
and it is a matter for you to acceptit or nor accep
t
it, if it fits your needs.

It certainly is not what | would call academic theor
y. | am notexactly an anti-academic. | am for
very good academic research, and rather disap
pointed with what our computerscientists have
producedfor us of new knowledge and progr
ess. But thisis not a theory,it is all deriv
ed from
practical experience, repeatedly using these tools
and refining them, and finally writing it up. |
have one pamphlet here which you will all
be able to get a copy of. We write down
what we
have been practising rather than describe some abstr
act theory.

Here are someof the major attributes of design by objectives. One is its flexibility. It will adapt to
your problems. This is in strong contrast to many of the program structuring methods and
design methods. | will not go into
detail, but if you examine them you
Major DbO attributes
will find that they are suited to
special classes of problems and no
others. This method can be used,

for example, for highly technical,
small-scale systems, giant commercial systems, for re-designing your
organisation. There is no require-

ment that there be any software
there at all. We have usedit for or-

hong teases

aie

Flexibility: adaptability to your problems

ay
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.

eee jent of current hardware/software

SeeEe
eeee eee coum

ganisational
re-design.
Maybe
there are some programs there and
maybe there are not
it is one of
the last questions we ask. So itis a
very flexible method. It can be used
as a method for communicating
about any new systems development, including ones that imply hardware and software.

| believe that the technique has a strong, long-range value. In fact | decided about 15 years ago

not to waste my time on things that becomeobsolete as suppliers announce new philosophies

and systems. | just cannot bear being thoughtof as an expert, as | was in my youth and as some
of you may have been, in where the commas are placedin job control language cards and things
like that. So design by objectivesis intentionally a collection of principles of long-term value. |
believe that if you make the effort to learn the principles and apply them, you will be able to
apply them for the rest of your working life, even if at some point you move away from
computers or computer management into other areas.

Wehaveindirect proof of this. | can show you Benjamin Franklin, 200 years ago, using someof
these techniques to judge questions of technology. We can demonstrate that the techniques
indeed are classic and will not easily become obsolete whether we have become centralised or
decentralised, or whatever.

The third majorattribute is that we try to be very clear and explicit. We use the principle of Lord
Kelvin, 1883, where he briefly says that if you cannot put a number on it you ought to admit to
yourself that your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind. Wetry to put numbers on

things, well aware of the weaknesses of numbers butwell aware of their strengths, well aware
of the waysoftesting their validity and meaning, and with the very strong feeling that a number
which can be audited, attacked and discussed is better than a vague statement such as
improve maintainability . If we are talking about the maintainability of a system, let us talk

about the maintenance effort in terms of people per line of code per year, or something very
specific like that. | feel a lot happier when people try to measure and believe very strongly thatall
critical attributes ofall of your systems can bestated in measurable termsatleast in some useful
or fruitful way. Not necessarily with perfect accuracy or repeatability, but better than using

words. | think thatit is time that we stopped using words and started to state our objectives
clearly.

This is the fourth attribute. This is very much management by objectives in a systems
development format. There are some minor attributes which | will mention.
Weinsist on formal, written documentation at all stages. None of this,

| thought he said a

while ago typeof thing. The basis for design and decisions will always be found in written and
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normally in quantitative form. The second minor attribute will mean a lot moreto you tomorrow
after | have presented the inspection method. But one of the major attributes of design by
objectivesis that it allows a quality
control at the design stage which
most people are not practising

many peopleare not even very con-

Minor DbO attributes

scious of the need. We mayfeel

that there

is something

wrong

there, but we have not pinned

When ele

down what is wrong. | believe

Inspectable
Storetormncetulnese

and | know that a companyas seri-

ous as IBM believes

that thatis

(eocavisiereplems)

where the problem is. How do you

get a high level architecture documentation so well structured and so

clear that you can apply hard
quality
assurance
techniques,
known as the inspection method,

to them? That is a problem that
IBM is trying to solve and it is rather interested in this method exactly for that
reason. will
speak more about that tomorrow when| talk about inspection.
Not only does design by objectives have a usefulness in the
long term, but you can use it

tomorrow. You can do simple things like going back and saying,

Let s try that once because

wenever really did it. Let's write downall the goals, quantitatively
and measurably, on one page

of our next project.

You can start tomorrow and you will get an immediate effect
of

discovering that you neverreally did things like that. It
serves as a very useful departure point
for

discussions with management, with users, and finally
in sending specifications to

technologists for development.

Here is a list of the design by
objectives components. | shall use
the same list and leaveit up for

reference so that as we pass
through the array of about eight or
nine techniques you will continue
to get some kind of overview.

DbOlceniperients
System ATTRIBUTE specification

System FUNCTION specification

System TECHNIQUE specification

Technique/attribute handbook

Multi-element component

They are a set of techniques and
joa /attribu
Rie
Functionta
te tablemer
can be used one at a time. In a
Quota/control table
sense you can pick any one of them
Evolutionary implementation
at random and start using it. There
Inspection
is no particular sequence that must
be followed. Many of the techaaa
niques have been developedin isolation and used in isolation. We
have gradually begun to recognise the need, the
desirability and profitability of integrating them
and putting them together. You do not haveto
learn everything at once, you can play around
with one of these, get some confidence in the
technology and the basic ideas, and from that
departure point perhaps try another technique and
gradually integrate them.
Let us look at the basic mechanics of design byob
jectives. First and

always, set very clear goals.
How well do we want things done and how much
will we pay for this in terms of resources?
Thereis alwaysa questionof the attributesof the
system suchasreliability, portability, security,

maintainability, expandability, user friendliness. These kinds of attributes are very important to

pin down in quantified, measurable format. If you do not think that can be done, your only

problem is one of training.

it can always be done. At the same time wehave to pin down the cost of getting there

the

resources, the time, the money, manpower and machinery. | find, surprisingly enough, that
even in rather advanced and large-scale institutions, such as our friends at IBM who are

certainly among the more advanced software developers, it is very difficult to go in there and

say, For project X show mea veryclear, quantified, measurable statementof all the critical
attributes and goals. Very few organisations can do that.
Just as a test, can anybodyheretell me, and show me at some stage, that their organisation

alwaysinsists on such a start document
all critical goals, attributes and resources quantified
and measurable before anything else serious gets going? Any hands raised? Not many: thatis
quite normal. You should not have a bad conscience about it, you should havé a bad
conscience only if you do not decide to change things and start with a clear idea of where you
are going. This is the basic premise of design by objectives
that there are some objectives
to management. If you do
acceptable
highly
idea,
simple
before you do the design. It is a very
awayat running it.
churning
in
point
much
not
is
there
heading
is
not know wherethe ship

how are we going to achieve these bottom line goals? What are the
The second question is
do notjust pop up with an idealike Let's use IBM everything, or
You
there?
getting
means for

something like that. Life is not that simple even with IBM. You have an incremental series of

high level and low level design decisions, frequently hundreds and almost always dozens, for
any interesting scale system. Weare not talking about systems made by a user in three days
here, but about projects of a certain scale wherethereis a value in controlling the results, where
you cannot just throw it away afterwards and say,

That wasn t any good, let s try again.

There is a certain overhead or bureaucracyin it which means that you do notuse it for hobby
computing very often.

Onceyou have specified your hypothesis of how you are going to achieve these goals, you have
is this a complete and sufficient set of design
to go through a phaseof analysing the question
ideas? Is it highly probable that we will indeed meet our quality requirements and at the same
time not exceed our budget or resource limitations? Sometimes the answer to that question is
No, which meansthat you have to suggestadditional or different means. There is an iterative
processhere until at some time you say,

OK, we're satisfied with the balance between quality

and resources. Let s consider building the system.

You move on to the fourth stage which is planning the delivery of the system. | am quite a fan of
whatI call evolutionary design and delivery. Anybody who has tried to do it the revolutionary
wayis probably a fan of that, too. That is almost built into the method, the idea that we do not
try to design everything in great detail at once, and then deliver it in five years, but that we make
a consciouseffort to get a sound framework, deliver a small increment, get some experience
with real life and then, based on that experience, feedit into your planning analysis and design

procedure so that the next steps are far more realistic. It is a simple, old answer. Darwin

observed that God was using the method. Perhaps you might consider using it, too.

| will now look at the methods one by one. System Attribute Specification is a matter of having
clear targets. There is only one form in the whole system, and you are looking at a simplified

version of it. The basic idea behind that form, which is just graph paper, is to encourage us to

think in multi-dimensional terms. One of the sicknesses that the data processing business has
unconsciously growninto is that we think about too few dimensions at a time; and some of the
dimensions of a system, some of the quality attributes such as user friendliness, are the
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things thatfinally kill the system because we have not set clear goals in that area and we have
not planned to get user friendliness in a system. The users will not have it or cannot do it, and
the system has to be chucked out and wehaveto start again. Soone basic premise of the whole
design by objectives method is in the plural objectives
multiple and all-critical goals. This is
reflected in the form which is used for a multitude of purposes and has that samebasic format.
The System Attribute Specification is the cornerstone of design by objectives. It is the kind of
thing that you can start doing when you get back from Venice. You can decide even for an old
project to see if it is possible to find the documentation for the quality attributes and the
resource attributes for that project which you are in the middle of
the critical project. For
example, can you find the measurable attribute called maintainability for that project? Weall
knowthatit will be a big problem. Have you specified the level of maintainability that you want
to have, or have you just said that it has to be vastly improved? Or are we going to use
structured Cobol? Or we are using database? After all, these are techniques for getting there,
they do nottell you how far you will get. They do not state what improved is. | should be very
surprised if any of you could tell me that you have indeed specified such an important economic
item as the maintainability of a system in quantified terms on any of your critical projects. That
is just one thing on the list of bad consciences which manyof us should have.
Here are the ground rules of
System Attribute Specification.

First, all critical goals or limitations
shall be specified. If there is any

one thing

that

could

kill

System attribute specification (SAS)

your

system or kill your project if it got

out of hand, then specify it. Just
because you think thatit will be all
right you cannot avoid specifying

it. My analysis of computerprojects
which havefailed, of which | have a

large

collection

and

would

be

pleased to discuss some of them in

All critical goals/limits

Practical, measurable

Worstcase,planned level
Best case, now level 1 now
Priority: > or % of ALL

Goalexplosion for realistic detail
THE BOTTOM LINE

the Friday session, indicates that
somebodyalways thought that this
onething or another would not be a

problem, and that is whatkilled the project. So we must not
saythat costis not a problem, or
that time is not a problem, or that reliability is not a problem
. We have to identify anything
which might get out of hand and be a problem
we have to identify those things, pin them
down and contro! them from day 1. This is one of our
fundamental mistakes, being little bit
too
optimistic and not controlling all the danger areas.

Next, we have a requirement that every one of these
goalsor limitation

s has to be specified in
such a mannerthat wecan in practice, without
undue expense, timing or manpower, measureit

at system development stages when we are gener
ating ideas on howto get there. How do you
measure a thing that doesnot exist yet? There
are always which | shall show you. Wehaveto
be
able to measureit when the system is delivered,
at systems test time and thereafter. It has to be
practical. No idealistic things that can be done
only once with a 30-day test and thatis the
end
of ever finding out how good the system is.
Measurability means that people must have
confidence in the measure
that it means something and tells us where
the system is.

We specify at several levels. We have a worst case,
which speaksfairly well for itself. | like to
think about the worst case specification as the
failure limit. If you get below that you have a
formal systemsfailure on your hands. If you produ
ce a system which, when measured, is better
than the
worst case the user might not be very happ
y but you do not have a formal failure on

your hands.

What about success? That is when you getto the plannedlevel. A lot of systems will start up
somewhere between the worst case and planned level. It gives us breathing room to say, OK
we've achieved better than worst case and we're working our way towards the planned level.

Weexplicitly recognise these twolevels rather than just having one idea suchasthe ideal, or the
maximum possible, or something impractical like that.
As a sort of luxury weoften put in best case. In other words, how good could this factor beif

everything else was sacrificed? How fast could the response time be? How good could the
security be? How low could be the price? How fast could the delivery date be? Thatis very
useful kind of information. It says to management,

You do havean option. You can haveit as

good asthis if you are willing to sacrifice everything
more manpower, more budget, more
time, more machinery. But if you don t ask for that you are asking for the planned case and we

don t feel obliged to deliver you anything more than the planned case.
There is a very
interesting dialogue between managementand userand technician with the aid of the best

case. They have been warnedthat they could haveit so good if they are willing to pay for it. On
the other hand, at the same time you aretelling them that as far as you know, the state of the
art will now allow them to improve beyond this point no matter how much moneyand time they
give you. That allows you at an early stage to reduce the danger of unrealistic expectations
being applied to you after the project has been delivered. Thatis very practical.

the presentstate of
Morerecently, we have discovered that a definition of the now level
very useful so that
is
otherwise)
or
manual
(whether
whatever system you are replacing
is your exact
what
example,
For
state.
present
its
with
people can compare the plans
level, but do
a
such
is
There
programs?
your
of
maintainability
measurable quantified level of
It is a very
not.
have
people
Most
it?
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ever
you
Have
it?
you have a number for
as simply
such
things
do
can
you
it,
measuring
of
technology
the
learn
you
measurable thing. If
form of
simplest
very
the
take
to
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repair
and
bugs
find
to
time
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a given
for
repaired
were
that
bugs
hundred
last
the
for
time
average
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Whatis
measurement.
because
ready,
numbers
of
range
the
numbersor
those
have
not
do
people
set of systems? But
they have not thought about howto use them. If you knew that the average repair time for bugs
was twodays, you could set a new ambition level of two hours and everybody would seethatis
a clear improvement over two days maintainability level.

Finally, we have a conceptcalled goal explosion for realistic detail. If we get a thing like security,
it often needs explosion into security offiles, of programs, of physical property and such things.
Wego into detail by exploding goals into detail, like a bill of materials processor explosion idea.
In this way, we can get an overview at a high level with about a dozen major goals, yet we can
in
go into great detail and have hundreds of separate goal areas if somebody is interested

willing to get
spending the time, effort and work. For instance, your security chief might be very

an extra page of 10 additional security goals whichall together make up the conceptof security.

this document if
| can show examples of this being done, for example, in British banks, in

people want to speak about it afterwards. It is easier to showthan to describe.

line at the
Finally, in a nutshell the System Attribute Specification tries to define the bottom
language
a
highest level in terms that managers and users understand. If you are not speaking
ent can
managem
le
that the managing director or at least the highest level of responsib

be done. The more
understand you have not learned how to speak clearly. This can always

a very technical
technical things are handled by explosions at a specialist level. We can speak
recipient with
of
class
the
language there too, but we can choose languages depending on
will get the
we
projects
which we wish to communicate about the goals. Typically for critical
happy. At
m
I
and
this
Deliver
This is what I'm ordering.
user to sign off on this document
ed or
centralis
g
discussin
not
are
this stage we are not discussing technology at all. We
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decentralised, Cobol or PL/1, IBM or Apple, we are just saying, How will this finally affect the
user?
It is a very interesting discussion on which to concentrate before you have any
discussion whatsoever on the means for getting there.

By way of an example | will use a real early System Attribute Specification, signed by the
president of a factoring company, a subsidiary of a small bank. It had goals in there such as
reliability, maintainability, availability
it sounds rather technical but it turned out that the

president was very interested in these things

cost, portability, security, performance,

learning ease and market appeal. The president himself contributed the last goals, learning
ease

and market appeal, when he discovered that we had forgotten them. Wepresen
ted this to him

and he said, What about how easyit will be for my personnel to learn it because
that s a
terrible problem today? What about how sexy this system will look to the market?
I ve got to be
better than my competitors. Wesaid, Yes, Mr president, and we put
tiiem on there and

decided how we would measure those things. This became the departure
point for the detailed

system development which produced 3-inch thick documents. But that
is our departure point.
By the way, thatis also a legally binding contract. One of the things
that we use these System
Attribute Specifications for is to give a technical economic specificati
on which can become a
part of the contract and bind a software supplier to producing specific
goods. Some of you will
be interested to know that specificially | have bound IBM
on a number of Occasions to
producing

systems tothis class of specification. | am sure that
some of you can hardly believe
what you havejust heard, but | assure you thatit is
true and | can give you names, places and
dates, how much wesued them for and how much
money wewere paid, because they did not
always deliver. A specification is a very powerful
language. It allows you to forget about the
technology and concentrate on what you are buying.

Anybody who wants to see how deep or howfar
you can go in this area

mightlike to acquire a
book called Characteristics of Software Quality by
Barry Boehm from TRW Systems and
published by North Holland. It goes into great detail
about how to measure everything about
softwa
re, for example, maintainability, reliability, portab
ility, struct

uredness, and all kinds of of
odds and ends, about 50 or 60 of them. So the techn
ology of how to measure and specify these
things is well known and well documented.

The System Function Specification

is rather boring. It is just there for
the sake of completeness and
perhaps to remind us that a lot of

what is called systems development

today concentrates 98% on specifying functional things such as
what records, what codes, what
programs. That has to be in there

somewhere. It is important because
oe ie
.
-

it is a kind of minimum
what
functions shall the system have?
Shall it recognise a certain code?

System function specification (SFS)
User task specification

Quality/cost independent

(use your present method)

Conventional method

Order

entry
Automatic
pricing

Full invoicing

Inventory control

Shall it have a security procedure?
But | think that we spend far too
Dita
muchtime on that sort of thing and
far toolittle time on what design by object
ives spends its time on. These are the critic
al things. |
do not think that any system ever died
for lack of a single function, | think that
systemsdie, fail
or are in some sense unsuccessful becauseof
attributes which were never really planned.
| will
not go into any detail about that, but natura
lly it has to be there to make a complete
systems
development method. | normally recommend
that people simply use whatever they
have been
using and add design by objectives on top,
and that makes it nice and convenient.

The next area is System Technology Specification. We find these kinds of decisions scattered

around our system documentation, but all too rarely are they concentrated in one place, in
one form. All too often, decisions

like this are not made in a formal

wayatall

decisions such as what

programming

languages

to

use,

Jechnelogvispecificesen( SIS)

whether or not to have databases,

whether to make userfriendly sys-

AaaaSadNurcnete/oer

tems. These are decisions which

ANS Fortram

are often, by default, left to people

DB audit

like programmers rather than to the
architect who can give a shot at

Humanise input

constraining the programmer and

Neededto reach ALLplannedlevels (in SAS)
Can be top-downspecified
Effect analysed in quota/control; inspection

make decisions like this with a view
to
the
higher
level
goals.
System Technology Specification
demands better organisation of
our knowledge of technologies

than we presently have achieved.
Specifically we need to organise our technologies somewhat morelike engineers have done in
orderto do this properly. People are beginning to do that and | will show you some evidence of
it. At the momentwepull ideas out of our heads, intuitively, put them down and, if they look

good, we keep them. However, thereis no critical or quantitative review of these ideas and no
question about whether they will really help us to achieve the goals or whether they will be
overkill? Much of the rest of design by objectives tries to ask questions about the techniques
that we have specified and whether they are good enough
intuition.

wedo not want to leave this to

Almost every technique within design by objectives works in a top down hierarchical manner,
specifying high level things on one page and then exploding it or detailing it on additional pages,

frequently down to threeto five levels.

| have a technique which | call Technique/Attribute Tables. It is just like an engineering

handbook ofall the possible techniques and their attributes. We know this concept well from

almost any engineering, scientific or medical discipline. Wehavebig, thick books of all the
knowntechnology, the weights, the melting points, the specific gravities, the costs and so on.

In fact if you look at our own technology wearerather poor at organising even things that

experienced people know in formats where we can, for example, say,

Where is there a

technique/attribute table of maintainability techniques? Anybody here got one to show me?
When you are designing as an architect the maintainability attribute of your system, which if
you do not design it well will cost you a bundle of resources, people and problemslater, where

do we go to get all the possible ideas for maintainability? We go to people s heads, past
experience and standards. That is what wedo in practice. | do notthink that is good enough for
reasonsthat | do not have time to document or detail here now, but | will be quite pleased to do

it. There are many good ideas floating around and nobody has all of them. We muststart
collecting these ideas in written form, validate them, describe all the salient attributes, all the

the range of experience that we can expect with that technique. We
undesirable side effects
as though they were religions or dogmas and get on with being
technologies
muststop treating

systemsengineers. | think that even a non-technical management can appreciate that simple
fact, thatif it is possible to treat this in a rational engineering manner then we should begin to
do so.
At the practical level, individuals and individual companiesare creating such collections. | can
show you examples of them. | make and maintain my own. You can have everything | have got,
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absolutely free. | will be delighted to share it with you. Maybe you will share back to me your
increment and refinement to that collection. This is important for the relatively inexperienced or
those who are inexperienced with particular techniques. With the benefit of a lot of wide and
varied experience, people can makepretty good intuitive decisions about the good techniques
to use and they will often be right. But we have an explosion of need for people. We have great
personnel and training problems
| think that we haveto view this collection technique as
one of the many necessaryaids to training and recruitment and to spreading experience. We
have to write down that experience in such a format that even the novice can find out what
people with 20 years experience have always known, or learnt the hard way 10 years ago. There
is no reason why people should have to spend 10 years to get to the stage that people with 10
years experience have reached.

One of the manypublished technique /attribute table books is a data processing technolo
gy and
economics book by Phister. It is relatively unknown in spite of having received rave
reviewsin
Datamation. It is about 800 to 1,000 pagesof facts and figures
including costs and timings for
all sorts of hardware, software, database systems development
you name it. It is not
complete. It does not have everything that | should like to have in it, and
there are other books
which supplementit, but it gives an excellent example of what a technolog
yattribute handbook
can befor industry. As it costs some ridiculous sum of moneysuch as
$30 | suggest that you
get it and decide for yourself whether it is worth having. You see
the curves there which
suspiciously remind one of engineering curves. There are tables
and interpretations. It is a oneman effort. In collecting this information, Phister has done somethin
g that no university or large
institution has managed to equal. Phister is an engineer
at heart and knows the value of
collecting information in systematically indexed, accessible
format so that people can dig out
facts and figures to support their budgeting, planning and
technological evaluations.

Another book
Software Reliability
by Thayer and Others, TRW Systems, published by
North Holland
is a million-dollar study done for the United States militar
y which provides a lot
of facts and figures about a lot of technologies. It includ
es such things as automatedtools,
inspection methods, what kindsof errors they catch,
economic effects and so on. It has to be
classed among the embryo technique/attribute handb
ooks available. It has recently become
publicly available.

Let us move on to the next technique called
Mecca. Mecca stands for Multi Element
Component Comparison and Analysis. From my poin
t of view, it is actually the grandaddyofall
the other design by objectives techniques. We have
been using it quite successfully for over 12
years. In fact, in the United Kingdom, the National
Computing Centre learnt this method from
me in 1968 and spread it under the name of weigh
ted ranking bylevels. They found it one of
the most successfully spread methodsfor helping
people to evaluate complex systems that they
were considering purchasing. We have usedi
t quite a lot in computer hardware/software
selection. Quite a number of countries have taken
it to their hearts and usedit for manyyears.
Mostof the other techniques support it.

Mecca is a technique for looking at one large,
complex, already packaged system and asking,
Does this one meet our goals better than anoth
er package we re being offered? These
packagescan bespecific offers from suppliers, but
they can also be alternative total architecture
suggestions from your own staff against outsi
de consultants or whatever you might be
interested in looki

ng at. The specific purpose of the method is
to make a total judgmentfor a
rather complex package and ask, Is it the
best one of the ones we have available?
If you are
doing fairly immediate things

like selecting a database Management system,
or a telecommunications system, or even strategies such as distributi
ng your data Processing towardsthe users,
you might evaluatethe different strategies using
this method. In doing so you will gain a certain
amountof experiencein setting goals and using
this design by objectives technology. Certainly
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it is the very extensive use of this method that has given me confidence and knowledge about
muchof the rest of the technology.

It is a technique which is much appreciated at board ofdirectorslevel
because we frequently get comWe've never
ments of the nature,
had such a clearly documented and
defined decision basis for decisions
weare asked to rule on.

Whenincrementally building up a

system and putting all the puzzle
pieces together we

have to ask

MECCA ~ method
Complex system compare
Quantitative practical
Uses DbO goals as model (SAS)
Selection method

ae

architecture)

Visible decision process and basis

questions such as, If | add structured programming into this system, what happens? If | also have a
rule saying that half of everything
must be comments ... If | also
indent my code . . . If | also had interactive, on-line, PL/1 programming . . . What happens
when all these things merge together? Do some of them thrash or kill each other? Are they
synergistic and is 2 plus 2 greater than 4, or what happens? One of the techniques borrowed
from cost value analysis technology from engineers is whati call function attribute component
and it is much simpler than the work we
table. It is like a chessboard. As simple as chess is
it requires a chessboard for most people to see what happensnext move. If
are trying to do
you don t agree
how many of you play blindfold chess very well?
Even very intelligent people require

a

matrix,

known

as

a

chessboard,

to understand the incremental
moving of chesspiecesin a reliable
manner. The Function Attribute
Table method is really just a chessboard for system developers. One
of the immediate effects when it

Function attribute technique analysis table (F/A)

Chessboard

Map of complex development

CeOGe acersrncan)
wasfirst applied at TRW Systems
was to save about 80% of the
Hierarchically explodable
(Useful for large systems)
coding effort, which was wasted
because people did not get the design right before they started coding. People originally thought that
it was a programmer productivity
problem. Time and again what
seemsto be a programmer productivity problem, whenfinally analysed, is in fact a systems development design and specification problem. If you specify the wrong program and people
program it very quickly, your productivity goes down.

So the Function Attribute Component Table can be thought of as a chessboard aid to the

intellect of a designer. In Software Reliability, from TRW Systems, the American military traced
62% ofall the errors that caused maintenance effort, not to programming, but to the design
specification stages. One of the tools that they used to fight this was to strengthen the design
specification at the detailed level so that these errors did not creep into the system to the same

degree. That lesson still has to be learnt by the majority of computer people. | will not show you
asample of the method now, but it is hierarchically explodable which means that we can handle

very realistic and very large models, if we wish, or we can keep to a single overview level
whenever desirable.

The Quota/Control Table is an attemptto ask the following question
to what degree have we
completed the design? For which attributes have we completedit and to what extent
50%,
80% or 100%? How many of you
actually ask that question atall? To
Quota/controltable (Q/C)
what degree have our plans and
budgets been metbythis level of

increment to the design? Is it time

to stop designing and start coding?
Or must wecontinue designing to
push someofthe attributes such as
the user friendliness
That's

only at 80%, let s push it up to
100%" ? People do noteven think in
those terms. | should like to encourage you to think that it would

be rational and relevant to ask your
designers
What percentage of
the way are you, what progress
have you made in your design? Are

Estimating
Quality contro!
Mosieresianet
Ghirccsiastion

"5020"
literprotesslonalcoinmmaicaticn
Formalises design process

you really fairly sure, even with uncertainties, that you will get to 100% ofthe plan for all
critical
attributes? That is a question we ask by filling out a table asking the designer to do it, and
later
inspecting and validating that table as relevant and accepted. Quite simply,it is a checklist
for
forcing complete thinking about design and communicating how far the design
process has
gone, and getting group agreement that as far as anyone knowsthis
is a complete and valid
design specification before coding.

The last of the set of technologies
is evolutionary planning. The moment | say that word| think that every

sensible professional here is with

me

That s a very good idea.

You go off in one of twodirections.

You say But
.", if you have a
million reasons for doing revolu-

tionary systems,

such as, your

bosses are pressuring you to get

thatlive yesterday. However, | have

found the following by observation.
The concept that| call evolutionary
planning, with all my definitions

Evolutionary design and delivery

Beaepee ter

Veryearly useful results
m
Tighter management control

Frills
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sePioatess

Grognesiz tool

More meat

critical step
Initial
early delivery
Global
architecture
Next most

and rules, is not taught anywhere,
not written anywhere, hardly practised anywhere except by accident or by old conserva
tive foxes who have learnt that they have
got to do it

to survive. Some of us who have a lot of experience and
know how important it is to
do things step by step, and nottry to do them all at once,
might like the Opportunity to look at
this method and learn that there is a formal set of rules.
They are teachable to your staff, they
are controllable, and theyfit in with the design by objectives
process. In other words, one of the
tools within design
by objectives is a rather formal strategy for ensuring
evolutio

nary system
development. By evolutionary | mean something which
gives you very early delivery, something
akin to what
| have heard mention of in several of the lectures
today. People

give it different
names. Somepeople call it phased implementation, some
step by step method, but | think that
it is about time that we recognised it more formally, gave
it a name and, above all, taught it to
the inexperienced young Turks who will always try revolutio
ns until they get shot and decide
that is not such a goodidea.

Fagin s Inspection method | will handle in more detail, since it is to the rest of design by
objectives what auditing is to bookkeeping, what bank inspection is to banking
it is a very
important component. Design by objectives without formal quality control is fooling yourself. It
is like keeping the books without ever auditing them. Wewill go into it in more detail tomorrow
morning. As you will see, it is one of the most exciting of any one of the single techniques
because it produces somequite incredible bottom line results.
It is difficult to read more about this because the publicly published information is scanty, but
after all that is what we are here for
to get leading edge technologyideas that not everybody
knowseverything about yet. There is a book called Computerware Technoscopes. There are a

large number of articles and papers, and for anybody who gets deeplyinto this | will be very
happyto provide them with whatever teaching aids, written materials and experience that | can.
A book, Software Metrics, is about halfway there
halfway because we have done a lot of
development work in the last four or five years. The book handles things like Mecca method,
goal setting and inspection quite thoroughly, but it does not handle things like quota control,
evolutionary planning and so on, so it is not quite complete. | will tell you more about the
publications on the IBM
Inspection
method tomorrow. There is a reasonable amount of
information on that and it is generally free, either from IBM or other published sources.
So what are you going to do about this? | should like to think that you will take me seriously and

compare this to current methods. | am proud ofthe fact that IBM s Santa Teresa labs did such a

comparison in October. They are
very excited about this and have
invited me back. | will be going
back the first week in June and
doing a whole week s teaching at

ManagementAction

their expense in design by objec-

tives. They do not know of any
other high level design method
which will satisfy their needs. So |

Compareto current methods
Comparetoalternative new methods
Courses: internal, public

am suggesting that maybe you do

Pilot use

not either.

real project

Newstandard system work methods (DBO)

If you compare the design by objectives method to alternative new
methods, of which there are many,
just ask yourselves one key ques-

tion

do those methods start with

user-oriented, measurable results? Do theyfollow through with thatall the way? | think that you

will get a

No

answer, otherwise | would not have wasted my time working with this method

and developing it. There have been attempts at it. TRW Systems has made attempts at things

like this. But most of the methods that are widely talked about in the literature and at
conferences almosttotally ignore this very elementary idea

set your goals very clearly and

measurably and proceed tofind out how you will get them. When you find that is true, you will
be more interested in this method than you mayeven beat this moment.

There are courses on the method. Infotech offers one-week courses. Although it is a lot more
costly than getting the book and reading it yourself, it is a way of getting training. | sincerely
recommend that you do notjump intoit all at once. When weplan it for any companyweplan it
evolutionarily and with respect to the company s goals. In fact we use design by objectives to
implement design by objectives. | am always more impressed when somebody writes an

operating system in their own high level language rather than sneaking downto a machine
language to do it. That is one criterion of the method. If it cannot be used to plan and
successfully implementits own use, there is something wrong withit.
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You can certainly try out the methodsin an isolated project just to get a feel for it. It will not
have the same effect as if everybody was trained and experienced in it, but you know that and
you do not have to change your whole organisation to find out what it is all about. We
specifically plug it into new projects. People are usually rather enthusiastic and even selfmotivating in following things up and getting interesting results out of doing it.
You will find that the final impact of design by objectives is to more or less take your system
development standards and throw them in the wastepaper basket and replace them with a
whole newset of concepts. That is one potential effect. Some of you would like to throw your
standards in the wastepaper basket anyway, but there is definitely an impact there. | think that

the impactis one of simplification. We don t dictate exactly how everything is done in great
detail, with hundreds of pages which nobodycan learn, or read, or understand. Instead, we go
over to a management by objectives approach and say that you can do it any wayyou like, but
let us agree on the quality that you will deliver and the price. We have some standard working
methods. If you want to use them, fine. If you use them you will get standard results. But you

do not have to use them if you know a better way of getting there.

SESSION F

THE FUTURE ROLE OF
THE SYSTEM BUILDER
Dr. Alec Stevenson,
The Distillers Company Ltd.

Dr Stevenson obtained first and second degrees in engineering at Strathclyde University,
Glasgow. From a middle-management position in manufacturing engineering he entered data
processing in 1960 as a salesman with IBM. After spending two years with the John Hoskyns
organisation in its early days, he joined The Distillers Company in 1967. There his main job is to

offer data processing consultancy, data processing project management, system development

and machine processing services to membersof the Distillers group. His main task is to provide
common foundational systems for those subsidiaries which form the major sector of the group
(for example the Scotch whisky and gin companies).

an Irish joke. In an Irish joke they alwaysstart Have
| should like to start by telling you a joke
you heard the one aboutthe Irishman? and this is Have you heard the story about the Irish
systems analyst? He was given a job to do and he started by looking at the problem. This
presentation this morning is for everyone who did not laugh at that joke.

Quotations seem to be the thing at this conference. This one from Galileo | came acrossafter |
My purpose is to set forth a very new
had designed and constructed my presentation
science dealing with a very ancient subject. | hope that you will find that after the presentation
it will be apt, but | must add a disclaimer that | am notsetting to claim that | am a Galileo. At the
same time | can now saythat Galileo s new science was not new. There is nothing new about
a
science, it is only man s perception ofit at a point of time that is new. | hope | do not suffer
IBM.
fate similar to Galileo and be excommunicated by
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Now | am here today as | have already mentioned very briefly, as |
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set of 15 per cent. on cost
systems that work, but they are outside the control limit that | would
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trative cost of cost recording.
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| am also here because| do not feel that | am getting any great help as a DP specialist from my
so-called profession. | do not see it as my job to have to develop the codesofpractice and | have
not discovered any that are in general use as yet.
Finally, let me say one or two things aboutthe technical delimitation that | have to put on my

costs. My job in life is really to make sure that the user gets the best possible value. | am not

concerned with the esoteric zones of hardware technology

hardware control software,

computer methodsoftware like databasesor file management, TP monitors or whatever. | am
concerned with getting the user a system that meets his requirements.

The presentation, after | have finished my introduction, in total includes the scientific design-

construction methodology conceptand its foundational theory, the significance of the absence
of a scientific design-construction methodology and a look to the future. But during the design
and construction of this presentation on a trial and error basis, | discovered that the resource
requirements were underestimated by a factor of two and it would take me two hours to make
the presentation. Hence the reason for the handout. (see Appendix).

From time to time weall ask why are we here? My objectives for attending this conferen
ce as a
speaker rather than as a delegate are threefold. First | shall present to you for challeng
e and
comment a theoretical basis for the work that we do as system builders. That theoretic
al basis is

theoretical modelling in a social science concept as opposed to a natural
science concept.

Therein perhaps lies a significant difference between pure engineer
ing and software

engineering. The main purpose behind my presentation is to try
out on you a hypothesis that

runslike this:

System building is non-deterministic. In other words, we cannot
predict technically or
managerially what will happen whenwe start.

System building is not a craft industry. It would have been determi
nistic by now, | feel, if it
was to
be as simple as a craft industry.

Therefore anyscientific basis it may have hasnot yet been
discovered.

Theabsence oftheoretical modelling as a basis explains
current experience, and | shall put to
you what | think can be deduced in this field and see
if you think it matches current
experience.

A valid conclusion from all of that must be that the
scientific basis of system building is
theoretical modelling and the design-construction codes
of practice must be so based.

The final objective that | have in my presentation is also to
get somereaction from you
and |
expect to getthis from the ones who will attend the worksh
op session tomorrow
to
some
kite
flying about how see the future.

Section 2 of my handoutcoversthe scientific design-const
ruction methodology conceptand its
foundational theory.

| will just add, to clarify, that by definition a scient
ific process(this is scientific dictionary
definition) is one where from the same starting point
you will always get the same end and
wherethe starting points are different you will be able
to forecast the end.

Before moving on let me once again remind you that
the foundational theory, as seeit, is
theoretical modelling related to a social science.

| now come to section 3 of the presentation
the significance of the absence of a scientific
design-construction methodology. You have alread
y had sub-section 3.1 of that
artefacts in

general. Again | have notreally time to do much more than make a passing referencetoit. |
should, however, like to say that the objective in giving you that particular part was to attempt
to achieve two objectives that | have in trying to obtain a foundation for what | do as a system
builder. One is to get a theoretical basis which has general applicability. | cannot think that there

is anything special about what a system builder does. The second thing is to get a language for
communicating with higher management. | do not feel that | can go on much longer as a DP

specialist and be unable to communicate with higher management. | have got my higher
.managementto acceptthat they should be able to understand and havethe intellectual capacity
to understand the conceptsof theoretical modelling. It is used in higher managementareas like
financial modelling. | am not so surethatit is all that well understood.

| now come to the part of the talk where | propose to go into some detail. | want to go into what

| think can be deduced and what | think can be argued whenthe scientific basis which, as |
understand it, underpins all of engineering science, is missing in relation to processing or com-

munication of data systems. May| just remind you of the five design-construction stages of

requirement specification, design, construction, testing and commissioning. | shall deal with
the deficiencies that one can expectto find in that order.

The design-construction technical processfirst. | am looking at the requirement specification.
Thereis no way of getting this deterministic except in a replicated simple system that is already
working. There is no deterministic way of recognising where the real problem lies, the result of

this being that the real problem may well go unrecognised and the extent of it may be
incorrectly identified.
| should like to say a special word relating to communication of data systems. l use a lot of pegs,

not because | understand them, but to hang things on that | know do notrelate to the

processing of data. The communication of data systems | have explained in the glossary (see
Appendix). It is one where perhaps you are just updating a file with pieces of information. | think
the sequence of updating that information is probably much more significant than the

sequencesthat relate to some of the processing of data activities. Event sequenceis the one
thing that | do not see us handling atall well at the moment. At the design stage, in the absence
of this theoretical modelling basis, we have formalised and structured procedures. But my
experience is that in certain situations they are impractical. The present competence, to me,
|
recognises only hierarchical relationships. | think these are quite well recognised. But where

have found them deficient is in using them in looking at heirarchies | do not understand. The
main hierarchy that | do not understand is the hierarchy of management and if one attempts to

invest in the education of these formalised procedures | have experienced several times that

they just will not work.
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they provide. Without a theoretical basis there is no way of ensuring that introducing some new
aid like that will impact the problem until you get to the testing stage.
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Then we come to system testing. In the absenceof a theoretical basis anew major objective has
to be added. No longer is system testing providing against the requirement specification a final

check on the design and the initial check on the construction. It is providing several of these
because this process has to be iterated several times to compensate for the deficiency that |

have just mentioned.

Some general comments nowto finish off my commentsrelating to the design-construction
technical process. In the absence of a scientific basis there are limited opportunities for
inspection for technical correctness. These have to belimited to what is thought to be relevant

from previous experienceand it is difficult to recognise whether any current exercises aresimilar

or different from one that has gone before. Finally, there is no basis for evolving codes of

practice through effectiveness audits. We haveeffectiveness audits at Distillers and when we

get the codes of practice to a certain standard of effectiveness we shall then move to
adherence. There is not much point checking for adherence if the code of practice is not
effective.

| will now move on to the management of the design-construction process, which is the main
job that | do, and look at what | think can be deducedin this area in the absence ofa theoretical
basis for what we do. The first topic | want to touch on is the absence of a language for communication. Thatsaysit all, becauseit is impossible to manageif one does not have a language
for communication. The semantic: level is low. What people mean by the same words and by
different wordsis notclear, resulting in little effective human to human communication. | find
it

greatly disturbing when there is a need to change staff and it is almost without exception back
to square one, because incoming and outgoing professional staff cannot communicate with
each other.

The second major consideration in managing the design-construction processis estimatin
g the
labour and other resources required. Our main requirementis labour, be we do
require machine
resources and things of this nature. Without a theoretical basis, requirem
ent estimating is
impossible except bystatistical analysis. We are looking now at a different
kind of relationship.
Weare looking for a relationship between the work content and the
technical task. If the
technical task cannot be standardised, the history that we can accumula
te
and that is the
only way that | know of coming up with an estimate
is of limited value. We maybeable in all
that variety to discern a relationship bystatistical analysis, but only
if that establishes a casual
relationship and within standard errors which are usable. Without
satisfactory labour and other
resource requirement estimates | cannot see how there can
be any effective project
management, and | cannot see how cost budget and timetable
event achievement can be

anything other than accidental.

The third topic concerned with managing the design-constructio
n process is the estimation

of
the resource requirements to run the system. | have
a colleague in one of our associated
companies, not part of the group, who isin fact in charge
of data processing. He is not a data

processing man, he is the corporate planner and | do not
argue with him whenhe says that DP
people cannot plan things like hardware requirements. They
do not know the resource requirements to run the system, just as | did not know the
resource requirements to makethis
presentation until | had finished. So the hardware requir
ements cannot be estimated and
similarly the

non-hardware, the user support manpower cannot
be estimated. There are
constraints placed on the production process itself.
| am not talking about the technical

constraints, | am talking about the facilities open to a
manager of the process. The main
constraint is an inability to sub-divide the problem and know
that you will be able to put the
pieces back
together again. Commo

n sense says thatif you can divide a big problem into
a small
problem you should do it, but you can do it only if you
can bring the bits and pieces back
together again.

Assembly processescan beestablished bytrial and error
and | have done it several times, but
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the difficulty increases, | feel, exponentially with the numberof bits you are trying to bring

together and the number ofhierarchical levels through which you are trying to assemble. Any

experimental learning that is gained is not transferable. During the construction process there
are limited opportunities for inspection checks. Again, these are not the technical inspection
checks, these are just checks to see that production activities have been carried out. If people

are not carrying out tasks which have been defined in a sufficiently standard and detailed
fashion, there is really no way that you can check. The 90 per cent finished syndrome is

probably the best example ofthat.

Still with the production process, the deterministic introduction of process improvementsis

impossible. | have already made reference to database managementsoftware. | think several
people have introduced this as a construction aid to get this program independence, butthereis
at least.one piece of kit on the market that is not supplied with any file management software,
never mind any of the international standards of file managementsoftware. It is only supplied
with a database management system, and any impact, if there is a decision to introduce any of

these process improvements, on the elements of the problem will not be knownuntil we get to

the testing stage.

Some general commentas far as processing/communication of data systems themselvesis

concerned. Thefirst and most significant, | would say, that can be deduced from the absenceof

a scientific basis is that no quality standardsare possible except in a replicated or trivial system
or a craft industry basis. The quality standards | would see as applying toall the outputs from
the system building process. To remind you, these are the technical documentation of the
requirements specification, the support software code (but infrequently), the application code,
the machine processing operating procedures and the user procedures. Unless you can lay
downfunctional standards for these there is no waythat | can see that you can lay down quality
standards.

The second general comment | would make that can be deduced is that fault correction or
for that), is
alteration (and we seem to have chosen an euphemism called maintenance
difficult.
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this a bit aheadof Distillers

may, | think, be a new type of major problem for DP specialists.
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is the trick of course. We havethe state of the art one like Codasyl and the hierarchical systems.

Wehavethe promiseof the canonical system that hasto be the relational database. If modelling
is all about relationships, then the relational database is the thing that will solve the problem
once the DP specialist can identify the relations.

My ownreading and inquiry seems totell me that there is extremely little exploitation so far of
the predicate capabilities. The prime example seemsto be one that has had a very long history,

and that is relating to the assembly hierarchies that relate the production of a product. | am

talking about the BOMP type offile management. From an application point of view that is the
only kind of application that | have come across, and | think the reason is that the hierarchical

relationships that relate to the production of a product can be seen fairly readily. | have seen

them in my own experience in manufacturing. So these relationships can be identified and the
software is already there. But we are constrained in using database management systemsin
other application areas until we can recognise what the relationships are.

To finish off the comment on database management systems, | get the impression that the
software quality is good andit is a pity that we do not have the technical skill to useit. It has, |
think, proven featureslike program independence which have to make a major contributio
n in

the construction area.

We now come to anothertopic that | think the DP specialist would like to get his hands on,
and

that is management control. | am talking about tactical level managem
ent control. This is
another area that DP specialists have promised that computers would
impact, but | have not
come acrossany great impact myself. My ownfeeling is that the main
relationship type in which

we are involved in management control is the hierarchy type. The relationsh
ips may not be
complex, but | certainly do not understand them. | nowrealise that | do
not have a basis for

getting into the area of management control. That did not stop
mebefore but it stops me now.

Still in the area of managementcontrol are information systems
. My experience suggests that
these are currently fairly simplistic
for instance, the sales statistics sub-system type of

application. | make a distinction between information and data. am
sure you have all heard the
old chestnut that 362436 is data and 36-24-36 is information and
42-26-38 is more information.
Information systems can be established bytrial and error,
but when it is information you haveto
give up the dependencefor accuracy basedon just simple
arithmetic. This is through experience

and we have experienced it in Distillers. The reaction time
to errors is likely to be extended
because
you have to wait until an error in the information is perceiv
ed, not an arithmet

ic error.
Because of the extended reaction time | think common sensete
lls us that error recovery must be
difficult and in fact might be impossible. So we are constrained
again in other areas of technical
complexity that | would like to get into.

Nowlet me come to ad hoc enquiries. I should like to start
by a definition because| think thereis
a fairly wide variation in the interpretation of what an ad
hoc enquiry is. We have established a
benchmark within Distillers along the following lines
that we should consider as a minimum a
databaseof ten data classes or entity types or whate
ver you may call them. Out of these ten we

wantthefacility to select any three at any ad hoc time and
in any sequence. We then want the
minor facility of being able to select from ranges of the
values. But, secondly, we want, as a
minimum, to cross at least one system boundary. We
want to be able to get acrossthe classic
systems boundariesof selling, production, financial
control and so forth. | have thrown down

the gauntlet on a numberof occasions to consultants and
mainframe suppliers who have been
trying to convince me or oneof our subsidiaries that ad
hoc enquiriesare really state of the art.
The gauntlet has not been taken up yet.

These are the kind of enquiries that are of high manag
ement interest, certainly within the
Distillers group
at top level, and they appear to me to be fairly
easily handled by human
intelligence, and with all respect human intelligence
ofa fairly low level. But looking at our own
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state of the art, | have not been able to discover any systems, so far, that have even been

established on a trial and error basis. My conclusion is that the relationships involved are
complex relationships and until we understand them we will never have ad hoc enquiries.

Unless the benchmark that | have defined to you is unrealistically complex
and | do not think
jt is
it does not seem to me to be shooting for the moon to betalking in terms of several
hundred data classes to span the total company and | am trying to get an ad hoc enquiry based
on ten of these.
These are the constraints, as | see it, that this lack of a scientific basis for what we do is

imposing on us.

The title of my presentation is The Future Role of the System Builder and | see it as quite an
exciting role. Perhaps it is not surprising that | see it differently from most other people who put

their thoughts down.

The start of a decade always poses a temptation to make predictions. These are my predictions

for the 1980s
this end of the 1980s, notthe latter end. So in trying to take a look at the future
| want to say something briefly first of all about Distillers system development policy.

| want to spend most of my remaining time on the system developmentprocess. But first | want
to say a few words on our system developmentpolicy which has recently been formulated. |
cannot say much as| should tend to talk theory rather than practice, but there are a few things
which mayinterest you. The first relates to the major sector of Distillers which is the booze
business, the scotch whisky and the gin trade. A feature of Distillers organisational style is that
centralisation per se is bad and | subscribeto that. | think the guys that want centralisation want
their heads examined. Decentralisation, | think, is to be preferred unless centralisation is
necessary. In a company like Distillers decentralisation is a long-established element of
management style.

The interesting bit is that in building up to this policy, the agreement on which it is basedis that
a black box situation exists as far as the technical development of computer based systems is
concerned. In other words we do not understand what weare doing. This has been agreed by
something like a dozen fairly experienced DP specialists. It has also been agreed by senior and

top management. Perhapsit wasnotdifficult for them to agreeit, perhaps they have concluded
that all along. Out of that came the policy of which | will describe the main features. The main
feature is that we do defend ourselves at corporate level against this black box situation.
Distillers does a lot of data consolidation at corporate level and data other than financial data.

Our policy is defence against the ignorance which exists. This has promptedus to continue with

a policy of some common system development and some centralised control of system development. It can be minimised because centralisation of system development, likeall centralisation,

is bad unless you needit.

A second major elementof the policy is that we need to make a major investment in overcoming
this black box situation, and that is why | am here today and why| haveinvestedin the time of
preparing this presentation and so on. Wehaveto get hold of scientific design-construction

codesofpractice but | sincerely hope that we do not have to develop them. | do notseeit as my
role in life to develop codesof practice for the specialisation that | am in. So there wehaveit

the Distillers system developmentpolicy is one of defence in face of technical ignorance that
surrounds the system development process.
Now, if | can move to the system development itself. Looking to the future, | should like to say

something about administrative system building. | then want to move on to the organisational
role of the administrative system specialist and then put a perspective on what| think will be the
estimatedarrival time of scientific codes of practice.

Let us look at the administrative system building. | am using this term because administrative
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system is what | understand by convergence. This is processing of data, communication of
data, processing of texts, communication of texts, processing of images, communication of

graphics, speech, the whole caboodle is what | cover by the term administrative system. |
should like to explain the new approach | see as being necessary. The first thing wehave to get
to grips with is that we mustfind out wherethe real world lies and where wepick up the requirements specification.
Thebit at the top is wherethe real problem lies, that is where the real world lies. It is events, to
me, that make the world go round andit does not matter whether you end up here or you end
up there, you have to come down

the same route. You either do it

consciously

or

sub-consciously.
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Sees

supposedto be doing. Theycan tell
you howthey are doing it, and this
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Scare:

is based on experience within Distillers of making major organisational change thatleft
the users
unable to meet their responsibilites because of the changeof scale of the system.

The main thing wehaveto getto technically is to be able to producea true require
ments specification. To do that wehave to identify the data processes generated bythe
real world. Where
weare weak at the moment is on the lefthand side
it is the event relationships that | do not
see as having got into the consideration of things, at all. We have data
relationships, data
analysis and we know things about data modelling (the Codd theoryi
s theoretical modelling).
But we have notgot, except in one area which | will mention at the
end, any event modelling,
although it is coming. But we have not gotto the problem end yet
it is only the Irish systems
analysts that know how to do it.

A newinterface that weshall have is with the user because we really
have to get to the other
side of the user. It is only the user that can provide us with
the information, but we have to ask
him

questions of what, not questions of how. | think we believe
at the moment that we do ask
questions of whatbutin fact the only answers we get are questio
ns of how. Weshall have to
get from the user the information that allows the administrative
system builder to identify what
are the real world events, and event and data relationships
that create a need for an administrative system.

Leading on from the technical basis of the role, | should like to
come to the organisational role of
the administrative systems specialist in the future. First, |
must do bit of design-construction,
system testing, in real time, and add in someof the requir
ements specification that was missed.

There are two elements missing from the next chart.
The reason that they are missing is
because mythinking is in a highly evolutionary state. | have
recently completed the draft of a job
description for the administrative systems director
a three foolscap page effort which highlighted that | had missed two very important things
off this chart. The first one

is that we
have to add data administration. The responsibility for the
data that the whole organisation
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is organised around has to be included. The second one, and this is the major organisational
omission, is that as well as the shared personnel management coming into the administrative

activities related to the different functional areas, there is technical direction. In other words,
the administrative systemsdirector will tell these functions what they have to do in terms of
their administrative systems. He

will provide the technical direction.
You maythink that that is a bit far-

fetched, but | believe that we already have previous examples of

omer
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this type of thinking.
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earlier, that his only concern is with

the administrative activities within
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words, he does not do marketing,
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the technical features of production. That is why you have a production director. But he provides
the technical direction as far as the administrative systems that are required to support these
particular functions. He will provide this technical direction at two management levels, at the
operations level and atthe tactical level. He will do this because he will be the man with the
technical knowledgeto do it.
| mentioned that | think we have previous examples of this type of approach. The matrix

organisation is, | think, the best type of example. Going backbriefly, | said that his concern was

is the
with administrative system activities only. The shared personnel managementrole

selection andtraining of the personnel. The personnelwill be man-managedbythe function. In

other words, the function will tell them whatit is they have to do. The administrative systems

director will tell them how they are to do it.

This organisation type already exists

we have matrix organisations. The one thing that any

the
organisation has to do is, | think, to modelthe real world. Organisation types must model
t
departmen
my
within
they exist certainly
real world. Matrix organisations already exist

where the personnel managementis shared. In other words, all the psychological problems are
shared, but the man-managementcannotbe shared, you cannot have two peopletelling someone whatit is he has to do.

| also think that thereis in fact already technical direction in other systems areas

areas other

and cost
than administrative systems, other technical areas. The classic one is financial
these
not
is
It
sales.
in
and
n
productio
in
direction
accounting. There is a lot of technical

functions that design their own costing systems, there is technical direction from the finance

systems
director. Similarly, in personnel management there are personnel management

direction. Perhapsit is not just a coincidence that capital and labour are the main two and
perhaps the only twofactors of production. We have a third one coming along. | am notall that
happy with the term information as a resource but | will go for know-how as an asset.
Perhapsit is not just a coincidence that, withouttrying, | am suggesting that there needs to be
technical direction relating to data, whichis built, or through which information or knowhow is obtained.

To conclude, | do not know the estimated arrival time for scientific codes of practice, but there
are encouraging developments. We have used the Michael Jackson program construction
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methodology. | do not understand why it is referred to as being data structured because the
main feature that | think it has is that it models events. One of the key relationships that it

supports is sequence and that is an event relationship. Michael Jackson has moved in to

producea codeof practice at the system design level, but he has not, and he knowshe hasnot,
gone into the requirement specification. He has not got to wheretheIrish systems analystis.

There are some current structured requirements specification methods but | have not come
across any that | think specifically recognise events, or set out to analyse events or event
relationships. Within Distillers the technical policy that | have established is that we will not
moveinto any of these new areas until we can getto the front end, until we can get something
that deals with requirementspecification and until we can understand and relate to the analysis

of events and the establishing of the relationships.
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APPENDIX TO

THE FUTURE ROLE OF
THE SYSTEM BUILDER
Dr Alec Stevenson
Distillers Company Ltd.

This document has been prepared for distribution and study prior to the presentation entitled The
Future Role of the System Builder by Dr. Alex Stevenson of TheDistillers Company Ltd. It covers the
whole of segment 2, sub-segment 3.1 and segment 5 of the presentation, which is structured in
segments and sub-segments as shown below:

im

introduction

the scientific design-construction methodology concept andits foundational theory

2.

2.1.
2.2

the scientific design-construction methodology concept
the foundational theory

3.1
3.2
3.3

artefacts in general
with specific reference to processing/communication of data systems.
constraints upon desired complexity of processing/communication of data

the significance of the absence ofa scientific design-construction methodology

systems

the future
4.1
4.2

Distillers system developmentpolicy
the system development process

glossary
2.

2.1.

nal theory
the scientific design-construction methodology concept and its foundatio

the scientific design-construction methodology concept

a.

b.

c.

The appropriate dictionary definition of methodology is
applicable to research or workin a given science or art.

a system of methods and rules

As far as the presentation is concerned, the term at 2.1 aboverelates to
i.
design and construction work rather than research
ii
a given science rather than a given art.
The elements of design-construction workare
requirements specification

iii.

iv.
Vv.

design (to meet the requirements specification)
construction
testing

commissioning.
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The science in question permeates all the elementslisted in c. above. The significance of a
scientific basis for design-construction work can perhaps be best illustrated by the following
commentin respect. of the testing element. Whena scientific basis exists:
i.

the prime purpose of testing is to check that the design theory has been applied
correctly at the design stage and that it has not been vitiated during the construction

ii.

the prime purposeis notto check for deficiencies in the design theory or for omissions in
the requirements specification.

iii.

2.2

process.

if the design theory has beenapplied correctly, has not been vitiated during construction
and there are no omissions in the requirements specification, then what has been
constructed must meet the real problem needs which gave rise to the requirements
specification, unless there are deficiencies in the design theory.

the foundational theory
a.

The language necessary, for reasons of perspicuity and for discussing the foundational
theory, is the symbol language knownas symbolic logic. The main featuresof interest are the
syntactical elements thing and predicate .

When a symbol languageexists, the possibility of a calculus also exists. A calculusis required
for theoretical modelling, which is the foundation principle of scientific design-construction.
Theoretical models are expressed by meansof a symbolic language and utilised by means of a
calculus (e.g. algebra, first-order-predicate calculus, etc.). A sub-concept of theoretical
modelling is level of abstraction .

The foundation theory relates to the elements of design-construction as follows:
1.
preamble
the real world, where the real problem lies, will contain things and
predicates . The final result of a construction activity will be at least one level
of
abstraction removed from the real world, modelall the (relevant) things in the real
world
and model only some of the predicates. Modelling only concerns itself with relationshi
p
predicates. The real world is possibly arbitrary and can be defined pragmatically
as being
one level abovethe first level of abstraction . A modelis a collection of
things and
predicates which can be recognised as having a higher level containing
more
predicates. It is the end-result of a design-construction process (e.g. a
roadbridge).
Solution strategy decisions can introduce additional things and
predicates at any
level of abstraction. An example of a solution strategy would be the
decision to meet the
real world needs of transporting vehicles across an expanse of water
by meansof a
bridge, as opposed to, say, a ferry, and perhapsa bridge of a particular
type.
ii.
requirements specification
must contain those real-world things and predicates
which are relevant to the design-construction objective
(e.g. not vehicle colour
relationships in the bridge example).
iii.
design
employs theoretical models established by research and, by
means of a
calculus, establishes the values of the predicates which corresp
ond to the particular
problem in hand.

iv.

v.

vi.

construction
the main consideration is to ensure that predicate values establi
shed
at the design stage are not unconsciously altered during constru
ction and that no new
predicates are unconsciously introduced.

testing
provides a final check that the relevant theoretical model
has been used, a
final check that the relevant (i.e. established by research)
predicates
have been
included, a final check that the calculus has been applied
correctly and a check that the
design theory has not beenvitiated by construction.
commissioning
this is not a testing activity. It is considered to be a separat
e and
significant stage of the design-construction Process becaus
e it contains peculiar
predicates and predicate values of major practical significance.
It concernsitself with
predicates and their values , peculiar to the Start-up phase
and start-up values of
predicates which differ from the on-going values .
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S:

the significance of the absence of a scientific design-construction methodology

3.1

artefacts in general
a.

The design-construction technical process is constrained as follows:

i.

requirements specification
getting it correct is non-deterministic. All the predicates
which may be relevant are not definitely known. Irrelevant
predicates
may be
included, although this is not too likely. Relevant predicates arelikely to be excluded
unless weare in a craft industry situation.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

b.

design
this must be deficient, since the requirements specification is deficient.
Occasionally the deficiency in this stage of the design-construction processwill be selfevident, since any design theory
which doesexist will be discovered to be inapplicable
in certain instances.

construction
the impact of the construction process on the predicates relevant to
the problem will be unknown.

a major new objective hasto be added. Thisis that testing has to make up for
testing
all the deficiencies covered by i.-iii. above. Therefore the requirements specification,
design, construction and testing activities will probably have to be cycled through
several times.
limited opportunities exist for inspection for technical correctness . No basis
general
exists for evolving
codes of practice through effectiveness audits .

Managing the design-construction processis limited in the fotlowing way:
the prime deficiency, from which all other deficiencies and limitations stem, is that a
i.
language adequate to describe the management process does not exist. The semantic
level of the language used will be low, resulting in little effective human-human
communication.
estimating the labour and other resources required for the design-construction process
ii.
is impossible, except bystatistical analysis. Statistical analysis may not yield usuable
standard errors . Without satisfactory estimates of the labour and other resources, no
effective project management is possible. Cost budget and timetable event achievement

iii.
iv.

c.

5.

is non-deterministic.

,
estimating the resource requirements from which to constructthe artefactis impossible
except in a craft-industry situation.
benefits
the production processitself is constrained in several ways. No deterministic
can be
process
assembly
An
from sub-division of the construction processare possible.
number
the
with
ally
exponenti
increases
difficulty
established by trial and error but the
ies for
of components and hierarachy levels in the assembly process. The opportunit
al
experienti
of
transfer
inspection checks of the production process are limited. The
process
n
productio
of
on
introducti
tic
learning is severely constrained. The determinis
improvementsis impossible.

In respect of the artefacts themselves:
situation.
the application of quality standards is impossible, except in a craft industry
i.
functional fault correction oralteration is difficult.
ii.
is difficult.
partial or complete replacement of the resource requirements
iii.

glossary

es to symbols as distinct from words. Two
symbol language A language, with a syntax, whichrelat
languagescalled algebra and symbolic
symbol
the
in
used
examples are the symbols and syntax
logic .
examples are the manipulation
calculus Any system ofrules for the manipulation of symbols. Two
The Fontana Dictionary of
ref.
(Bibliog.
(q.v.).
predicates
tules relating to algebra and first-order
14 St. JamesPlace,
Books,
Fontana
Stallybrass,
Oliver
and
Bullock
Alan
by
Modern Thought ,
London SW1.)
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thing

Normal dictionary meaning covering both concrete and abstract subjects.

predicate A propertyof a thing or a relationship between twoor moreproperties of a thing. (Bibliog.
ref. Introduction to Symbolic Logic and its Applications , by Rudolf Carnap, Dover Publications
Inc., 180 Varick Street, New York, N.Y. 10014.)

modelling The act of transforming a collection of things and their predicates into anothercollection.
This second collection may not contain all of the things in the first collection. The things in the
second collection will not possess all the predicates which they had in the first collection. The
transformation may be applied to either concrete or abstract things. Modelling only takes place
whenatleast one thing or predicate is left behind, and the transformation process is known as
abstraction. The modelling cycle may be repeated through several levels of abstraction.
When a symbol language (q.v.) and its related calculus (q.v.) exist, then it is possible to create
theoretical models . Such models allow the magnitudesof things and predicates to be varied
in an abstract fashion. Theoretical modelling is the foundational principle underlying any scientific
design-construction methodology.

The output from the final modelling cycle is the artefact or system which has been constructed.
This output is called the implementation. A manually-based processing/communication of data
(q.v.) system is an implementation. It is crucial in the development of a computer-based system to
appreciate whether the starting point is a manually-based implementation or the
real world
problem addressed by that implementation. (Bibliog. ref.
The Fontana Dictionary of Modern
Thought .)

processing of data (pod) system An administrative system wherethe accent
is on the assembly and
computation of data (e.g. invoice pricing and printing, net pay calculation
and payslip printing,
etc.).

communication of data (cod) system An administrative system where
the accentis on the telecommunication of data (e.g. the maintenance of production-order status
information and its access
from different physical locations within a company.)
code of practice (cop) This term is most frequently used,
throughout the presentation, to mean a
group oftasks involved in developing a computer-based proces
sing/communication of data system
or any other kind of system. The development Process sub-divi
desinto the stages of: requirements
specification; design; construction; testing; and commissionin
g. Another type of copreferred to in
the presentation is the type which covers the management
of the developmentprocess as distinct
from its technical aspects
.

effectiveness audit An audit of the effectiveness of a
code of practice.
adherence audit An audit of how well the Procedure define
d by a codeof practice has been adhered to.

SESSION G

THE INSPECTION METHOD:
PROVEN EFFECTIVENESS FOR PEOPLE AND
SYSTEM QUALITY
Tom Gilb

Tom Gilb is an independent consultant, author and teacher residing in Norway. Heis the author
of several books such as Software Metrics, Humanised Input (with Gerald Weinberg), and Data
Engineering. A new book aboutthe design by objectives technology will be publishedlater this
year. He is the writer of a regular column in Computer Weekly.

MrGilb applies the material he writes and speaks about in co-operation with clients in several
countries. He wasinvited to speak at the USA IBM Guide meetings in 1978 and 1979, as well as

at the USA National Computing Conferences in 1979 and 1980 on subjects related to his Venice

presentations.

| will go into a reasonable amountoftechnical detail about one of the technoscopesor methods
about which | spoke yesterday. | believe that if you listen to me, take me seriously andtry to do
something aboutit, this one idea will easily repay the cost of your journey to Venice.

than
The inspection method is about using strengths of teams of people to accomplish more

us
single programmers or system developers can accomplish alone. Inspection might not tell

words that
that we are producing a totally wrong type of application for our company, in other
n for our
applicatio
wrong
quality
high
a
produce
we
that
ensure
we have a lemon; but it might

company at a predictable cost.

cope ways of viewing
Inspection is, as are all the other design by objectives methods, technos
as
seeing them for what they really are, understanding them and, with that
complex systems
a departure point, controlling the results that they produce.

Here are the major claims that the

inspection method does actually
increase human productivity and

Theinspection method

system quality. You have heard
claimslike this before. What | will
do that is different is to substantiate the claims with numbers,
names of companies which have
achieved it and so on. That is a

Proven effectivenessfor:
People productivity
System quality

rarer event.

| should like to start with this picture of the creator of the inspection
method, Michael Fagan. This is a

headline of the Kingston, New York

IBM facility stating that Michael
because he had developed
Fagan won a prize. He won $50,000 in addition to his normal pay
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and implemented whatis knownas the inspection method at IBM. He is not the only one who
has won a prize for inspection. | sincerely believe that if some of you decide to go back and do
the fighting and planning that is necessary for any major change, you too will be recognised and
rewarded, if not as amply at least with as much glory. This is the quantification of the benefit of
the inspection method. You can look at it from a very personal point of view if you like.

Ofall the hardware and software people from IBM who have won any sort of an award whatsoeverin 1979 at IBM, Michael Fagan won the biggest single award. In other words, inspection is
recognised officially by IBM asthe biggest thing to hit them recently. Inspection is equally valid
for your environment, too. Some of you will probably be surprised that you have notheard all
that much about inspection, and notall that much about inspection from IBM. There is a fairly
simple reason. It is approximately equivalent to the following
you have not heard all that
much from IBM about how they have managed to grow so rapidly and earn such a profit
through so manyyears either. We know that they know howtodo it, we know that they doit,
but theyare not selling that along with their computers. They have not been totally secretive,
but they have nottrained their salesmen to sell it and given them a quotafor selling it.
Let me give you a sort of history so that you get some perspective and even begin to wonder,

Why haven't | thought about this before? How many ofyou are presently practising genuine
Fagan type inspections? Not walkthroughs but inspections? You came to the right place,
with

the right audience. Inspection was derived directly from well-known principles
of quality control

which will be found in any quality contol handbook. | will show you one later in the
lecture.
Fagan is an Englishman, trained at the University of London, later emigrated to
Canada, and
then joined IBM. He came to IBM as a professional, trained quality control engineer,
and he got
involved in software. As far as he knows, he is the only person at IBM who is
a trained quality
control engineer. He looked at the software and the problems, not totally
unlike the kind that
you have, and he said, What they need is inspection. That is whatit
is called in the quality

control handbooks. Nobody had ever heard of that, they were
doing walkthroughs, reviews and

other strange things, but they were doing nothing vaguely resembling
industrial engineering
inspection methods. Fagan quite simply did a technology transfer,
applied the knownrules of

the game of quality control engineering to software. And he
succeeded.

He is not a researcher, he is not an academic. He was a managerrespo
nsible for large projects
such as convert all of IBM software from Assembler language to
PLS andthingslike that. He
has
tested his ideas as a working project manager, and made
them work giving him

better
results. His most recent project was to be responsible for the
IBM8100 Operating system
software.

At the beginning of 1975 Fagan published the information
about the method. Inspec

tion went
largely unnoticed by the user community, by other
manufacturers, and even within IBM for a
while. Some people were practising it but the vast
majority werestill doing their structured

walkthroughs and believing in structured programming and
all the other goodies.

However,
gradually, as Fagan produced results, other people
were strongly encouraged
that
means
forced
to look at the possibility of using inspection. It gradua
lly spread throughout IBM and it

is now quite widely spread asan internal tool. They curren
tly do notteach it to any customersin
Europe. They might mention it on a course, but they do
notteach it. They have just started to
teach it to American users, and only on a very small scale.
The first people to use inspection outside IBM starte
d using it as early as 1975. | will show you
someof the results from someof myclients who liste
ned to talks just like this and did something
about

it, and got results which | promise you will make your mouth
water.

In 1976, the people who maintain one of the largest IBM
software systems, the database
management system IMS, out at Santa Teresa Labsin Califor
nia
the beehive One specially

developed for about 3,000 software people

started using inspection. They also got some

rather dramatic results. Clients of IBM started noticing this.

| had one client who had three people just fighting the bugs in IMS. One day a newrelease
arrived and it just was not necessary to have those three people any more. | said, I ll bet they're
using inspection and, twoyearslater, it was confirmed that that is exactly what they were
doing. It is the only technique which gives such immediate, dramatic and predictable results.

In 1979, a large number of other manufacturers had their eyes opened to this. Univac, ICL,

Burroughs, Hewlett-Packard and Informatics haveall started practising this methodinternally.
There is a much longer list, but they are just starting. | found people in ICL who did not know
that other people in ICL are doing it, but the people in ICL s quality assurance division have
started using it.

This year is the veryfirst year that IBM is offering any courses whatsoever in training leaders of

inspections, known as moderators. They are doing it in New York. Classes are about eight or
twelve people at a time. Theyare all fully booked, and you do not have a ghost of a chance of

getting on one. There are no currentplans by IBM oftraining anybodyin inspection in Europe for

the foreseeable future, although IBM personnel themselves can get training in the method in
Europe.

| think that in the 1980s wewill see inspection becoming more widely spread among the ordinary
user and that it will become a quite commonly accepted technique for all those who care about the
quality of their system, the cost, and the people effort for delivering it.

Mike Fagan visited me in Septemberand kindly let me know the latest state of the art.

In October I visited the Santa Teresa Labs, to present to them design by objectives. In return, they

gave metheir latest inspection experiences, some of which| will share with you today. | will be
going back there again in about two weeks to do more extensive work.

Hereis the source ofthe inspection ideas. In other words, it is not an invention. Michael Fagan is
the first to disclaim that it is an invention. He said that he just applied known engineering

techniques and that nobody had happened to think about it. In a McGraw Hill quality control
must occur about 2,000 times. If you want a deeper source of
handbook the word inspection
you can simply read the 1 ,780 pagesof that book. It is not that
is
information of what an inspection
something that IBM is keeping secret, we simply see the
invent
not
it is a secret. Mike did

of
application of known engineering principles to software. In fact that is whata lot of the rest
design by objectivesis really about

the application of known engineering principlesto software.

Thatis why, even with limited experience in applying them to software, we know that they work.
Let us talk about whatinspection is
and whatit is not, so that we do not

misunderstand it. | think that one
reason whypeople have ignoredit is

that they have putit in the category
of design reviews, structured walkthroughsand thingslike that. They
have thought that it was just another namefor those techniques. It
is not, it is something quite dif-

ferent.

Oneterm that we can safely apply to
inspection is that it is software
engineering. It is true engineering
applied to software. It implies

Inspection is:

Software engineering
Organisational change
Quality accounting
Humanresource accounting
Highlyorganised rules

For a// system documentation

Teamresponsibility

organisational change. Lines of power and control will necessarily change. Lines of responsibility will change. Inspectors take responsibility for what they have gone through. Inspectors
have the powerto veto thingsat a detailed level. Groups of people work together and teamwork
is the key word. This is the beginning of communication.
There is a very nice side-effect of inspection. The documentation for everything being inspected
the programs, the systems documentation and so on
must be readable and understandable enough for the inspectors. This guaranteesthat by the time the system is operational
you already have systems documentation, program documentation and programs which are
readable to a large number of people within your organisation. That is an indirect and nice
solution to the maintenance problem and the documentation problem.

Inspection is a kind of quality accounting. One of the effects of inspection, which is directly
derived from the engineering practice, is to collect a lot of statistics about what is going on in
the development and programming environment. It is very muchlike financial accounting or
cost data, exceptthatit is not about moneydirectly,it is about people time and errors and types
of errors. This set of statistics is a set of accounts about systems development work whichis
analysed by some kind ofleader of quality control of systems development. This is one of the
key concepts. Up until now we have been doing this very primitive thing of running our
development shops without any kind of accounting system. It is equivalent to running your
company without any kind of accounting system. Along comesinspection and introduces the
idea of accounting and analysis of accounts for the development and programming work. That
is truly a new concept. | am sure that some of you have some statistics, but the degree to which
this is carried out is revolutionary compared to what any of you are presently doing. | should be
pleasantly surprised to learn that there are some exceptions among you.

Wehavea kind of quality accounting. Inspection is concerned not only with thingslike
logical
bugs in programs, but also checks that all planned qualities such as user
friendliness,
performance, maintainability and security are planned and built into the system. So
we have to
take this word quality in the widest possible sense
meaning any qualities which you want
and plan to get into the system. Inspection is your auditing or control instrumen
t for making

sure that it is planned in there from Day 1, from the setting of the initial goals
of the system,
throughout the design technique specifications, and finally into programming
and testing.

Wecertainly get a more advanced human resource accounting. It is funny
to see how much
effort people put into pounds and penceand howlittle effort they put into human
accounting of
our talented and scarce human resources for development.

There is a very highly organised set of rules for inspection. They are not
explained easily in a
one-hour lecture. | would prefer to use approximately a dayor twoto explain
the rules. They are
similar to the rules for quality control as contained in a 2,000 page handbo
ok itis not easy to
explain them all at once. But inspection requires you to follow these
rules. Inspection works and

gives dramatic results when the rules are followed, but if you over-sim
plify and eliminate the
rules and think that you do not need to use them, you will not get the full
effect of the system.
Inspection applies to absolutely all written systems documentation. This
means everything from

a user manual, to program code, to test cases, to high level design.
It strengthens and enhances
the concepts which some of you have already been applying such
as team programming and

team environment
meaning shared responsibility not merely groups of people working
together
because weget an additional sharing of responsibility for the quality of
the system
with inspection.
Although | often cite inspection as being IBM'sfinest productto date, it is not
in any waylocked

to IBM. This is amply demonstrated by the fact that the other manufacturers are getting on the

bandwagon and making use of the method. If you are in the United States and getin there
early,

you

might

be

able

to

purchase a three-day course on

how to do it from IBM, butthat is

the extent of what you can purchase.

Inspsctionie NOT:

Inspection is not a review or walk-

Locked to IBM

throughs. People have caught the
word inspection and applied it to

Big brother watching

Purchasable

though. Well, yes it is, but it is a

Review or walkthrough
Just for programs
A meeting

very highly structured and advanced one and really should not
be mixed up with reviews or walk-

what are even poorly conducted

walkthroughs or reviews. That is
misuse of the word, and it does not
makeit inspection just by putting a

name on it. Inspection means following a set of rules, some of which | will expose during this

lecture and the rest of which you will have to read for yourself.

Inspection is notjust for programs. In fact the most important areas for using inspection happen

to be high level design. That is where the most benefit comes. But people are getting very
encouraging results using them on just programs. It is a very nice place to start because the

program is such a clear, structured piece of documentation. It has a unique meaningasinterpretated by the computer finally, and thereforeit is highly inspectable. A prerequisite for objective

and strong quality inspections is that people can interpret what is in front of them and know the
meaning ofit. If you have something like pseudo code with 23 different ways of interpreting
what is there, and each programmer interpretsit a different way, that is not a very inspectable
better than an even higherlevel specificakind of document. It is perhaps better than nothing
that is necessary in implementing
ideas
key
the
of
One
good.
as
quite
tion, but it is not
sorts of documentation so that
ofall
clarity
and
structure
quality,
the
improve
to
inspections is
they can tolerate a more objective quality control.

in factit is a process of about six different things, only one
Inspection is not simply a meeting
that towards the end of thelecture.
at
of which is a meeting. Wewill look
Inspection could be big brother watching you, but it does not have to be. When organised
s
properly, peoplewill relish the thought and takepride in being on the team because theresult
g
organisin
of
ways
are
There
before.
are so much better than anybody has been able to produce
their
egosor
their
hurt
not
does
it
so
it,
inspections so that people wantto do it and like to do
Let us just
feelings. Of course, there are also ways of organising it to do all the wrong things.

We
. If you feel,
recognise that there are correct and human waysof implementing inspection
have
just
will
you
then
other,
each
checking
don t want to do it because we don tlike people
That is your
to face the fact that you will have lower productivity and a lower quality product.
ction.
needinspe
not
do
you
that,
with
only other option. If you are happy

up,
What doesit cost to run inspection? If you look at the total amountof activity and addit
human
in
increase
of
case
that is the worst
there is a remarkably consistent figure of 15%
by a
time and effort to do inspection. However, that number is easily and always balanced
where
cases
no
found
Wehave
corresponding saving of human time whichis at least thatlarge.
than
inspection has cost more to implement than it has saved, and mostinspections save more
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they cost. Butin tonne of change of activity

something else
There

is

another

the numberis about 15%
cost,

that

of

training moderators. There are
really two stages. Moderators are
the individuals who lead the other

people doing inspection things as opposed to

Inspection costs

few people conducting inspections.

15% gross overhead
Moderator training (3 day)
Moderator management
Planning/inspection for YOUR organisation
Managementappreciation

You maytrain several moderators.
Being a moderator is not a full-time

job, and is usually done by people
who are otherwise leading projects,

or programming, or doing systems
analysis. But there is an absolute
requirement that inspections are

led by trained moderators or
leaders. The moderator course at
IBM lasts three days. Briefly, it is

one day of theory, one day of ob-

serving real inspections, and about one day of playing at inspecting. But the real training is notin
that course, that is just the start. The real training is on the job, with the leader of the moderators
continually following up the reports and looking at the quality of inspections, and continually
controlling the moderators to makesure that they are on the right track. That is wherethey
really
learn their inspection and what finally makes it work

managing the moderators.

Of coursethere will be a cost of planning the introduction or development
of inspection into your

organisation. | have seenalot of organisations that do this overnight. Theysay
, Right, tomorrow
wewill start inspecting. They do, and they get someinteresting results.
But there is every reason
to plan this very carefully, not least to make sure that you get the maximum
effect at the earliest
possible moment and that you avoid unnecessary counter-reactions
because of thoughtless

implementation. So somebo

dy should read the literature thoroughly, studyit, develop
an
evolutionarily implementation plan. In fact we use the design by
objectives method to plan the
implementation of inspection in stages into an organisation.

In addition, there is a cost of helping management to appreciate
what is going on. IBM,

for
example, gives a one-day management training appreci
ation course. Sometimes the people who
are doing

the inspection also attend, although normally mostof the inspect
ors are not trained ina
formal way, they just do it on the job. They learn a lot workin
g on the job with it. It is a very
interesting example of on-the-job training not only in inspect
ion but in looking at other people s
designs, codes and so on.

Here are the results. These are the
claims. In a moment | will come to
some more substantial things, but
these are all cases where we have
observed inspections. For example,
| have at least 50 projects which
haveusedinspection just from IBM,
and we have a numberoutside. Soit
is not one ortwoprojects which had
a Hawthorn effect
a change due
to ingenious people
but these are
consistent and average expected
results.

One can find errors muchearlier in

Inspection results

Early defect detection

(at 1%to 60% time)
Early project delivery
enon
(85% less: Larson)
hess total work (fo develop)
eras
(95% less in onecase)
Team effort and training
High logicalreliability

(zero defects)

the process. The most common occasions when wefind errors or problemsare at testing time

and finally after we haveinstalled the product and it does not work. One of the key effects of

Why botherto find them earlier?
inspection is that we find thoseerrors earlier. You might say,
You will find them sooner or later anyway. To cut a long story short, it has been quantitatively
TRW Systems, Bell Labs
demonstrated, not least by IBM but by several other organisations
thatif you find theseerrors early the cost of repairing them is between 10 and 100
and so on
times cheaper or, as Benjamin Franklin observed in Poor Richard s Almanac 200 years ago:
(A stitch in time saves nine; an ounce
of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

The economic powerof inspection is that by identifying errors early there is an economic
benefit, meaning that you do not haveto fix it up at such a great cost of human effort. You can

do it with one hour of programmertime rather than 100 hours, which makesa lot of difference

towards the end of the project.

Typically projects get delivered early and a regular report is about 25% earlier than anybody
would have expected using other methods.

Toillustrate that, here is a case that Fagan provoked at the Aetna Life Insurance Company. It

would
was an early, small-scale, commercial use of inspection. It was a project that normally

and
have used 62 programmer days and it was completed in 46. They analysedit very carefully
ingenious
an
as
such
factors
other
not
and
,
credited the result entirely to inspection

of 30 projects
programmer, luck and other things. This result is consistent. We have one sample

is a normal
at IBM wherethat result holds true, too. Soit is not an exceptional circumstance, it
one.

a colleague of
There is less testing necessary, for a number of reasons. In the early days,

control of the testing,
Fagan s, Rodney Larson, applied inspection to the inspection or quality

at IBM. Larson
design and the coding of test cases. Testing is a very formal, separate process
and an even
testing,
in
involved
normally
effort
reported that they saved 85% of the human

because they had taken the
greater percentage of machine time normally involved in testing,
they started pushing them
before
cases
test
their
trouble to quality check all their plans and

thatin that environthrough the machine. That is a very impressive number when you recognise
85% ofthat is quite
Saving
testing.
on
time
project
their
mentthey are using 40% to 60% ofall
impressive.

of human labour, including the
There seems to be a direct reduction in the total quantity
you a really fascinating case
inspection work, needed to develop any project. Let me share with
headquarters.
the Standard Chartered Bank, the Johannesburg

hat | did for them in June 1975. They
They learned aboutinspection early at an internal courset
raging results.
started practising it and got some early encou

free programs. Inspection requires a
In 1976 they were immediately starting to produce errore towards the final results, but this is a
learning process and it takes several years to matur
promise that you will all get perfect
typical indication of what to expect initially. | do not
y.
programs but you can get close to it very quickl

started doing inspection they had about one
Let us look at them again in May 4979. Before they
ts
have inspected roughly 100,000 lines of code in new projec

million lines of code in Cobol. They
man to a Guide Share Application
and reported the results in a paper by Trevor Cross
1979. The findings coveredall kinds of
Development Symposium, in Monterey, in October
ement information systems, on-line and
projects from mini systems, to database, to manag
which consist of between 6 and 67
batch, which have all been operating daily and
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programs with the numberof lines of non-commentary source statements between 4,000 and

80,000

Let us take a look at a specific system
a mini on-line batch system consisting of 29 programs.
It has been live for about a year, running daily and containing 14,000 lines of code. Only one
error has been experienced. The definition of error is a live run which produced a wrong result of
some sort, or broke downin the middle. How many of you (except by sheer luck) consistently
produce results like that? You run new projects live for about a year, daily, and get only one
error out of the whole thing. That is impressive in any man s book.

These people are not doing high-level inspections of design. We think thatis the reason that
they are not doing any better. They are now mature enough to realise that their next stage of
development is to cut out the remaining errors by attacking them at the design stages.

Let us look at what this means from the point of view of maintenance. One of
the questions

yesterday was

should weseparate in terms of maintenance repair cost and enhance
ment

cost? They have done that. Analysing the cost of the old systems, they
found that they were
using 26 cents
which is roughly American cents but is in fact cents of the rand
perline of
code per year for maintenancefor their approximately one million lines
of code.

If you separate out repair costs, 18 of these 26 cents were for
error repair

things that should

have been better than they were but they were not, but not
enhancements. They then looked at
the error repair costs for the inspected code and
arrived at the conclusion that it had a
corresponding costof one cent per line of code per year,
which is mainly explainable by the fact
that there are very few errors. In other words, the
reliability of the produced code leads toa

substantially reduced maintainability burden

a 95% reduction. They see this

as a long term
continuing stable thing based on a large number
of systems and a large number of programs. |
am showing you exactly what could happen to you
if you do as theydo, and you listen to what|
am saying to you and go out and do something about
it.

Going back to the example of the Aetna Life Insurance
Company you might like to note that at
unit testing time, or module testing time, for their
4,000 lines of Cobol code, they discovered
eight

errors. At acceptance testing time they found
no errors, neither did they in the next 12
months of operation. It is a very typical inspe
ction result. It does not mean that there are
no
errors there, it just means

that they are rare. Maybe in the second year one
of them pops up.
This is the veryfirst time that they tried to do inspec
tion. Normally you do not get good enough
results because
you are learning to do it and there is a certai
n

overhead. It would not be unusual
to find a project taking more time just because
you are using a new method. But in fact they

save time and get perfectly reliable programs first
time round.

The last point on the subject of inspection resu
lts is the high logical reliability. We speak abou
t
zero defects notin the sense of promising anybo
dya perfect program, but promising such high
reliability that your users will think that you produ
ceperfect Programs, which is almost as good
.

There are problems with inspections as
with any new methods. There is certa
inly an
organisational change. Youwill start crossing
someorganisational lines and personnellines
that
were never

crossed before. There

are waysof doing it diplomatically. | will show
you a whole
handbook on howto do inspections diplomatic
ally. But that certainly is a problem, especiallyi
f
you do notthink that it is a problem at the begin
ning. So be aware of it, plan for it, and smoo
th
it out.

Some of the initial negative feelings that people have when you just mention the word

inspection tend to be soothed when people get experience from a well-organised inspection.
There are lots of rules to be followed. These have to be learnt and
Inspection problems
somebody has to be a kind of
watchdog. Moderator leaders, like
Fagan, regularly have to remind the
Organisational change
moderators that they have broken

some of the rules. They see this by
the fact that inspection meetings

have alow productivity and they do

not find enough errors per hour,

(Team, quality audit)

Many rules to follow

Requires professional management

Notfor superprogrammers

Longlearning cycle (years)
that there is something wrong and
the
of
some
d
they have not followe
rules. The moderator leader will
actually hold a hearing to inquire
what it was. What was it? Was
there noise in the street? Did they
push things through too quickly?
Or did they start discussing solutions to all of the problems rather than trying to identify them?
Whatrules did they break? If enough rules are broken they will cancel the inspection result and

carry out a new one.

control does. If
Inspection requires professional management, just as good engineering quality
that | came
case
one
was
There
it is a team of amateur programmers with beards, forgetit.
companies
e
insuranc
American
large
the
across at a Guide meeting in Chicago where one of

| had never
told me that they had tried inspection and it had failed. | was a bit shocked because
his idea
boughtt
we
Well,
said,
They
me.
ll
heard of any such thing, and | said, Pleasete

and got people who were
from IBM about super-programmers a few years ago. We wentout

economics. We had
ten times better than anybody else at twicethe salary, which is very good
idea of inspection
this
duced
weintro
Then
egos.
nothing but super-programmers with super
s program be
ingeniou
his
let
aboutto
not
is
genius
one
which looked very good. But you know,
find errors. So | said,
inspected by another genius, because that other genius might actually
of super-programmers. They
OK, end of inspection for you, and they said, Oh no, end

by people who are the only ones who
cannotsurvive in the long term having programs written
maintenance .
there is a thing called
can understand the ingenious things that they wrote

Santa Teresa Labs. There are about
Thereis a long learning cycle. Here are some statistics from
terms. While | was there in October
14% to 20% fewer defects reported per year in absolute
the results thus far in 1979 and the
Peter Christianson, leader of inspections, shared with me
Inspection does not have a very long
prediction in 1980. It was for a continual improvement.
users. All we seeis that every year it
history. Its order of magnitude is five years for the longest

will end. There is some reason to believe that
gets better and better. We do not know wherethis
one of the things that is baked into
the process might theoretically go on infinitely because
a very formal part of inspection. You
is
s. It
inspectionis a learning feedback and change proces
there isa

your organisation. | suppose
should be able continually to get improvements out of
zero time to produce programs, but it
and
point where you cannot get better than zero defects
after year. We do not know howfast
year
is like Olympic results which keep on getting better,
there is a

probably is zero somewhere. Anyway
the mile can berun, all we know is that the limit
results thefirst year, and you keep on getting someof

long learning cycle. You do not get all the
y success, it is very muchan evolutionary
the results every year. So it is not instant, revolutionar
learning cycle.
d be interested in inspection. | shall nowtell
| have told you some of the reasons why you shoul

you some of the mechanicsofit. | have mentioned one of the basic concepts, thatit is always

led by a trained moderator. There is no question of letting the programmer walk through his
program. The moderator is a neutral leader of inspection, knows the
Inspection mechanics
rules of the game, makes sure that
people keep to them. He really is

the productivity watchdog, making

sure that inspections earn their pay
which they do easily if the rules
are followed
and people do not

get off the track into wild discus-

sions about howtofix that bug or
which programming language is
best.

There are many points at which in-

Led by moderator

Manyinspection points (11 +)
1 ~ 5 inspectors on team
Specialised inspector roles

Collect statistics

Preparation phase (each onealone)
Useofchecklists
Moderatorleaders

spections are carried out. IBM at
Kingston presently has 11 inspec-

tion points, such as module and in-

terface design, pseudo code, code, module test design, module test case
writing, systems test
design, systems test cases, and documentation at twolevels. Weare
up to about 10 which

gives you some idea. Through the years, inspection has been eating
its wayinto all areas of

system development, one by one. Fagan stated very early
andthis a well-known result from
quality control
that anything visible can be inspected. In software development
terms any-

thing written can beinspected and, if you care about the quality of
it and the cost of producing

it, it probably should be inspected. So in terms of structured
walkthroughs we are very
accustomed to looking at things, primarily program code,
secondarily, maybe pseudo code and
things like that, and all too rarely designs
although we do sometimes have a design review
concept. But inspection is applied at many points in the
development process.

In the near future

meaning the next few years

IBM hopesto moveinspection

up to even
higher levels of design where they cannot do inspections today
although they do a thing called
design reviews at the high levels of system archite
cture. The reason is that the
documentation is not structured, quantitative, and objecti
vely formulated enough sothat they

can conductinspections. This is the reason why | am
going back to IBM in June, because they
hopethat the design by objectives method will be the
keyto getting high level design structures
which are inspectable. We do not know that this will
happen
wethink and hope thatit will
happen.

Typically a team of inspectors involves a minimum
of one (when you really cannot scrape
anything else together), but threetofive is a frequently
quoted number. Bell Labs said, We're
doing inspections for the first time. Would you like
to look atit? | said, Yes. | walked into a
room and there were 24 people there, and myfirst
reaction was, This is not an inspection.
Inspection is very careful with its use of human resour
ces. It is not a bureaucracy, which it
might seem to be when you read some ofthe rules
of the game. It very efficiently uses, saves

and conserves human resources. It is willing to
do a stitch in time to save the nine. It is very
concerned about saving

the eight altogether. It tries to conserve the time
of people doing
inspections. It uses more than one inspector becau
se that has been Proven costeffective. It
does not use morethan five because that has been
Proven not to be cost effective. Every rule
that you will find aboutinspection is there becauseit
has been shown tobe costeffective. For
example, those
11 inspection points are there because, as Fagan
said,

We've proven each one
of them individually cost effective before implementi
ng it, and it has taken five years.
Another keyideais specialised roles. It is not five people
all looking for the same thing, they are
assignedindividual specialised roles such as
You think about the testing. You think about
the user envir
onment.

You think about Operation.

You think about the user requirements.

So each person feels individually responsible for his or her section of inspection. They do not, as

| have seen, have one person literally sleeping through the structured walkthrough while

another doesall the talking. You cannot do that. You have your own job and, if you do not do
it, nobody else will do it for you.

The collection of statistics is primarily carried out by the moderator and taken very seriously. A

lot of people starting off with inspection do notreally believe that, but sooner or later everybody

gets the message and starts doing it. It is an essential part ofit, just like running your company

requires you to collect financial data. It is a nuisance, but you haveto do it otherwise you will go
out of business.

There is something called a preparation phase before a meeting. It is taken very seriously and
takes as much time. If it is a two-hour meeting, it takes about two hours to do preparation,
sometimes spread in half-hour segments throughout a week before an inspection. But each
individual member of the inspection team is expected to prepare rather formally for the
inspection. If they do not, the inspection meeting is cancelled or they are not allowed to attend.
This is because it has been shown to be costeffective to do that preparation.

Checklists are used as very formal reminders of what things weare looking for and whatclass of
error is this if you find it. There is a very formal training. There is a selection and approval
process of the moderator leaders. It is not enough that you understand all the rules. Fagan will

not approve somebody as a moderator unless he is also tactful, diplomatic and goodat getting

people to work together.

These are the inspection phases,

very briefly, because | have run out

Inspection phases

of time. There is a planning phase
for which the moderator is respon-

What?

Who?

the project. Thisfills them in on the
major goals and the environment so

Meeting
Rework

Group
Oneperson

Planning
Overview
Preparation

sible. Who will participate? When
will we hold it? There is an overview
meeting if the inspectors are new to

Follow-up
Third hour

that they get some background information, even though they might
be inspecting only a module of
code.

mob.
Group
Eachindividual
Moderator
Group

There is a preparation phase for
which each individual inspector is

It is not something that you are
expected to find time alone. This time is credited to the project.
formal meeting whoseprimary goal is
expected to do in the evenings for fun. Then there is the

the high and
tation
to maximise the number of discrepancies between twolevels of documen
fed into
theseare
and
errors
found per hour. The moderator makes a note of the
low level
a certain
is
there
if
ry,
necessa
somebody who doesthe re-work or patching of the system. If
changes
the
of
tion
reinspec
a
level of errors, there is a complete reinspection. There is then
themselves, of the re-work.

s have been made and that they seem
The moderator is expected to ensure that all the change
control on them, there are other
quality
reasonable. He is not expected to do a perfect

out that in order to get high
inspections and other testing procedures. Finally, it turns
ty during a meeting, such as
activi
human
le
productivity you have to suppress a lot of desirab
really is an error. We need a
rit
whethe
or
error,
discussing ingenious ways of correcting the
call the
safety valve. The Standard Bank developed what they

third hour . It is a formally

want about the inspection. This
scheduled third hour where people can discuss anything they
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allows the moderator to channelthat activity and limit it to one hour. My American colleagues
practise it rather differently
they schedule the inspection right up to the lunch hour or the end
of work. People can do what they wantin their own time.

Let me tell you about some literature on inspection methods.

Software Metrics, written by myself, gives you about 80 pageson inspection. Fagan claims that
is enough to get going. The people who gotthe results in the Standard Chartered Bank did not
use any more than that to get going. There is a very good IBM manual, GC 20-2000, plus its
technical newsletter.

Weinberg has produced the Ethnotechnical Review Handbook. This is irreplaceable
IBM
does not have corresponding literature, in fact they buy this themselves. This is the handbook

which describes all the organisational and human problems of reviews and inspections and

offers some solutions. | strongly recommend the acquisition of this book, which costs about
$30. There are about 300 questions and answers on how to approach these problems in
inspections and walkthroughs.
Inspection can be applied to prac-

tically anything. What we have

inspecticn(applications

least experience with, but we do
have some, is the application of
a
e

High-leveldesign

F
i
inspection to very high
level things

%

~
such as the goals for projects.
In
fact we have rather dramatic
results. In all the cases where we
have applied inspection to high
level documentation the whole
project changes course in major

Module,logic, field. .. *
Test design and cases
Documentation
Program logic
Anything written
quote M.E.F.

ways. It gives us a shocking
reminder of the fact that we should
have done this long ago.

| would suggest that at the very
least you rapidly try to get inspection working, even in a primitive way, somewherein an organisation, perhaps on your most
importa nt

new

project :

Just

Management action for inspection

get

Isolated iienection implementation ?

your feet wet. You will make mis+

niatestare:, DbO
BP

Low-level design

¥

takes. | had oneuser who waseight

gee plan?

Partof a larger organisational change

Seoccminenane

months into inspections. | sat in

Makeanevolutionary implementation

through an inspection and wrote a

list of 12 rules that they were break-

Seem somessction

ing. | took it up with the quality

ca

assurance manager and he said,

Blan ocetesuy start

Yes, | know, but we're on the
road and if we push them too hard

they might over-react and run away
from it. Weare perfectly well aware

of the fact that we're notfollowing all the rules, and we are well aware
of the fact that we re not
getting all of the results because we're not following all the rules.
But we've got a plan for
getting there. We're going to do this evolutionarily.
| do not think that you should force it on your organisation as a revoluti
on. Thereis every reason
to respect the pace at which people can accept change.
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Certainly those of you who have a methods and procedures group should get that group to
study the issue and come up with a recommendation. Similarly, if there is a quality assurance
group they should get heavily involved in this. You should be able to make an evolutionary
implementation plan, starting in a primitive way and working your way through the years up to

the stage which the Standard Bank and IBM havereached.

lf you care at all about the quality of what you are doing and the cost of getting there

and |

think that is why everybody is here
| would be very disappointed if you walked away feeling
that there was no reason for you to take any action whatsoever.
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SYSTEM PRODUCTIVITY:
GETTING THE ENVIRONMENT RIGHT
Hamish Donaldson,

Hill Samuel & Co. Limited

Hamish Donaldson is head of banking services, Hill Samuel & Co. Ltd., London.

After leaving Cambridge University, Hamish Donaldson joined De La Rue Bull Machines where
he rose to become Scottish area manager. He joined Urwick Dynamics as a management
consultant, becoming head of computertraining at the Urwick Management Centre and then a
senior partner. He wasalso in the Urwick team which won the production management game
Teamskill .

In 1973 he joined the London-based merchant bank, Hill Samuel, as projects manager and later
became head of management services. Over the last six years he has been responsible for
introducing distributed processing throughout the bank based on a combination of minicomputers and mainframes. These developments have been based on a carefully thought through
set of methods and procedures.

His book, A Guide to the Successful Managementof Computer Projects (Associa
ted Business
Press) wasfirst published in 1978 and is now in its fourth impression. His latest
book, Designing

a Distributed Processing System, has just been published. In addition he was author
of Foundation Report No. 8: Project Management.

When| first saw Tony Brewer s slide showing the Bridge of Sighs, the prison
and the palace,
and that dreadful verse from Byron, | could not make out what analogy he
would produce. |
thought that the one aboutthe prison and the palace was a stunningly good
one. Butstarting
from there, my view is slightly different. | view methodology asa kit of parts
which you can use
as a ladder, if you want to, or you can use as a cage if you do it the wrong
way. If we pursue
what| am talking about andsay that wewill build this thing in a ladder, we
can go for different
types of ladders
woodenladders, aluminium ladders, stainless steel ladders and carbon fibre
ladders, every improvementin technology of the ladder. The question is: where
do you aim your
ladder in the palace?
Palaces have servants

quarters as well as princesses. The assumption of all the previou
s

speakers has been that weareall aiming at the princess. Thatis not a
valid assumption in my
experience. It seems to methatidentifying the true problem that requires
solving is the major
problem. | regard quite a lot of what has been described as being quite
interesting but notreally
getting to grips with the problemsthat | have in my world.
To puta bit of backgroundon it, | want to describe my own data process
ing environment so
you can see from what experience | am trying to generalise. Hill Samuel
are a very large
merchant bank. We do nothing on the scale of Lloyds Bank of which
you heard yesterday,

although we have manyof the problems. Wearelike a financial conglomerate. In the main
centre, which is where | do most of my work, we have commercial banking, clearing banking
foreign exchange and trading, investment management and shareregistration, even leasing =
all the banking-type things. But within our group wealso have other financial interests. We
have an insurance company, a number of broking companies
life insurance brokers, ship
brokers, cargo brokers. Wealso have a very large company that organises pension schemes.
They run about 2,000 pension schemesfor various companies, perhaps some of your own. It is
quite a diverse group but everything is in the financial sector.
| will be talking mainly about our situation within the banking part of the group, but | will be
using one or two other examples.
In trying to aim at the princess rather than the dungeon or the servants quarters, | am really
concerned that wetry to solve the right problems whichwill last us 10 years. Forever is our goal,

but that means 10 years ahead at least. We want to manage our resources productively. So|
should like to share with you some thoughts on these subjects and tell you some of our
experiences.

It all began one day when one of our users wanted to go en a training course. He felt a bit
inadequate because experts weretelling him one thing and then another. He came to us for
What sort of training course shall | go on? That is a good question. |
advice and asked,
thought we had better start by working out what contribution do we want to get from these
chaps?

| make no apology for the fact that this is a rather
classical way of looking at systems design. We are
old-fashioned enough to start with a survey when
wetry to identify the problem. Then wedo the crea-

tive bit which weare all so good at, which is the

evaluation and design stage. Then weget to the
point below the doubledotted line where the project
really starts. Our first two stages we see as being
iterative requirement specification, requiring very

few, but very good chaps; and the project really
begins to hum after everything is frozen.

To put a perspective on it, Dan Appleton yesterday
the one marked
spoke about one of those boxes
believe to
what|
ng
describi
was
He
es.
file structur
ntally
fundame
that
is
which
case,
the
ly
be essential

your files must be right. You musttry to isolate your

file management from your application programs.

The stages of system development
SURVEY STAGE

~

7 ~~

=

EVALUATION

SPECIFICATION
STAGE

PROGRAMMING
STAGE

IMPLEMENTATION
STAGE

But to suppose thatfile structuresis the whole of a

project can be true for only a limited class of

problems, probably some manufacturing problems
where the relationships are more important than
what you do with them, which | guess is what he
have. Data definition is not really
was describing. He has a solution to a problem that | do not

the problem as weseeit.

a survey, then the evaluation stage. We go into our
We go through our project stages
on. Whatrole do we wantfor
detailed specifications, our programming, implementation and so
how |
of analogies. The first is
our users in all of this? | should like to give you a couple
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would describe an excellent user involvement. Historically our personnel department do not run

the payroll, the payroll is run in our accounts department. Why? It turns out that many years
ago it used to be donein the personnel department and they were not good enough to manage
and gotin a right mess. So the accountantsgota grip on it, took it over, and now they run the
administration of the payroll. When we came to look at our personal record systemsit became

clear that what we needed was some sortof personnel record at base whichfed into both our
payroll and our pension scheme automatically, and to realise the benefits of this we would have
to bring the payroll section back from accounts department into the personnel department. It
wasclear to us, the systems people, that we had to merge these functions. It was also clear to

the chief accountant that he dared not let us. So we had this dilemma. During the survey stage

our chap was looking at the problem to be solved and recording all of that. Meanwhile, in the
directors lunch rooms, we were discussing the politics of the whole business.

It happened that the requestfor this personnel study wasat a time when a couple
of staff were
retiring in our personnel area. So it was a good timeto re-look at systems and get
some recommendations about how weought to manage them better. Finally, the chief accounta
nt came up
with a solution which | regard as brilliant
brilliant becauseit is entirely obvious but | had not
thought ofit. It is one of these things which is self-evident afterwards.
He said, You ve got a
vacancy for a man to run the back office in the personnel department. I ve
got such a manager
who is well qualified in my accounts department, who happens to be
running the payroll
function now. If | move him acrossto take over that personnel managem
ent function, then | will
be happyto transfer the payroll with it.

| regard that as the best example of user contribution that you
can havein systems. If we take

the rules as read and try to solve the problem as stated we
always get it wrong. But if we involve
our

users, have a dialogue with them over several months, and
try to show them the benefits of
going this route or what the problems might be, they can
remove the problems from us.

A second example which is not so good. In one of our compa
nies which is very regionalised,
they do all the work in the regions for invoicing and colle
cting cash from their clients. This is
then sent up to head office for the accounting. In head office
this is becoming an irritating data
processing load. A couple of hundred cheques were
arriving every day, which had to be
banked, put in the ledgers and so on. So it was resolved
to do a study. A study was done and
one thing that was noticed was bit of duplication with the
effort in the regions, but nevertheless it went ahead and concentrated on developing soluti
ons for what was effectively a sales
ledger. It was decided that no packages were suitable and
it had to be written from scratch.
Would you believe that it was going to be a batch solution
on a bureau computer. This was only
a year ago that the design was done. Then they implemente
d the thing.
Parenthetically, it took five times as much to devel
op as the budget and is

now costing four
times as much to run asthe original budget. But worse,
they should not have done it at all. |
wandered round the regions and discovered that they had
to do all the accounting for these
cheques coming in. The fact that they were done at
headoffice as well was justan

irritation that
caused an extra reconciliation between the two. It becam
e clear that all we had to do wasto
disband
totally the whole central team and no one would
notice, except that

the job would be
done better and at no cost. We did not require any compu
ter system. Wedid not require any
head office staff to do it. In 10 regions, 20 chequesa day
can be written up by hand. It is just a
non-problem. But | guess that the chap who sponsoredit
was a group accountantand the idea
of disbanding himself was not popular. | quote these
two examplesto illustrate in practical
terms whatusers

really have.

can do to help us and what they can do to hinder us.
This is the problem we
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| will give you one more example which showsan iteration of the best of both worlds. It is a bore

that we have to provide audit certificates for our clients. The auditors go round and say

What's the balance on this company s accountat a certain date? They always come to us
months after the event requiring an audit certificate. Doing it by hand takes an age, soclearly
weshould like to be able to hold the details on the computer and then pull it out. But that means
holding an indefinite number of days history on the computer if you are to produceit
automatically, type the letters automatically and so on. We did a study and worked out thatif

wekept the tapes on the 31st of the month and on the 5th April we would be able to satisfy
most needsbut notall of them, and it would be a manageable problem toretain this size of data
for about nine months. | should not think that Lloyds Bank could do that, but we are a bit
smaller. So we set about solving the problem in that way. Notat all satisfactory.

Six months later we twigged that we were solving the wrong problem. When companies have

their year ends is entirely predictable. You know about it in advance. All we had to do wasto

have a flag, which existed in the system already, to produce a diary statement or ledger on a
given day. That day could be the end oftheir financial year. Do you see what lam getting at? By
changing the problem right round it wasperfectly clear that we could anticipate every one of

these requests, or nearly every one, and produce the audit certificate. Then there was the

problem of what would happen if people wanted them because ofliquidation, bankruptcy, or
some emergency? The answer wasthat they would have to pay. By iterating it in this way we

got the users to go to their customers and say, We've got this cracking new service for you.
We're going to produceaudit certs for you at the end of your financial year, quite automatically,
and this will be part of the service we re providing. As a small afterthought or footnote we
revealed to them that if they wanted them at any other time there would be a charge which
would befairly realistic.

What| am getting at is that once again weare solving the wrong problems. It takes some time

| have this
for us to understand it. This is where wearetrying to get our user involvement right.

was
genuine belief that users have a major contribution to make in helping us. John Corner
arrivals
the
scheduling
telling me on the plane that at Express Dairies they have this problem of
of all the suppliers. It was solved by the chap running the warehouse who rang up the suppliers
the rules of
telling them when they could come. No queueing problem. It is the users changing

the game.

the whole thing
Let us see what we want from our users. It seems to me thatat the survey stage
use systems
cannot
we
that
is political. We want to de-fuse the politics. The corollary of that is

analysts because it is fairly
analysts to do a survey. | do not know why they are called systems
to do the work. It seemsto
qualified
not
clear that the chaps who are called systems analysts are

begin to understand
me that you must havebeen in the business for about 20 years before you
tion or an industry
organisa
an
in
working
the thing. Ten years ago | thought perhaps less, and
how the thing is done properly.
for a minimum of two, three, four years to get any conception of
that we can afford to use
many
so
do
not
Wedo
So we use our managers for doing all surveys.

If you have written a
low level staff. If you get off to the right start, all the rest is plain sailing.
wrong business of
the
have
you
If
matter.
not
does
rotten program you re-write it, it just
people, managers
best
very
our
use
must
we
So
technical strategy, that is where it matters.
tion.
specifica
ents
requirem
the
usually, in the survey stage and
people at least average in
| know that Milt Bryce will talk later about how you make ordinary

people in these
doing this, but | think that his is a lost cause. There is no substitute for very good
g.
managin
than
ng
interesti
more
also
is
It
areas, and they are scarce.
users to do.
What do we wantour users to do? Let megetrid of the low level stuff we want our

n stage, which is
We want them to de-fuse the politics at the survey stage. In the evaluatio
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where weproduce functional description, this is where we agree the detailed goals of the
system and also begin to look at the organisational implications, because very often now weare
crossing departmental boundaries. VDUs are now going intoall sorts of funny places and you
have only wires connecting them to the computer, so the ability to cross boundaries is much
easier. This almost always implies organisational change.

As we go on tothe specification stage we agreethe detailedrules. It is a source of great bother
to me that we write a thing out in the survey stage, we thenwrite it out again in the functional
description, we then write it out again in the system specification stage, and then wewriteit out
again in the user manuals. There must be a better way. The answer is No, there is not,
because you are not writing out the same thing each time. It turns out that you are thinking
of
things very differently each time. You are looking at different levels of abstraction.

If you take something which we have to do, for example the gross redempt
ion yield which is a

rather complex calculation, it is not even mentioned in the survey
stage. It is a box in the

functional description and it is just known that you haveto doit. By the
time you come to the
detailed specification stage it is pages of very difficult arithmetic. That
is signed off by a chap
who is a real expert in that area, who is a very different man from the
organisational people who
are working at the survey and functional description stages. So weare are
dealing with different
classes of people.

Weidentify the user executive, who is the director level man who will
be responsible for the
system whenit is operational, and he is the guy who will be mostin
volved in the survey stage
and organising. We identify the user representative who is our
day-to-day contact and
organises things, and then the individual specialist with whom
weagree things.

So whattraining do weneed to give our user executive? My argum
entis none . We want him
to be a gooduser manager
thatis the role we want him to play. We do not want to give
him
any computertraining at all unless we want to add to his
feeling of insecurity. There is no way

that he will ever understand our profession. It is
difficult enough for us to understand our
profession. Therei

s not the slightest chance thathe will understand it,
so we must play to his
strengths. We mustbe goodat our profession. We must
be good atthis design strategy andfile
structures. We must be good at problem solving.

Whenwedeveloped our investment accounting system
welookedat the best experience there
wasin the States. We worked out where we were trying
to go. Weare actually going for a
decision support system where weare trying to constr
uct cash models for our clients, to find
out who hasgold where, who hassilver where, answe
r random questions of this variety, when
cash arrives wheretoinvestit, to compare our holdings
in each sector against model holdings,
to useit as a real decision support tool. We knew about
that six years ago, wedecidedto implementit only this year, because until you have your accou
nting baseright you may as well not
bother. The technique for making the figures dance is
very easy, displaying them graphically is
quite easy. It is the slog of getting the accounting and all
the sums right which takes such a long
time. It took us six years. We think that we are now
one of the most advanced users in the
world. Wethink there

are only half a dozenin the States who are ahead
of us, and we know of
none in Europe. But to design that system we had to
begin six years ago. We had to design it
with files
which were

distinct from the application programs and wherea
ll the back-end suites
were self-contained and where wecould bolt on the new
areas of decision support and on-line
systems at the back end.

The users could never know that. The only goal we can
impose on ourselves is to say, This
system mustlast forever
that meansatleast 10 years. It must never be re-written
and it must
cope withall conceivable change. | know that is not possib
le, butif you set that as your goal at
least you haveto start thinking about it, as Tom Gilb says.
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That is what we are good at. How could the usershelp us in that? They cannothelp us atall. If

you send them on a computer appreciation course, whatthe hell do they learn? They either get
all excited or all depressed. So my plea is that our job in this whole area is that we must

structure ourselves to help our users do their own job well, not to pretend that they can do our
job. They must ask management questions such as, What's the growth potential of this
system? As one user said to me, Howdid it happen that the system is five times the original
cost? | said to him,

How did it happen?

You know the answer, of course

one controlling it and no one was responsible for it.

there was no

Let me finish with two quick things on this section of the talk, which is getting the user

contribution right. One is that we mustwrite our procedure requirement specifications in ways
that the users can understand them.

This is a copy of our functional description headings. All our functional descriptions follow these
headings, with an additional one.

Functional description

Overall summary of the system

Narrative description of each major aspectof the system
Outputs from the system

We always have an introduction,

Inputs to the system

which | have failed to put on the
list. The introduction has a sen-

Tabulationof main files
Tabulation of major codes used

this report is
"so that | can
understand what they are doing.

Volumes,file sizes and run timings
Departmental responsibilities

tence that says,

The purpose of

Control principles

Future developmentofthe system

Implementation plan
Conclusion

Overall summary of the system.
Narrative description of each major

aspect. Here we break it into business procedures. We never look at
it as an accounting system. We got

one from our South African subsidiary the other day which was dreadful, it had to be sent back,
because they were looking horizontally across the accounting entries. We wanted them to be
looking vertically at the foreign exchange, at the loans and deposits, at the credit facilities, at
the business end of procedures. Wegiveall the specimen outputs and all the specimen inputs
that is shaded now with interactive VDUs. Wegive them all their ownfiles. All the outputs
that is for later one, for the
have real life examples on, none of this 999, ZZZ business
programmers and so on, not for humans.

We mock up all the screens for them to have a look at. Welist all the main files, but treating
characters that they think are characters as characters, however they are stored. Wetry to
itemise all the codes wewill use. We are very anti codes as such. Everything is on mnemonics
and off-codes. We do noteven allow the programmersto haveefficient programs using 1 s and
2's. Male and female have got to be M and F. You cannot maintain programs that are 1 and 2
because there is a 50% chance that you are wrong.

Wetryto build in control principles at this stage and also volumes, file sizes and run timings. It is
not an exhaustivelist, but we are trying to get at a lot of detail about the way the system will
run, all written in waysthat the user will understand so that he can contribute. If he does not
contribute, you havefailed. If they argue with you tooth and nail and fight it out, you know that

you have succeeded in developing something with interaction going. The moment they agree
with you, it means that theyareall hoping for the best.

The other thing of course is that you want to organise the thing successfully. This is the sort of

structure wego for. | have told you already that weidentify this man wecall the user executive.
He is at director level and will be responsible for the new system when it is operational. Do you
see how cleverthat is? By picking him out at the beginning of the project we have de-fusedall
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the political problems at the end of the project which you getif you do not do it. If you are going
to cross departmental boundaries you had better face up now to who will run it when it is
operational. If you do not do it at
the beginning it will not get easier
Organising the user contribution
as you go downthe line. If we cannotfind a sponsor at the beginning,
we do not start
because if you
User executive
cannotfind one at the beginning he
will not be there towards the end of
Supervising manager
is
the show when the going gets
(ManagementServices)
IF
S
rough, asit does.
Project manager
(usually from
ManagementServices)

Wehave a project manager, usually
from management services, because | do notbelieve that you can
manage a highly technical area

Objectives: Solving the right problem
Planningcarefully
High quality work

without being technically compe-

tent. If you say to a programmer,

think this will take you 10 weeks,

|

,

and it takes him four, he thinks you are idiotic. If you say to him, I think
it will take you two
weeks, and it takes him four, he will think, that you are not very good
butthat is a bit more
sensible. You must understand the profession. If you are doling out
jobs you must know what
the size of the job is and what the performance ought to be, which
is why | believe you need a
chap who is technically competent to manage the thing.

The key role is one of supervising manager, which | pinched
from consultancy. Every consul

tant
has a second opinion, a man back at base. So our superv
ising managers are our more senior
manage

rs. Their objectives are to solve the right problem, plan carefu
lly, with high quality work.
They have the routine meetings with the user executive
to make sure the thing is running

smoothly.

Wenoticed that we have to have routine meetings. If you
have meetings whenthere is a need
for it, either it is a waste of time or, alternatively, it is too
late. You must organise meetings on a
regular basis so that you anticipate the problems and
talk about things before they become
problems.

Weget out best user contribution
by asking our users to behave as
users and not to behave as amateur

Getting the project environmentright

systems analysts. | have a profound

disbelief in their ability to state their
requirements correctly. All they can
do is to state their wants, given in
the current haze of problems and
pressures. But| also believe thatif
you give them sensible alternatives

User
Contribution

to choose from and explain the

implications, then they have a contribution to make in helping us to
get the real problemssolved and to
remove apparent problems.

\

Technical
Strategy

ey
Systems

Management

ee

Let me nowgo on tothe second part, which is to talk about
the technical strategy. | said earlier
that our goal is to have systemsthat last forever, or at least
10 years. That implies that we know
what technologywill look like in 10 years time. Obviously
we do notquite. Well, | think that
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actually we do. Anything that will be usable in our timeframe has been announced already,

becauseat the end of the day we mustdeliver. There is no pointin our having brilliant new ideas

if we cannot deliver the solutions. So nothing that has not been announcedalready will be
available for the next decade. But there have been some maior shifts in the last five years which
| will go through briefly because you do not require convincing.

The first is the movetointeractive input, which | regard as being much moresignificant than the
moveto silicon chips and so on. Thatis just a realisation of the fact that we can now put
terminals where the problems are.
You have seen this sort of slide
before. In olden days from the work
station you had to go through data

control, then to add list, then you
coded things, punched and veri=

fied, and it went back into the com-

puter, edit runs, back out it came,
you recycled the errors and so on.
Four days later you get the thing

out and then you discover the dis-

count is wrong and you haveto do
it all again. We have the power now
to getrid of all these people by putting a VDU at the workplace.

Batchinputv. transaction processing
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Wediscovered one or twointeresting things aboutthis. First, if there is any genuine knowledge involved, you are better off giving

the terminal to the clerk rather than to a keyboard operator. Keyboard operators tend to be

good where you are doing things that require no knowledge, or where the knowledge is very
stylised. For punching names and addressesyou will never beat card punchers, as far as | can
putting in a VDU for doing it really slows them up. You have to wait for responsetime.
see
Whenyouare dealing with investment management clerks, settlements clerks and so on, we
are finding many areas where, by giving the terminal to the person who understands the work,
we are not just cutting out all these chaps on the left but also reducing the workload of the
clerk, who previously was correcting all the errors or else writing it all out in longhandfor other
weigh up
people to do. | am not saying that you must use this in every case because you haveto

how much knowledge transfer there is, but by giving terminals to the clerks who know the
Marks
problem you do not have to use codes, you can use mnemonics. You can say M & S for
and Spencer,

W1" for the West London branch. It does not matter that there are two

branches in West London, they both comeup on the screen and the clerk with the knowledge
says, That one . Wewill have this knowledge transfer avoided.

in fact just
Anotherinteresting point is that our on-line systems go live pretty nearly bug-free,

aboutalways bug-free. It turns out that you cannotput them live if they have bugs in them. On
the other hand, we find the systems enhancements are far greater as the users begin to
understand them and, as they begin to permeateinto things, they see opportunities that they
tsis
never saw before. So we find that our system enhancementload and changing requiremen
small.
ly
vanishing
is
load
n
correctio
bigger, but our error

Weare not clever enough to anticipate all the changes, so in our on-line systems we have to
design all the features of the old manual system. Let me give you an example from one of our
foreign exchange systems. In the old system they machined up a multi-part set for a foreign
exchange transaction. Asit had to be done in three months time, one copy wassent to the
client and the rest of the papersfiled for action in three months time. But because you might
lose the paper you also enter it in a diary, as a double check and reminder. On the first design
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of the foreign exchange system we did not have the diary because obviously it would not be
required, the computer would remember. But we decided that we would put them in because

we have a rule that says,
You delete nothing before the system is live. You can delete them
after the system has gone live if they are not required. The diary of events is just about the
most useful report we produce. It turns out to be a thing for answering queries from customers,
a managementplanning tool for organising work on the following days, a trigger for all the
things that have not happened. | do not know whether thoseactivities were going on before or
not, it probably was not as easy. But certainly we discovered that everything that was there
before, which you did not think you would need, you do need in our on-line systems.

The first point that | am making is that this move to interactive computing is the biggest
revolution since we have had computers. We could have done it at the beginning, wejust got
sidetracked into batch input. Obviously we have batch processing to do, but we have no
conventional input left except for the odd name and address going in, everything is now done
on screens.

The second example | want to give you is how weareable to look at systems in a way that we
could not do before. | am going to give you an example here of a new company weestablished
about a year ago for credit facilities. This companyis advertising loans by post. They advertise,
people write in, we do credit scoring on them, we then do loan administration and credit
control. | will not describe the credit scoring side ofit, although that is interesting in itself and is
computerised. | want to describe the loan administration and the credit control. Wethink that
this is a good example of the way that systems will be developedin the future. | describe this as
automation rather than mechanisation. You will see what | mean as| talk on. Nothing in what |
will say is technically advanced, nothing is revolutionary. We have seen companies doing bits of
this, but we have not seen any company doing all ofit.

It workslike this. Our goal waszeroclerks in a green field operation, with no staff. We will
not
quite achieveit, but we will have a damned good shotatit. We are trying to automate the
whole
operation. First, accepted loans come in, automatically, from the credit scoring subsyste
m. The
computer then keeps these accounts. Direct debits go out or giro credits come in
through the
banking system. Trying to think it through, we have arrangedthatall of these happen.
They do
not happen on the monthly anniversary of the date on which the person took out
his loan,
instead they always happen on the third of the month. You can see why. On the third
of the
month people have funds, or are morelikely to have funds in their bank accounts
than at the

end of the month. Asour objective is to get paid, we must send out our direct
debit orders at

the beginning of the month when they are likely to have funds.

It is not a very big point in its own way, butit is a brick in building up the
total system. We
calculate interest automatically, as you would expect. The interest is calculat
ed and posted to

the account. We send out routine reminders automatically. An R1 reminde
r comes out on the

line printer after 2 weeks, and after 4 weeks the R2 reminder comes out which
is a bit stiffer.
After six weeks, if the chap has not paid, he comesout on a schedule. There
are no codes, they
all go in using the nameasreference. All the namesof the defaulters comeout
. Theyare sorted
by the credit controller. The credit controller gets the list, keysin the first name,
and up comes
the person s details on the screen. On the screen you seeall the monetary transact
ions, but you
also see
becausethisis a ledger not a statement
all the other events that have happened.
Weare using our screen as filing cabinet as well. So the date the R11 letter
went out is up
there, the date the R2 went out is up there. A message that the chap wrote
and said, My
mother died last week. Can you give me an extra two weeksto pay? is also up there
as long
as it is 30 characters or less. | guess we could put up two transactions, but they would
be bound
to get out of order. All of these have got zero monetary amounts because they are
not going to
appear on the statementto the chap, but they are going to be on the ledger
which is our own
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copy. We make sure that we have a completehistory for all current dealings. We archive things
to microfilm at some stage, but all the current history you are likely to want is always there.

Wehave not finished yet, because when the credit controller looks at it he or she says. By
golly, we'll send them an R7. The R7is the one that says, If you have not paid £X bythis time
next week, | will have to do something whichyou and | will both regret,

actually unspecified

because the imagination is always worsethan the reality! So there is a choice of standard letters
which they can choose. The credit controller keys in R7 and goes on to the next person.

Thereis a sleeping program, which now wakesup and mergesthe R7 standardtext with the file
and typesout on a Diablo printer a quality letter to these people. This quality letter will come
back for signing, go into a white envelope, and will be posted in one of our branches. It will not
be posted in London. We want them to open the letter, that is the first objective, not just chuck
it away.

Do you see what | am trying to get at? Weare trying to devise a total system which has the

filing, the letter-writing, the interest calculations, the payments

all part of the standard

system and all working automatically. | believe that this is the sort of goal for which we should
be aiming rather than mechanisation of bits. We could have put a word processor in there,

couldn't we? Thatis just irrelevant. | see word processors being quite useful in legal places, for

producing reports and so on, and in one-off places. But | see no future for them in the long
run because they will be merged into DP. If data processing has to drive them it is not word
they form twodifferent categories in my over-generalising view. So weare very
processing
keen on this idea of nodes of computing powerwhich aresatisfying the needsofthis part of the
business.

Dan showed a slide that had an arrow pointing to greater integration equals greater

productivity. | was appalled. There is no empirical evidence to support that at all. All the
goes
evidence is that the greater degree of integration you get, the more your productivity

down. It took me some time to work out what he meant. Of course, what he means is that if you

if you
take one application and over-split it, then you will get an improvementin productivity

bring it together to form a logical application. But equally | should notlike you to believe what
do
was
he actually had there in terms of the business. There was a question about it which
you
if
And
anything?
understand
can
you
before
business
you have to understand the complete

follow it through, you had to. | believe that integration is required for each logical processing
node. A fellow at Warwick University coined the phrase

Business consists of a number of

| like this idea of autonomous processors
communicating autonomous processors.
e. It does not apply in every industry, butit
communicat
to
need
the
course
dominating, with of
system it
certainly applies in mine. But if we had designed this to integrate with our big banking
this
would have been a disaster. We designedhere a terrific system which will suit the needsof
part of the business.

right means
Let me try to summarise these points. Wesee that getting the technical strategy
for standgoing
means
it
recognising the move tointeractive computing. | also believe that
in
problem
any
to
solution
alone computing. Westart off by saying that there is no blanket
We
types.
e
hardwar
different
of
terms of strategy. We certainly avoid having a proliferation
small, mediumhave one mainframe, and all our minicomputers are DEC. So whether they are
on DEC minicomputers.
size, or large, they are all running under the same operating system

What we
There is a hardware strategy in that sense but wedo nottry to imposeit on the users.
are saying to our usersis,

We're going to develop with you the best solution to your problem

hardware s
that could possibly exist as a first step, looking ahead 10 years and saying given
map it
then
we
exercise
that
done
Having
time?
vanishing costwill it look right in 10 years
This
scale.
of
es
economi
local
are
there
course
of
into what we currently have, because
that
think
|
tion.
organisa
the
of
bit
other
one
with
r
personal credit company shares a compute
another
with
one
shares
it
now
for
but
own,
its
have
to
eventually it will grow large enough
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outfit which has a balancing workload. So there are local economiesof scale that your exercise,
but your first target is to look for ideal solutions for the users.

There is no doubt that the smaller the processor the better the cost. If you can get away with a

handheld calculator, that is the bestofall. It is easy to see why itis just the cost reduction of

millions being produced. That is the broad reason why the smaller a thing is, the cheaper itis.
That applies everywhere. It is not processing that is the problem, it is where you put the files.

Automation not mechanisation. We are trying to automate complete nodes of the business
rather than mechanise it in some random way. Webelieve there is a lot of skill required in
analysts and managers. Our watchwordis disintegration . That is what we are trying to
achieve. Any good analyst can achieve integration, to achieve the right sort of disintegration
you mustreally understand the business.

We have a very simple model
so simple that | did not reproduceit on a slide
for
determining where the files ought to be. We havefour criteria. We say thatfiles ought to be
with the owner, which means that you must identify the owner. By the way, database
administrator is not the owner. Data processing department do not ownanyfiles, they
are
owned by users. Who is the owner of the file? That is a business question, not a
technical

question. Files ought to be close to the owner.

Secondly, the volume of transactions. Where do most transactions originate?
What is their
source? We oughtto put the thing as close as possible to the source of transacti
ons. Thirdly,
frequency ofuse. The files ought to be closeto the chaps who are using them
mostfrequently.
It can be remote from rare users or monthly users. Finally, speed of
response. Put it close to

people who musthaveit fast.

When weapply thesecriteria the results are quite straightforward

they almost alwayspointin

one direction. It was a little salutary to us to do it for our retail branch
banking. We have some

nine retail branches in our clearing system in the nine larger towns in
Britain. Naturally we
collect one third of the transactions in the regions. The other two-thirds
come in on the clearing
tape which is provided from the clearing centre. We then process the
work in the centre and
distribute the results back out to the regional branches the next day. It
is crazy. When you
analyse the problem, it is clear that the computers and the files oughtto
be at the branches. |
am talking about my business, | am not talking about a clearing bank.
In my business we are
trying to service local communities, we are not trying to provide
a banking network service
across the country. What we ought to be doing is taking our tape
from the clearing centre,
sorting it by branch, and then sending the input downthe line for local
processing. That is far
quicker and easier than sending all the output downthe line,
which takes a huge amount of

time. It is interminable.

Mind you, | am notsure that weare clever enough yet to design
systems so idiot-proof that they
will run them properly in the branches. That is something that
Les Elstein will talk about later
some of the problems of making remote computers reliably usable.
Wehave talked about user contribution and getting the technical
strategy right. It does not
really
matter whether or not you agree with what | am saying. |am
trying to focus your attention
on the needto have thesestrategies
to think through how you want your usercontribution to

come through, where was it good and where wasit bad, where
wasyour technical strategy
good and where was it bad, and to establish rules for trying to getit right.
Mythird themeis to look at the area of systems management. The problem
hereis that, if you
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are not careful, one or two large users will swamp all the small users. If you carry out cost
justification all the time, you alwaysserve the large users and never the small users. That is no

way to run the ship if you want to havesatisfied users, because at the end of the day they get
fed up, as we heard from Lloyds yesterday. There must be some wayin which you are roughly
matching your resources to requirements and providing a reasonable service to all classes of
users. It is not up to us to try to determine who deservesto get most attention, it seems to me

that we oughtto betrying to give everybodya slice of the cake. What| will.describe to you is
the mechanism that weusetotry to do this sort of rationing, given that you never have enough
resources and that is thoroughly desirable. If you had sufficient resources, then every silly
request would have to be done. We must have too few resourcesin order to have a sort of
rationing effect.
This slide shows you the six or
seven documents we use in the
project control area. We split this
between resource planning and
project progress control. All our
staff complete time sheets,

so we

produce a time sheet summary. We
then do a manpoweranalysis which
tells us how weare using our re-

sources broadly. We do a three fa
month plan every month which

is

howevery resourcewill be used, as
far as we know, for the next 12
weeks. We do an 18-month project
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forecast once a quarter. | show this

last, but in a senseit is the first one.
Having accumulated your statistics you try to make an 18-month forecast of where you see
things going. Weend up with a hump here, when you start off with your current resources. We
off.
expect to have too much demand for the next two or three monthsand then seeit tailing

The hump always goes away when you get there, something is always delayed. You need to
have somesort of anticipated hump. The 18-month forecast is by project within user. We are
notinterested in resources there except globally, whereas the three-month plan is absolutely by
resource and fits within the project framework.

Let me take you through these four. | will not show you set B. Wedo project status report
which is a summaryofall projects. There is a maintenanceregister which controls our maintenones from
ance. We do our normalcost and recovery budgets and projections. The interesting

our point of view are the simple ones, whichare the first four, set A.

the last page
The next slide shows people along the top and jobs downthe lefthand side. This is

Belowthis line are
of the analysis. Abovethis line are recoverable jobs which are charged out.

unrecoverable jobs which include holidays, sickness, domestic leave, administration (that is not
where you put things when you cannot think where else to put them).

s as
Weare trying to make sure thatup in the top area, in this 25-day month we get as many 25
so|
y,
compulsor
is
which
possible. There is a 24% up there, and he spent half a day on training
hate
What|
month.
the
for
regard that as perfect resourceallocation. One guy working one job
12 there, 2 there and 12 there. What we wantto arrange is to have
to see are bits and pieces
one man/one job. So | view this as a management control to find out how well the project
leaders are allocating their resources. It is clear that if you shuffle chaps from job to job all the
as
time, they lose time in picking up the next job. We must haveit organised so that they spend
next.
the
to
on
go
then
much time as possible on one job, finish it,
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Wedo have some sweepers. There is a chap there

Sharp

who hasa lot of bits and pieces

downthe righthand side. He is one of our quality control chaps who goes round in what we
call a sweeping role. This is a very necessary quality
control type function.

The first control is
are there too many bits there? Can
we understand why the thing is so fragmented or not?

TIME SHEET suMARY
sheet 3

+ uneecovenasee

We now aggregate these into the next slide. We are
recording the total working days available. This is the
budget for the year. We then record our budget for
holidays which is 11.6%, our budgetfor illness which is
2% and our budget for overtime which is 1%. You will
see that the actuals are pretty close, a bit down on

sickness but the other two are close. We then end up
with whatwecall net working days available . Our goal
is to recover 80% or better of our net working days
available on useful projects. Software fixes do not class
as useful projects, that comes under management
services projects. So we have an allocation of 4% to

unrecovered software/hardware development which is
done internally. We allocate 5% to training
it turns out
to be a little higher. We allocate some 9% to
administration; and as it happens wearea bit lower than
that. We are saturated with demand at present, which is

HOLIDAYS
SICMNESS
DOMESTIC LEAVE

ADMINISTRATION

TRAINING
Pa
SUPERVISION
SOFTWARE /iAROWARE
THe
RECOVERABLE
OVERTIME

why weare over 80%. Weare at 84% which is as high
as it has ever been. Thereis a lot of
demand for the services so we do
not have to market them which is
wasteful.

You probably havefigureslike this

as well, but this is a basic control

and a goal. We musthavetraining,

up to a certain level. You saw on

the previous chart that everybody
received at least half a day's training during the previous month.
Everybody gets half a day s training

a month and it is compulsory. They

may get more in some situations.
Welike to keep managementservice projects down, welike to keep

administration down

these are the key ones to watch.

Let me go on to the next two. The first one | will show you is the three-m
onth resource plan and
the second is the 18-month project plan. Once again we have people downthe
lefthand side.
This is a bar chart. Top managers in the systems area
and | usually sit in by invitation
start
at the top of the page and work through Archie Reid s projects, John
Bray s projects, Peter
Ewart-Brookes projects and David Reed s projects. These are chaps who are
members ofthis
team. Wesit together and go through whatevery person will be doing for
the next 12 weeks, so
far as we know.
The rules of the game are these: we neverdiscuss project Progress. This
meeting is nothing to
do with project control, it is resource planning. Anyone who starts rambling on about
how a
project is getting on is stopped.
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It is interesting but not the purpose of the meeting. Secondly, no one can have twojobs. They

must have one job at a time. Thirdly, we never make any decisions at the meeting about
what we will do with spare resources, because any

instant decisions we make tend to be wrong. So we are
highlighting who the spare resources are, and we also
make a list of what the needy jobsare. As the jobs require

MONTH RESOURCE PLAK

the people, then they bid for the resources. We never

allocate resources in advance if we can help it. The reasonis that there is a great temptation to try to use them,
and they are always available too early for most jobs
before you have thought through your requirements and
gotall that frozen. | would sooner the resources came
late on to the project and then worked properly, rather

than all arrive in good time and put pressure on the early

stages of the project and got it wrong. Weused to have
meetings once a month which | had to abandon because|
could not make out whatthey werefor, except that weall
bared our chests about how badly our projects were
getting on. So wescrappedall that and decided that we

would do it in a different way. We have these meetings to

discuss the resource planning as a group, becausethis is
the one time that we are sharing the resources. After you
have bid for them and got them, then they are yours.

That is done within the framework of the three-month
plan. What | am describing is really very simple, but we
find thatit is quite effective. You probably do something similar. All | am doing is sharing with
you the formula we go through to achievethe sort of things that you are probably doing as well.

This one very deliberately is done on a blank sheet of

paper. There is no format about it at all. Nor is it done by

month, but by quarter. We are talking about man-

quarters, three man-months in a quarter here, rather than

trying to get downto the daylevel. Weare trying to go
through all the different projects here and indicate
broadly how much resources we will have toallocate.
One of our systems chaps from one of the other companies in the group said to me the other day, Our
problem is maintenance. It s so unpredictable. | said,
That's just wrong. Maintenance is about the only thing
Oh no, it s not, he said,
whichis entirely predictable.
| said, It certainly
that.
downlike
and
it goes up
that if you've got
downlike
and
up
goes
only
It
doesn t.
must do the
You
it.
on
go
to
planned
s
no resource

same. We keep a chart of the amount of maintenance

effort we spend on every system every month. | can tell
you exactly how much maintenance effort there will be
on every system we have next year. If you are fool
enough notto plan for it and expect that it will go away,
no wonder you think it comes and goes at random. It
does not.
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You can control it. We have a new trick going at present which is called

packages of work .

nearly on
Wego to see our users and say, I know you've got this maintenance. We're pretty
n
togetheri
work
of
package
a
get
We'll
top of it. Why don t wefreeze it all for six months?
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six months, then we'll put a team on it and really blitz it. He says, That's a goodidea. It'll stop
my colleagues from all their silly requests. It'll ration them as well. It'll give me a good excuseto
control them. So we conspire togetherto stop all maintenancefor six months. Of course most
of it goes awayin that time. Then whenit does arrive we do the package of work and it goes
through so much better, becauseit is now morelike a project than dull old maintenance. You
are grouping enhancements and several programs together, you are delivering the goods and
you can plan for it. So you can controlthe level of maintenance and you can control how you do
it. What you mustnotsay is, It s all unpredictable. | can t control it, and nottry.
Broadly there must be some match between supply and demand. If you do not have a broad
match the whole thing is doomed.
| think what wearetrying to do is

this. We are trying to slice up the

project cake. As it happens, the last
time wedid the forecast that was
roughly the share the cake got. It
varies from time to time. HSR is our
registration company. A couple of

Slicing up the project cake

orecia
Banking

years ago we developed a new on-

line system for them and we had a
massive investment. For HSIM, the
investment management company,
last year wedid verylittle and it was
really quite small. | see my role as

one of balancing the different peak
demands from our different users
and making sure that they all get
somesort of service. | notice that there is a share of 9% for miscellaneous and small users.
|
think that what Peter has done is to give his small users a slice of the cake in creating his
selfservice shop. | am frankly sceptical about whether it really is a self-service shop,
but| think that

what he hasdone is to provide a very useful service to give them satisfactory solutions
to their
problems, because they do have problems which require attention.

Look at how subtle this is. Once we have agreed with HSIM that they will get
about 22% of our

resources, the onus is now on them tosetthe priorities. That is a reasonab
le slice of the cake for

them. When they camealong to us a month ago and said, We're going to
have to manage the
property for our property unit trust. It s a big new system. We've hired a new
surveyor. We've
got to have something live, we're taking it over in October. So | said to them,
I realise that,
we'll have to help you. Which of your systems will you haveto put back
in orderto release the
staff? They said, Oh, that s going to bedifficult because they're all such
important systems.
| said, That's right. Ah, ah, I'll have a chat with my colleagues and we'll
come back and tell
you. " They cameback and told us that the property system could be delayed!
You see what | am getting at. By making sure thatthe slice of the cake is
reasonably fair and

aboutright, we nowalso shift the emphasis on to them. They knowas
well as we do that we do

not have unlimited resources. We havelimited resources. If they want usto
do something in an
emergency, one oftheir jobs has to suffer. It is up to them totell us which
one. In this way they
are sharing our problems in resource allocation, and as a result they are
happier.

| wastalking to the user of one of our systems managers and he said, He s a
terrific chap, he s
so obliging. It took me two weeks to work out that that was criticism.
Any fool can be
obliging. Look atit this way. Suppose you are the maintenancecontroller and
| come along to
you and say, I've got this very urgent request, you would probably find it easyto
say, It s
urgent. By golly, I'll put that into work tomorrow. Immediately you have now
given
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somebody a second job to do. You are taking him off the first job, he has a second job to do, he
has to re-learn this one, then he puts it down, he tests a bit of this one and a bit of the other

one. You havelostall time and things really slow down. It takes a man of some courage and

ability to say, | know that s urgentand it'll take its place in the queue, , or, If you really want
it done, which of your other ones will you accept being delayed? You cannotlet them assume

that you have an unlimited pot. If you let them assume that they put on all sortsof silly requests
in order to find out when you will stop. You then have no chanceatall of delivering. All of this is
geared to understanding what you can and cannot promise.

By structuring things like the project cake slicing, by telling our users, taking them into our
confidence and showing what wecan and cannotdo, all of it is geared to stopping them from
asking unreasonable questions. It is geared to their being our ally in helping us to use our scarce
resourcesto the best effect. | have to tell you thatit is very productive becauseit does stop a lot
of rotten projects at source.

| have a few more points to make and then | will stop. The importance of ground rules to get
we have ground rules for each project stage. Each of these has its own little
things right
methodology, and when you haveto do test data preparation you read a chapter on test data
preparation which will try to tell you how to do it. You read a chapter on design when we have
model designs. Our line is that this is the best way we know of designing, for example, an online system, or for writing this bit of code, for printing a report, or for doing a query. The rules of
the gameare, This is the best way we knowof doing this job. You will use it, of course, unless
you know a better way and areright.

As | said at the beginning, we needtechniquesto help us to identify the real business problems,

that is what
develop good technical solutions and to implement them reliably well. | guess

to find
standards areall about. Whether you go for brand-new ones| am notsure. | did manage
is set in
recollect
will
you
which
Sullivan,
a quotation, from The Gondoliers by Gilbert and
Torro:
Plaza
of
Duke
the
Venice. The most apposite one | could find was

In enterprise of martial kind
When there was anyfighting
He led his regiment from behind
He found it less exciting.

things oflife. | am very
| am bit like the Dukeof Plaza Torro. | am a great believer in the simple
watching you closely.
there
be
keen that you all are in the white-hot heat of revolution, and | will
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SESSION |

THE IMPACT OF SNA
ON SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION
AND OPERATION
Dr Lillian Lodge,

J. Lyons Group of Companies

Dr Lillian Lodge s first contact with data processing was during her work on analogue
computers which were used to contro! equipment concerned with experimental physics.

As an IBM systems engineer, Dr Lodge concentrated on teleprocessing systems with the big
football pool companies. This experience was consolidated when Dr Lodge joinedthe J. Lyons
Group of Companies to develop and install Lyons first national teleprocessing /database system

using IMS.

As system development manager, Dr Lodge has been responsible for the development of

various distributed intelligent systems using the SNA philosophy.

My talk is aimed at those people who have notalready considered systems network architecture

(SNA), or perhaps haverejectedit. | will try to persuade you to look atit again because| really
do believethat it is the most significant data processing development that we have seen sofar.
When SNA was announced | was working for IBM. | remember it extraordinarily well. My

colleagues and | were invited to the Branch jamboree which would stage-manage the

announcement. We were tremendously excited about it becauseit had all the appearance of
another IBM coup.

Perhaps you remember the 370 announcement. What a beautiful, solid package that was.

Beautifully packaged. Sound marketing termslike

reliability , availability ,

serviceability .

Frankly, our eyes wererolling at the thought of the commission. It was beautifully marketable,

beautifully tangible.

By contrast therefore when SNA was announcedat the Branch jamboree, we were absolutely
appalled. We were appalled because we were confronted with a philosophy which was
intangible and to our mind unmarketable. We thought to ourselves,
How will we explain this
conceptto our users? Indeed, what is it that we re supposed to be selling?
| would suggest to you that the situation there reflected that IBM s own personnel did not
understand what SNA was all about. Indeed, | believe that the vast majority of the computer
market place did not understand what SNA was about. | suspect that very few people today

really understand it. Therefore | will presume to try to explain it to you.

| feel that the reason why it has hadsolittle impactover its first several years has been because
of a fundamental lack of understanding. It was not until | left IBM and joined Lyons Computer
Services that | very much changed my own position, and now | am able to say to you that | do
feel that it has been a very significant step forward in computing.
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To justify my position | feel that it is important to tell you a little about Lyons Computer
Services. We are basically an internal computer bureau providing computer services for the
Lyons Group of Companies. Lyons merged with Allied Breweries about 18 months ago and the
impact on us as a bureau is that basically our client regime has increased. So what weare
looking at is a computer bureau dealing with a multiplicity of very autocratic, autonomous
companies. Believe me, they are all very autonomous. Each has its own peculiar business
problem. Each hasits own peculiar objective and its own financial constraints. Each has its own

management style. This is reflected in general in termsof attitude towards mechanisation, and
in particular in terms of attitude towards computing.
Essentially our brief is to promote the sensible use of computing within this group of
companies, but within the framework of each individual s demands and financial constraints.

This poses quite a problem becauseas a bureau wehave tobeable to cater for all-comers. That
is our fundamental problem, hence our need to get involved with something possibly as

complicated as networking.

It is interesting to see how we addressthis brief. Lyons Computer Services started out in 1953

with what | believe wasthefirst commercial computer, called the Leo. Since that time we have

probably followed a very typical development path.
Clearly our first computer applications were financial packages,
because that is the traditional area

that people starting to use computers commence with. They were

[
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also designed around batch pro-
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cessing, typified, as a speaker said

to us this morning, by slow, single
record oriented peripherals, where

data entry was very much the
responsibility of the computer professional. Indeed, the chain of

events between the generation of
source data and that data getting
on to an input processing queue
wasextraordinarily long.
Our major step forward and one
which | am sure you haveall taken

was to move on to remote job

entry. No big deal as far as < | .am
concerned, very much a variation
on the same theme, where essen-
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on to the input processing queue,
thereby circumnavigating some of
the links in the chain. The
important thing here is that it was
the first time that the user began to
get involved in data preparation.
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Whilst these changesat the peripheral end were going on wewere also seeing changesin the
way in which the processing resource was being used.
And in our case that meant because
of the introduction of multiprogramming we were able to start
timesharing. Here again wearestill
talking very much about batch processing. It just so happens that

ential processingiants
ae

TSO

TCAM

now wecan timeslice across various different batches. There are
three significant factors here. Firstly,
it heralded the advent of the termi-
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nal display station; secondly, the
user was now involvedin data entry
as against data preparation: and
thirdly, the data was now under
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software control.

What| see as the first major step

forward is the on-line approach.

Here data entry is not just under

hardware or software control, it is
being controlled by the application.

So there is no longer a demarcation

between data entry and informa-

tion processing. They can be considered to be occurring simultaneously and wetend to talk about

transaction processing.

Central processing unit
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What is important here is that the

user is no longer passive, the useris

a

very active. One can start thinking

in terms of putting the terminals

where the businessis situated.
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The expertise of, in my case, payroll clerks, sales ledger clerks,
people on the production line,

people in the distribution depots, can be used to enter the data and
worry about the little
problems that occur during the validation exercise instead of using
data preparation staff.

A variation to the on-line approach, and one which wefollowed
very quickly, is personalised
computing, typified by various modelling systems. The most importa
nt thing here is the
definition of data. In the on-line approach the definition of data
is absolutely static, whereas in

the personalised computing approach the data is defined as the user
is using the software to
logically construct his thoughts. That is the main difference.

Our most recent move hasbeen into distributed intelligence. Again
| do notregard this as a
particularly major breakthrough
| see it as combining the best of everything that has gone
before. That means that we can conduct our data entry on-line through a
mini, and therefore
put the data nearest to the user who needs it, in terms of whose
responsibility it is and
frequency of access. Wecan thenutilise the mini to mainframelink (via
RJE) if we have some
sort of corporate processing that is required.
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The next logical step was to enable the mini to talk on-line to the mainframe. But | do not want

to take that step yet. It has obviously been taken by the industry, but as far as my talk today
is concerned | should like to stop
there and say to you thatall | have
done in the last few minutes is to
158 AP
trace chronologically what has hap-

pened to Lyons Computer Services
and what might have happened to
a lot of you here today. The most
important point is that nothing has
been superseded. Wearestill batch
processing. Westill have our re-
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mote job entry systems. We have
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our on-line systems, Our persona-

lised computing systems, and our
Forni
distributed intelligence systems. In
my situation, where | am trying to
cater for all-comers, from a functional point of view | can generate
just about any systems environment that my users could possibly require. Unfortunately, the

implications of that are | have the most chronic technical hybrid.
Weare not talking about a lovely
chain of events. As | said earlier,
nothing has been superseded and

therefore all of the systems approaches that | have mentioned so

far are in fact working in conjunction with one another. Super from

the user s point of view, but a

difficult technical situation from the
DP professional s point of view. Let
us look at some of the problems
that this hybrid situation causes.
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First, for each systems environment we have a different access
method. For IMS we have BTAM,
weat Lyons
for TSO we have TCAM, and for RJE we have RTAM. For each access method

department
Computer Services had to haveat least one member of the systems programming
has to
there
responsible for maintenance and troubleshooting. Obviously one is not adequate,

of keeping
be some contingency, so immediately there is an enormous staff overhead in terms

thatin this situation the
all of these access methods going. As an aside, it should be pointed out
responsibilities. It is
usual
access method has a lot of responsibility over and above the
operations system.
the
with
responsible for line monitoring and for error handling in conjunction

hardware
As a result, we could be said to have been stealing quite expensive CPU cycles for
processing.
concerns as against real business information

whatwe actually see
which frankly is a misnomer
If we moveon to look at the control unit
it on to the fast
throwing
and
up,
it
speeding
is a passive attenuator taking relatively slow data,
. The terminal
channel and into the access method which is really controlling the terminals

ent is
control unit is not even handling the polling and, as a consequence, this whole environm

l has got to be
very much physical address oriented. That means thatevery single periphera
ent, for
environm
systems
the
to
also
and
BTAM,
say
known both to the access method,

have
example IMS. The difficulty with that is cost and flexibility. | am sure that you will all
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experienced that once you have a goodon-line systeminstalled it escalates, and once the users

have begun to understand it and realise the opportunities, in no time at all there is more and
more demand for more and more function. Terminals begin to breedlike rabbits. So often we
asked ourselves, Can weinstall an extra terminal? Is there the right sort of port available to do
that? It had to be the right sort of port because these terminals are protocol driven and the
protocol determines the access method that you can use. Invariably the answer was No . The
lead time was nine months although wecould get a terminal off the shelf from any supplier. So
that is the sort of flexibility problem with which we were faced.

Another example oflack offlexibility in this situation is that we would dearly have liked to be
able to hold dummy terminal addresses in IMS, so that when we wanted to add an extra
terminal we just activated it. That is not possible. BTAM will physically poll each of the
terminals known to it, and therefore dummy addresses cannotbe held and then activated. This

means that for every minor change to the business, we were involved in systems programming,

by having to do yet another I/O generation.

| could befairly blasé about this and say that all of the problems that | have mentioned so far
multiplicity of access methods, staff required to look after them, the lack of flexibility because of
the physical address environment
could be just a nuisance factor. The most important one is
in the actual terminals. In Lyons Computer Services, presumably because we have been
established for so long, we do have computer interests in all aspects of the business
distribution, manufacturing, sales, marketing, finance and so on. Asa consequence, prior to

the introduction of SNA, in one user office we could quite easily have had an RJE terminal, a

TSO terminal, and an IMS terminal. To satisfy that business function we would have to have

those three terminals despite the fact that the volumes did not necessitate it. Hence the high
cost implications of not being able to network properly.
Let me draw this aspect of my discussion to a close by summarising how wefelt before
using

SNA and why we decided to go SNA. First, we felt that in our situation where each terminal

was locked into a particular systems environment, we had many more terminals in the
group
than we neededand that this had quite severe financial implications. On the staff side
wefelt

that we had on board more resource than was cost-justified in terms of the business function

that the computer department was providing. However, because of the level
of support

required to handle each component of the computer systems environment, we needed
the

staff. Thirdly, we felt that our systems environment, although it provided a lot
of business
functions, was very inflexible from the technical point of view
wecould noteasily extend the
systems without generating all sort of nuisance problems such as I/O generation
s, having to

order extra ports and so on. We were working in a totally disordered, segregated systems

environment when what we wanted was a well-defined, flexible, integrated environme
nt.

No electronic gimmickry would be able to resolve these problems. What we needed
was a

computer philosophy. So the idea of the SNA announcement wasnot so silly as it seemed. In
the light of the traditional systems development it is a philosophy that was necessary. The
problems that| have told you about are very much the problems that SNA has been designed to
tackle. | should like to try to explain to you, first, how | believe it does that, and secondly, what
our experience has been in trying to implement the SNA philosophy.

The theory of SNA is to removethe various access methods and replace them by one

VTAM.

VTAM is not performing the same functions as the other access methods. It is not responsible

for line control and it is much less involved in TP error handling. All it really amounts to is a
softwaretraffic warden whichis responsible for ensuring thata particular transaction, whether
a TSO transaction or an IMS transaction, makes its way to the right system. That is a very
simple-minded view of it, but at the conceptual levelit will do.
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In theory, therefore, it should use fewer CPU cycles but possibly require a bit more memory. In
that case, what is responsible for line control and error handling? It is now the terminal
control unit
no longer a
misnomer and no longer a hard-

wareor firmware attenuator. It has
its own software called NCP (Network Control Program). That software handles polling, line control,
error handling and the attenuation.
What is more important is that it
generates an environment where
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logical addressing is possible, so
that systems no longer need to be
physically aware of the entity of a
particular peripheral. As a consequence, only one channel is neces-

ie

sary. You will have noticed earlier
that we had one channel into the

mainframe for each slow port coming in. Systems flexibility becomes viable because within the mainframe software you can now
hold dummyterminal addresses, and leaveit to the terminal software to sort out the physical to
logical correlation when invoking the use ofthose addresses. It is this physical to logical correla-

tion which is handled by the terminal control unit which makes it possible to take a black box

and view it as an RJE station, or as a TSO station, or as an IMS station. It is basically the same
box, but it is the terminal control unit that relates it to the systems environment that is

required.

Anotherinteresting thing about systems network architecture is what has happenedtothe line
protocols. In the past they very much dictated the systems environment in which you were able
to work. As you know, there are all sorts of protocols. The idea behind SNA is just like the
one introducesa standard line protocol called
introduction of the standard access method
SDLC (Synchronous Data Link Control). Not only doesit generate the standardisation, which |

feel is so necessary, but it also lifts various hardware design constraints and line loading
constraints by allowing a situation where data can be viewed as free format and can be
transmitted in both directions.

So that is the theory. One standard access method which is just making sure that the
the
transaction gets to the right place. A terminal control unit which controls the terminals, plus

o any
attenuation. A situation where, theoretically, every terminal is capable of being hookedint

of the systems required. As a result, in the user office, one should be able to replace the three
system-dedicated terminals by one or more multi-system terminals, and fulfil the same
business functions.

to
Solet me again summarise. The beauty behind SNA is that it allows the functional hybrid

method, by
continue but removesthe technical hybrid. This is achieved by the standard access

to
the introduction of an intelligent terminal control unit which performs the necessary logical
protocol.
ine
standardl
a
ng
introduci
physical correlation, and by

one could anticipate
The benefits should be enormous financial savings. In our particular case
you have only one
all,
After
s.
reduction
savings of about3 to 1 in terminals, and hopefully staff

access method now to worry about, notthe four that we were bothered about before.

have
This is the philosophy and | believe it to be one of the most important advances that we
seen in many years in computing.
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What | should like to do nowis to discuss with you the implementation of the philosophy as we

at Lyons Computer Services see it. We have two main networks. One is an IMS network, our
on-line network, which is essentially

a triangle using intelligent concentrators. Theyare the little boxes with

the word Codex marked on them,
Codex being the concentrator sup-

mvs

plier, with terminals multi-dropped
off those concentrators, mainly for
sales invoicing type applications,
sales inquiries, marketing information and so on.

The second networkis a distributed
intelligence network, essentially a

star configuration, diverging from
London. Our objective is to eliminate the star configuration and to

put those 3790 minicomputers into
the concentrators so that we havejust the one network handling all of our teleprocessing traffic.

Our main experienceto date therefore has been with the IBM 3790 minicomputers. | should like
to explain to you what wehavelearnt about the reality of SNA.

First, | think it fair to say that we think that the rationale behind SNA is very sound but that
the

practical implementation by the manufacturer has been a little poor. | am
not a lady who uses

strong language. May | suggestto you that | ama bit tongue-in-cheek in saying that.
| could say
a lot more about it and much morestrongly. Instead | will go through the problems so
that you
can get some understanding yourselves.

Let us start by looking at VTAM. This is the access methodofall access methods
. It is too big in

terms of memoryutilisation and complexity, despite my simpleminded view ofit just being a
traffic warden. | would say that by the time weinstalled
it, it was a well-written piece of
software. | say that advisedly because | know one or two
other users who installed VTAM
before we did and were not so happy about it as a piece
of software. That was not Our

experience. It was a well-written piece by the time we got hold of it.
However, we found that

the documentation was very poor and that there was a decided
lack of VTAM experience

amongst IBM personnel. It was this lack of experience that
caused us some fairly severe

commercial problems.

For example, the correlation between the memory size require
d in the 3705 and the equivalent
VTAM buffer pools wasnot at all clear, neither in the docume
ntation nor in the advice that we

were given by IBM personnel. As a result, we had to go through a
fairly inconvenient and quite
expensive upgrade. | would maintain that this would have been avoided
if the basic experience
had been available and if the user did not feel that he was in a pioneer
ing position.
Another difficulty which arose, and unfortunately still arises, is that
every time wetry to add a
new terminal type into VTAM we come across some problem or other.
It invariably necessitates

an IBM fix, and again we are back into losing time, slippin
g deadlines, and sometimes some

expense.

So to summarise on VTAM, wefeel that it was well-written but poorly
documented and that the

support was not expert enough. It is very difficult to debug. | will explain
why in a minute. | still
feel that there is not a lot of user experience, and therefore anybody
thinking of moving to
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VTAM needs to be sure that they already havea fairly experienced technical shop, with a lot of
experience on the systems programming side.
Onefinal point is that you have to be very careful about tuning. The recommended system
values do not proveto beparticularly efficient. You could argue that because everyinstallation

has its own pattern of working and its own schedule of throughput, it must be verydifficult to
be able to optimise on systems values. But certainly be little sceptical about the values quoted
by IBM on this one

you really have got to do your own homework and your own tuning.

Let us now look at the 3705. You remember thatearlier | was bemoaning the fact that there was
very little function in the old 270X and | wastelling you that the problem wasthat it led us into a
physical address environment which wasverycostly. That is true. | would not take back a word
of it. But if we look at the 3705, the problem thereis that it is no longer transparent to the user
(DP professional). The 3705 software is an operating system in its own right, and thereforeit
must be supported by a competent systems programming team. As a result, what you lose on

the swings you gain on the roundabouts. Any head count reduction that we may have gained
by introducing one standard access method has immediately been lost by the need to support
the 3705 software.

There is a lot of function in the 3705 because, apart from handling the line control and the
addresstranslation, it is also responsible for about 80% of the teleprocessing errors that occur.
As a consequence, it has some very sophisticated error-handling algorithms.

| said earlier that the key to the multi-system terminal was logical addressing. Thatis also the

key to quite severe debugging problems. The reason is really quite obvious. Whenever there is a

problem, because you now no longer have the one-to-one relationship between the peripherals

piece
and the system, you can find yourself in the situation where you are not quite sure which
of kit has gone down or which bit of software. You have to wend your way through logical to
a debugging
physical maze, which unfortunately tends to cloud the issue, and therefore from

point of view makes life much moredifficult.

Although the 3705 is handling 80% of the errors, VTAM also plays a part in this

VTAM is

well-defined
mopping up the other 20%. The difficulty here is that there is not always a very
the
problem
a
is
there
when
that
demarcation between VTAM and the 3705. That means
VTAM
or
NCP
software
of
piece
systems programming team cannot always be sure which
has tried to do what.

one correlation, and the
So logical addressing makesit difficult because you lose the one-to-

ng verydifficult. We
lack of well-defined demarcation between VTAM and NCP makes debuggi
3705. What about
the
about
ions
reservat
some
e
are not very happy about VTAM. Wehav
that has to be a winner?
SDLC

whole object behind SDLC is
First, it is not a standard line protocol. Remember that the

SDLC-1, SDLC-2, and SDLC-3, depending
standardisation. There are three forms of SDLC
r standardisation. Let us
on whether the situation is synchronous or asynchronous. So muchfo
bi-directional transmission?
look at it from a different point of view. What about free format,
of data that weare usually
That has got to be a real boon, hasit not? When you analyse the sort
tion
data entry for sales information, marketing information, distribu
transmitting
very
ly
invariab
is
ion
transact
the amount of data per
information, enquiries of databases

you can send as much data as
small. The point with free format transmission, which means that
line control overhead to be
high
you like in one block of transmission, is that you needa very
ly very small, that line
invariab
is
send
able to control it. If the amount of data that you want to
careful.
not
are
you
if
return
overhead is notjustifiable. It is a diminishing

in high volume remote
So free format is good in somespecific situations. If you are interested
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printing it is fine. If you are interested in CPU talking to CPU, it is fine. If you are looking to
realise real line loading savings in the usual application areas, forget about it. On our IMS
system wehavetried SDLC, by taking some of the lines nearest London off the Codex and
plugging them straight into the 3705, with free formatbi-directional transmission. Werealised
about 4% improvement when we had hopedto realise about 30%. | am quite ashamedto be
standing up here telling you about that, because if one thinks about the data involved in most
user situations it becomesfairly clear that the SDLC ideas are not particularly material in the
user environment.

Let us now focus on the peripherals. It is true that it is possible to get one terminal basically
doing three jobs, and therefore | am not about to go back on everything that | have said today.
Our experience has been with the 3790, and | would say that it has proven to be a very robust

and reliable box. It certainly does service the multi-system function so that from a terminal
attached to the 3790 we can use the 3790 itself in on-line mode
for example, for data
validation purposes. From that same terminal we can use the 3790as a traffic warden and go
into the mainframe and access IMS, in order to do inquiries from a corporate database. Equally,
from that same terminal we can sign on to the timesharing system and do some timesharing
work, or we can go into personalised computing
for example, APL
and do some financial
modelling. Wecan link the 3790 to the 158 via RJE. You can seethatall of the function that we

had hopedfor is there, and it has proven to be a very reliable box.

What is wrong with it? You must all be wondering that. The main disadvantage is in the
programming productivity area. The reason for this is that the language tends to befairly
cumbersome and the hardware is not transparent to the programmer. The 3790 is very
mainframe-dependent. You cannot hold source code on it. Therefore all the editing, all
the
compilations and the initial testing has to be done on the mainframe, and the
resulting object
code has to be entered by RJE downthe line to the 3790, from where
you can do further

testing.

The problem with this is that you need to go into a special communication
mode between the
mainframe and the mini before you can send that object code. That communi
cation mode
interrupts production work, and at the end of the day wearereally interested
only in production
workas far as the business is concerned.

You also need to have an operator at both ends of the line, for
both the mainframe and the

minicomputer. One therefore needs a business professional
available after the normal business
dayin order to enable you to establish the link. The outcome
ofthis situation is that one can

really talk about only one test shot per day on the 3790
main reasons why productivity is so low.

one if you are lucky. That is one of the

It is worth remembering that a 3790 compilation on the mainfr
ame takes three times as much
machine resources as an equivalent PL/1 or Cobol compilation.
As a bureau operating on a
commercial basis, we are not very happy about that.
Another factor is the lack of programming tools. | say
this more historically than in

terms of
today s situation. When wewere first installing 3790s, we should
have dearly liked a message
formatting system. But it was not available. Therefore all
of that was very much the
programmer's responsibility.
To summarise, the tools are now there but they werevery
slow in coming. It tends to make one

little cautious about any other SNA devicesthat IBM announce. Will
they be delivered with a
cumbersome language? Will they have programsvis-a-vis progra
m design tools?
So far we have looked at

each aspect of the SNA philosophy. | have told you about
our
problems with VTAM, the difficulties with the 3705, and | have
also talked about the
peripher
als. There is another important point which | have not mentio
ned, which is the lack of
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SNA equipment both from IBM and other manufacturers. So if what | have told you so far is not
enough to put you off, there is no equipment anyway. That is notstrictly true. | already told you

that we are using the 3790 and, despite the problems that we have had with it, we have a lot of
systems up and running now. They are very good systems and the users are very happy. We
expect to continue with the 3790. My problem is that we are not exclusively an IBM shop. We
do use IBM mainframes, but as far as peripherals are concerned
discs, terminals, printers
our philosophy is that if we can find another manufacturer who can provide the same
equipment more cheaply, and possibly more expertly, then we will run with it.
Unfortunately, until fairly recently there have been very few other manufacturers

offerings as

far as SNA is concerned. There are some available. You have probably all heard about
Computer Automation and their Syfa computer which seems tobe a very good proposition for
SNA, but there is not a lot to choose from. It could be said that IBM have been extraordinarily
by introducing SNA they haveeffectively made OEM equipment obsolescent,
clever here
and puttheinitiative in OEM's ball park to come up with the new productsthat are required.

When | ask other suppliers why they have notrisen to this challenge, their reply in the past has
been that they do not believe that SNA is going anywhere. | would suggest to you that is
has
because of the point that | made at the beginning, which is that | do not believe that SNA

suppliers are,
been properly understood. | believe that there is an awful lot to it. | think that the
in the
offerings
more
and
more
see
slowly but surely, appreciating this and that we will
marketplace.

are super little intelligent
If you look at our own case, we have the Codex concentrators which
us to predict whether
lp
boxes. Wegetall sorts of very fancyline statistics out of them whichhe
beforetheline goes
them
about
wehave telephone line problems so that we can do something

thatif one line is being
down. Weare able to re-route traffic to get a well-balanced network, so
a

some of that load going off in
heavily utilised we can re-proportion the traffic and have
But | have a contractual commitjob.
super
a
different direction. So the concentrators are doing

allow me to go SNA and
ment from the manufacturer to provide me with the SNA firmwareto
it. That is the sort of
have
not
do
still
we
later
two years
SDLC on those concentrators
practical problem that one is up against.
You may say,

rs, why not forget about
If you re having these problems with other supplie

attributable to SNA. Why notjust
them? You've already talked in terms offinancial savings
and all the other teleprocessing
s
become a totally IBM shop, take your terminal saving
would suggest to

extra IBM overhead? |
equipment savings, and utilise that to paythe little
reason. Those concentrators are the sort
first
you that | do not have lot of choice. Thatis the
problem. If the

ore | am stuck with the
of equipment that IBM just does not provide, and theref
to go SNA onthat equipment, or|
able
be
not
will
to go SNA, then|

manufacturer decides not
m 7s in, but System 7s do not perform the same
will have to look to putting something like Syste

sort of function as those concentrators.

the other processors? Have you all heard
So, IBM cannot handle concentrators. What about
to teil you! All | can sayis that it beat a
lot
m 38? No? Well, there is not a

about the GSD Syste
| am nottalking about operating system but
hasty retreat because the software was not ready.
to specification. So that is one IBM SNA
ding
not perform accor

about performance. It just did
8100? That has to be a going proposition,
device that we can forget about. How about the
but they are more severe. | think thatit has archidoesn't it? Again | believe thatit has problems,
ed to be a transaction-oriented processor,
tectural design problems because although it is intend
ional minicomputer hardware. For example,
if you look at it carefully it is very much the tradit
by the CPU in terms of addresstranslation.
one sees that channel |/O data transfer is handled
using valuable CPU cycles for address
For a transaction processing box that is a nonsense
translation.
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| would commend to you mycolleague who is here today from Allied Breweries, Mr Connolly.
Mr Connolly and his people havehad first-hand experience of the 8100 and at the moment are
doing a pilot study for a teleprocessing application. | am sure that Mr Connolly would be only
too happytotell you first-hand of their experiences. | will tell you little bit second-hand. There
have certainly been response time problems. So if one is in a situation where there are more
than eightor nine terminals active, one begins to bea little worried about the response that the
terminal operator is getting from the equipment. | understand
and! am sure Mr Connolly will
substantiate it
that there have been times where 39 secondsfor eight active terminals has not
been unheardof.

That suggests to me
and itis a very intensive benchmark
that thereis something wrong
with the architecture and it looks as though we have another System 38situation on our hands.
| also understand that there are problemsvis-a-vis Cobol and the Fortran compilers, problemsin
the sense that they are very much a subset. So if you are familiar with running a Cobol or a
Fortran compiler on a mainframe, do not expectthat you will be able to utilise a Cobol or Fortran
mainframe programmer on the 8100 without experiencing some difficulties.

Mr Connolly made some visits to the States in order to hear about the users there. Their
experience seems to bear out what we are experiencing at the moment. So it is notasifit is an

isolated case

it is not as if we have a rogue 8100.

First, the reason why | look to OEM is because| do notfeel that we have a lot of choiceasf
ar as

IBM is concerned. Secondly, | believe that the entry costsare toohigh. It is fine
when you are

replacing two or three non-SNA terminals by an IBM SNA terminal. But what
about the
situation that we often have where you are approaching a new customer for the first
time? We
have just merged with Allied. Our customer environment does change. Weare
often in a
situation where weare looking at a new prospect who haslittle or no use of computer
tools.
One can be in the situation where one is installing the veryfirst terminal for the veryfirst
time for
a user, and a 50% increase on other suppliers

prices is not acceptable in that situation.

That brings me to another point. If you are going for SNA, all of your
users have to be
committed to it. In our situation where we are dealing with a multiplicity
of autocratic
companies, that is not the easiest of things.

Theyall have their ownattitude towards computing. Itis all very well for me to
pontificate about
the virtues of SNA, but if my clients do not want to run withit there
is not a lot | can do about it.

What is more important is that, assuming one can persuade one s
group of the virtue of
networking, there is no immediate return on capital. VTAM and the
3705 are very beastly
elements of computing toinstall. They are quite expensive. VTAM takesa
lot of resource to get
up and running properly, and the 3705is quite an expensive box.
If you are in our situation

where you are committed to leases, or you are waiting because of budgeta
ry implications for
equipment to depreciate, you can be sure that once you have madethe decisio
n and got VTAM
up and running, you arein for a very long, slow process béfore you
havegot all your users using

SNA.

Ours is very much a casein point. | started off bytelling you about our
technical hybrid, how

awful it was and how | needed a philosophy like SNA. My situation
at the moment is worse than

it has ever been.

The reason is because SNA is not something which you can put
in, wave a magic wand, and

away you go. You must be prepared to make the decision and makeit
definitively. You must
have all your users with you. Once that decision is made the fundame
ntal elements have to be

implemented, and that is essentially VTAM and the 3705. Then itis a very
slow process as you

start to go through the conversion exercise for all your minis and in
some cases mainframes and

terminals.
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Our main problem is the Codex. Until | can persuade the Codex supplier of the virtue of SNA, |

am stuck with a non-SNA concentrator and therefore my IMS network has to remain nonSNA; and therefore automatically |
have to continue to support BTAM

and IMS.

Having told you all that | have
done, and | think that on the whole
| have painteda fairly black picture,
what | want you to remember is
that mythird objective wasto try to
persuade you of the need to review
the idea of you yourselves considering the use of SNA. | really
mean that because, although we
have had a lot of problems, | put it
down mainly to pioneering. The
pioneering days are over.

|
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manufacturers are beginning to
comeup with the SNA goods. | believe that eventually IBM from their point of view will get their
SNA offerings right. | believe that from the networking point of view it has to be a very sound

strategy. You are investing in the future. | would suggest to you that if you are thinking about

conceptslike electronic mail, where CPU can really talk to CPU and whereanyterminal can talk
to any other terminal, then you need a network similar to SNA. So in looking at a lot of the jazzy
not
systems ideas that are being talked about today, unless you get your network right | do
believe you will be in a position to implement them.

So whathave | really said this afternoon? | believe that it is a very

sound philosophybut that the practical realisation has not been parti-

SNA Summary

cularly successful. My impression is
that SNA as a concept was announced too early and that more
time should have been spent on
user education, on the hardware
and software design, on documentation, and on training IBM s own
personnel. The consequenceof this
is that SNA has been discredited
and is on the whole ignored bya lot

Soundphilosophy

but, poorimplementation
Generally discredited
Noeraremrallsimeler
Needs system complexity
andlarge volumes

of computer users and other manu-

facturers.

SNA is not intended for the small-time or first-time user

it is best implementedin a large,

cannot get your corporate computer
experienced shop with a corporate computer policy. If you

ented. It requires a level
policy right then you are not into a situation where SNA can be implem
higher than you needed
slightly
s
and volume of people resourceto tackle the difficulties whichi
in the pre-SNA days.

complexity and very large data
To gain most advantage from SNA one requires application

ly intricate. | am talking, for
volumes. When | say complexity | do not mean anything incredib
movethe traffic around as
to
k
instance, about having a lot of nodules and using the networ
necessary.

you really can hook
Let us look at the benefits again. There are some financial savings because
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into TSO, or IMS, or RJE from the same box, and therefore you are getting much more
technical function as well as business function out of the equipment. There are no staff

reductions, and if anything | would suggest there is an increase, because of the complexities
that | have talked about in VTAM and the 3705
particularly the debugging problems. But
certainly system flexibility is there.

So what of the future? | have told you that | believeit is a good philosophy. We at Lyons
Computer Services are probablyfairly lucky. We have pioneered. Weare well placed to tackle
any further problems and wewill eventually become a totally SNA shop. Of particular interest to
us is the possibility of being able to network from one mainframe to another. Our friends in
Allied Breweries also have mainframe equipment and minicomputer equipment and we would
very much like to getinto a situation whereneither the user nor the DP professional really cared
wherea particular system waslocated.

SNA doesrequire a substantial capital investment and it takes a long time to see a return on that
investment. | believe that the return is forthcoming, but you haveto be in an expanding systems
developmentenvironment. Butit is there, and | believe that SNA is the key to data processing in
the future.
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SESSION J

THE IMPACT OF
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING ON THE
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
Les Elstein,

Rank Xerox Limited

Les Elstein qualified as an electrical engineer at Imperial College, London. He workedon design
of aircraft electrical systems with the Lucas group before moving into computer consultancy
with Ceir Ltd. (now Scicon). He subsequently joined the management services group in Rank
Xerox Ltd. and is now manager, information systems at Rank Xerox International headquarters
in London.

| shall be fairly brief in my comments. | shall concentrate on concrete rather than abstract
matters, on fact rather than on speculation as to what may or may not be the truth. In this
subject there is verylittle black and white but there are a number of shades of grey.

| should like to start by outlining the format of my presentation. | should like to say a few words
about the meaning ofdistributed processing. In talking about such a large, complex subjectit
pays to spend a few moments agreeing what we mean by that term. | will spend time talking

hardware
about the specifics of the developmentprocess, of the networking, the user interface,
about
talking
minutes
few
a
spend
will
|
end
operations and so on in a general sense. At the

be one of the
exactly where Rank Xerox stands in its own implementation of whatwill ultimately
largest distributed processing networks in Europe.

First, the definition of the term

Distributed Processing . It is not easy to define. We certainly

distribution, at least to
mean a distribution of the access to computer power. Wealso mean the
that there is some
is
ed,
concern
is
talk
my
as
far
as
key,
some extent, of the database. The
data, and various
their
and
ors
process
ted
distribu
the
of
power
logical dependency between the
other computers somewhere in the network.

you have some stand-alone
Clearly you can have strategies of decentralised processing where
ons of components of some
minis or whatever, which are running the self-contained operati
ing. | will not be talking of any
conglomerate company. People maycall that distributed process
k of computers.
such thing. | am talking about some form of integrated networ

? A number of reasons come to
Now whyshould we choose to spread our hardware around
a distrust
computer operations
mind. Thefirst is that there may be some distrustof central
ed by
manag
not
are
ions
operat
those
perhaps becauseof organisational aspects, the fact that
high
very
maybe
er
togeth
come
chains
their end user. The point at which the two management
ors
operat
the
which
at
point
the
e,
up in the organisation. In the Xerox Corporation, for exampl
vice
of
level
the
below
even
not
is
of a computer and the end users of a computer meet
l of many multi-national or conglopresident of the corporation. That is probably not atypica
theyfeel

ocal line management because
merate type operations. Thatis often resented bythel
in short, the day-to-day operation of
unit
per

unable to influence the service level or the cost
an operational sense.
that computer. It is a completely divorced being, in

ntis that somehow minicomputers are
Another point which is sometimes made in this argume
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more cost-effective than

large mainframes

whatever they may be. | think that it is

something to do with IBM's technologystatus that a number of vendors chosea different path.
Instead of competing head-to-head

with IBM in the mainframe business, they chose to come in at a
totally different level of computer

Whychoosedistributed processing?

power with a totally different price

break,

totally

different

support

offerings (which might explain the

price difference to some extent)
and, in doing that, created a totally

Align computeroperations with line management
organisation
Miniconnaereaore cost-effective than large

new

Reduced telecommunications cost if transaction

lower power and even lower cost.
Then they started to build the devices bigger and more powerful
until the exactdifference between a
market

of

devices

of 2

processing closeto userterminals

much

minicomputer and a mainframe has

become almost a semantic argu-

ment. So this second point
especially as IBM is now showing more interest in the smaller computers
historical quirk of the market.

may be just a

A further point in this whole argument is the question of telecommunications cost. If you are
giving a substantial computing support to a transaction process the cost of moving the
trans-

actions to the database may bea lot higher than moving the database to the transactions.

Thereforeit is better to put your computer, its power and its database, roughly speaking
where
the transactions are.

In fact | would argue that for mostsituations, certainly so far as Rank Xerox is
concerned, it is

the argument about whetherthe organisation should line up with the computers that tends
to
dominate. With hardware costs coming down doesit really matter if the dollar per
MIP is 1.8 or
2.3? The telecommunications argument tends to dominate the systems engineeri
ng of these
larger networks.

Clearly there arerisks in distributing computer power. The fragmentation of
the database is the

major risk. We heard from a previous speaker the conceptof informat
ion as a resource of the

company. | absolutely support that concept. If you break up that data,
you can no longer

reconcile it and treat it as a single entity, and you have somehow
reducedthevalue ofit within
the company. Whatyou getinto is trying to overcome the problem
of database fragmentation,

and to somehow reconcile the files of data that then exist in the
different parts of your
organisation. If you are a hierarchical organisation, with the area manager
reporting to the
national manager, to the regional manager, to the international manager
and so on, with the
same data essentially being treated perhapsat higher levels of summary at
different times, this
question ofthe file reconciliation becomescrucial.

To anyone who is seriously considering decentralising their computer operati
on | would ask the
question
have you ever seen a stand-alone application in your organisation? A lot
of people
will claim when the time comes to choose minicomputers or mainframestha
t this is a standalone application somehow. There can easily be two viewsas to whether
an application is or is
not stand-alone. For example, you may have the remote user,
or the organisation which is
operational and an entityin itself, saying that, as far asit is concerned,
this is stand-alone. There

may be someone else, somewhereelse in the hierarchy or even a central informa
tion systems
function, which takes a different view oflife, and says that it has a responsi
bility for the
relationship between this data
the data of that application
and someother data. It may be

very difficult in that situation to get an objective analysis of whetherthis
is or is not a stand-

alone application.
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| will give you a more concrete example of that, one which| will take from Rank Xerox
an
application for the control of a warehouse, one of the Honeywell minicomputer applications
that | will be talking about in a few minutes. The question arises as to whether we should

distribute the computer power to provide the physical control of a warehouse (which may have

5,000 part numbers, and quite a large physical inventory), to support the service operation of an

entire country. From a physical inventory point of view, and certainly looking at the amountof
computer power, it may well be argued that that is an ideal minicomputer, decentralised
application.

However, if you then look at the requirement to value the transactions and to integrate those
financial valuations with some other accounting process on a daily, weekly or monthly basis,

you maywell find a very real requirementto treat that application as somehowintegrated with a
nominal:ledger package. At that precise point you mayalso find that the people responsible for
the financial aspects are not the people responsible for the physical aspects, and somehow
there are two different business processes whoseintersection is by no meansa simple matter.
So thoseare the sort of problems that you mayfacein trying to get startedatall with distributed
processing. Should you indeed distribute your computer processing?

Let us assume now that, for whatever good reasons, we have chosen to go with distributed
processing. How should we go about developing distributed systems?

The first thing we shall find is that
there

are

a

number

of

technical

choices to be made in the area of
the operating system and the languages available to us. There is an

Choice of operating system/languages

Optionslimited: usually vendor offerings only
Majorvariation between vendors
Cobol not always good
Specialised transaction processing languages
Database capabilities at embryo stage

absence of convention, of universal

agreement, about which operating
system or which languages should
be used. What is more, the offerings arefairly limited. For example,

MajortnglencesWileineehae Pe Uaelees

you do not have, as in the case of

the large IBM equipment, a large
market of third party software

offerings. That is not always true
in the DEC situation you may be a

bit better off than with, say, Data

ee

us range of software packages which
General. However, you cannot expect to find a tremendo

on the machine.
you can use as stand-alone and then just put them

ent attitudes towards, for example,
Also the vendors themselves have taken historically differ
go to whether you will find a database
the use of Cobol. It depends very much who you
use. One thing that you will tend to find
language, or whetherthe Cobol will or will not be of any
for example, on Honeywell the use of
is specialisation on transaction processing languages
this is because the minis are oriented
sly,
Screenwrite the TPS processing language. Obviou
type of offering is perhaps better on
that
indeed you will find
towards transaction processing
the minis than on the mainframes.

a lot in choosing your operating system and your
The sort of question, that would influence you
specifically
one-application mini. If so, you can choose the toolsvery

language, is if this will be a
If you are going for some general-purpose
to get that application, tune it and makeit work well.
of which are known at the time of your
notall
device which will run a numberof applications,
your decision.
different set of parameters for
decision to decentralise, you will have a very
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Asfar as the system design methodologyis concerned, your first task obviously is the business
process analysis. The problems of business process analysis for distributed processing are no
different in my view to those for batch systems, but if anything they are worse problems. They

are worseto the extent that a distributed processing application will often change the business

process. Wewill move the computer access closer to the user and therefore change in a very
fundamental way the nature of his interaction with the information. That can be quite tricky. It
can be quite unpredictable how the user environment will react to the sudden introduction of
the terminal, the immediate validation of transactions and so on. Although | do notthink that
the discussion on prototyping wasparticularly slanted at this type of thing, wecertainly have
found that this is a very rich area for pilot implementation. If you are changing your business
process you haveto think very carefully about how you can learn about that change before you
start to change the jobs of too many people by introducing the full system in its final form.

So businessprocessanalysis and the use of the Michael Jackson technique
basecasetesting
and these sort of tools
are quite valid as far as we are concerned for the distributed
processing environment.
Whatyou also will find is that the software developmenttools may well be quite rudimentary,

nowhere near so well developed as in your large IBM environment. For example, we use the
Michael Jackson technique. We had a precompiler on IBM. No such thing exists on any of the
minis that we have. If you are using formal data administration methods, how will you
handle a
data dictionary on your minicomputer? Thereis a general absenceof data dictionary
software.
You may bea bit luckier with on-line debugging becausethe transaction processing orientatio
n
a lot of these minis have is equivalent of the TSO type of facility. But what about
program
library control? You can develop these systems and bang themin and out of a
computer fairly
rapidly, but can you control the different versions of the software that you are creating
in doing
that trick? We use the Panvalet software on IBM. No such thing exists on any
of the minis we
have seen.

Let us look a little more deeply at the process of creating software on a mini.
The question that
you start asking yourself is
how will | develop this software? Do | need a processor
the
mini itself if you will
as the development tool? That may seem a good idea. Then you ask
whatdo | do with that development machine when | havefinished the
development? The next
question is
why don t | movethat to be the production machine and save moneyt
hat way?
You then say
how do | do the subsequent enhancement of that application? Do|
go to the
production machine and steal some computer cycles? It depends
very much on how much
enhancement you expect.
Another opportunity that may be
available to you, but it is not really
specific now to distributed processors, is to use a micro or some even
smaller device for program developmentofthe algorithms.
One of the things about minis

Development process

Dedicated processor for development

Use production machine for subsequent enhancement ?

Use compatible compiler on micro for
logic/algorithm development ?

which youfind out the hard way is

StaiTeroauctivity,

less than, say, the IBM OS typeof
system. Some of you may have

Management of multiple development streams
Job queue management

that the richness of the operating

system andits toleranceof abuseis
been

programming

in

the

days

when, if you did something really
nasty, like exceed the memorylimit

Robustnessof operating system important for developm
ent

Can a program error cause system crash?

Hse whatierecovery tie:

System software debugging

2k Needs operations room discipline +
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of the machine, your job aborted and came back with sometotally meaningless message such

as ERR or something which did not help very much. That was IBM 15 years ago, butthe state

of play of operating systems on minis todayis probably typical of IBM, say, five years ago in

terms ofthis richness. Indeed, because of the reduced memorysize and so on of these devices
maybe they will never take on the full richness of debugging tools to help you in throwing
programs at them during the development stage. That can have a quite serious impact on

programmerproductivity. If the programmer, on making a logic error, suddenly finds that he
has to debug a machine dump to discover whichbit has gone wrong, it can be very tedious for

him. Indeed he may well not have the capability to do it.

There are other problems that we have found the hard way. Minis are less tolerant of failure and
less helpful to you when they do fail. Also, having knocked the machine over, you may then
have quite a problem to recover your job queue. You do notjust press

straight away.

Restart

and itis alive

If you are developing really large system, employing many programmers on the development,

you may want to have multiple streams of activity going through the mini at the same time, even
in the development phase. That effectively puts you into a production environment on the
a particularly difficult production environment becauseof the problemsthat | have
computer
already mentioned of hitting something with unsuspected errors. So you have a problem to
manage your job queue to get a good service level to the programmers. Also, your system
software debugging problems will be worse since they are coming simultaneously from a
number of different directions. For our bigger minicomputer development centres we have had
to install an operations room discipline. You cannot just say to the programmers, Take this
machine and go away and develop your application, because it does not work.

here is
Let us talk now little of software control. The sort of control that | want to talk about
run on
to
disperseit
then
and
within the context of a strategy to develop the software centrally,
operational sites,
minicomputers, which look identical and are located in a number of different

branches or whatever.

The first thing you

may come

across is the problem of compata-

bility. How can you besure that the

Software control

a eee
multiple distributed hardware

system software developed at one
site

will

run

at

all

the

Compatibility control (unlessall processors identical)

others

Downline loading

especially if they are not identically
configured? You might ask

aren't they?

The branches

Allocation of responsibilities

Why

Operating system/utilities as well as applications

may be

of different sizes. You may want to
get the economy of scale in the
configuration of each site and tailor
the size of the machine to that size
of operation. But in doing that,
how sure are you that you can
downline load your software and
make it work by pressing a button?

Local applications
Approval processto balancelocal vs. central systems
Mechanisms to monitorlive situation
Donotrelease compilers
Periodic application audit

rking capability will even permit you to
How sure are you that the operating system or the netwo
offer you sucha facility?
downline load the software anyway? Does your mini vendor

you haveto think
the implementation of new software versions
In the support of software
the central site
at
people
the
be
it
Will
ns.
about who will take the responsibility for new versio
How will you
it?
using
be
will
who
point
e
who develop it? Will it be the people at the remot
manage that organisationally?
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Another problem in the control of software is caused by permitting local applications in addition
to centrally developed software. If you are in a mixed strategy mode whichsays, ! will have
centrally developed software but with somelocal variants or even some additional applications
developedlocally, how do you keep that balance? Who decides whatis local and at what point
it can be implemented relative to the centrally developed system?

There are a couple of ways you might think of doing that. One way would be notto release
compilers to the remotesites. In other words to say thatall softwarewill be, at least, centrally
tested and that the control of implementation is always from the centre. If you cannot do that,
you maybeforced to have some sort of periodic audit of what has been put on to the local mini
to ensure that the strategy of central software development is still valid, whatever is happening
downatthe far end.

Let me say a few words on the
subject of networks.

Terminal to minicomputerlinks

First of all the question of the links
from the terminals to the minicom-

On-line vs. off-line terminal operation

puters. One ofthe things that | am

not saying anything about is the

Hardwired terminals vs. remote terminals

question of actually putting the

Key design parameters:
Responsetime

intelligence in the terminals. | am
assuming for the moment that the

terminals are useful, as far as the

Functional availability to end user

application is concerned, only in

going in to the mini. But you can increasingly find terminals which
have some capability to operate as
off-line devices with a reasonable

amount of intelligence

programmed terminal

for example, those with edit functions. You can also find the

the intelligent terminal

previously were reserved for the mini.

taking over some of the functions which

Wedo not havea lot of experience of those in Rank Xerox, so | mention them only in passing
but it may be an alternative available to you in a decentralised strategy.

One of the things that you will come to very quickly, however, is the question of geograp
hy
exactly wherewill your terminals be relative to the minicomputers, and thereforew
ill they be
hard-wired or remote terminals? Wherever you put your minicomputer, | will take
a small bet
that there will be some remote terminals. As those remote terminals grow and become
more
important in numberyou are into the network design game anyway.

Asyou getinto the network design game the parametersthat you start to hit are responset
ime,
network delay and the number of things that can go wrong. Asa result, your response
time and
the functional availability become critical as the number of componentsstarts to
increase. By

functional availability, | mean for what period during the day does the user
have the total

capability of that system? If you are looking for percentagesin the high 90sin that zone,
you will
have to spend lot of time at your network design.

So much for terminals-to-minicomputers, we now cometo the even more difficult
subject of

minicomputers-to-mainframes. This has to be one of the most difficult subjects of systems
engineering today. In the opening talk Tony Brewer talked about the palace and the prison. If
there is one subject which holds the key to the prison, or would help us to get to the palace
rather than the prison, it is the subject of data communication and particularly communication
between computers. Dr Lodge mentioned that point, too.
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Let us start by looking at the type of data transfer we may have. | said that there is no such thing

asa stand-alone application. If thereis, it is trivial and | shall ignore it. So let us start by saying
that you mustinitialise the file on
the3 minicomputer.
It is somehow
a
,
r
4
=
~
Minicomputer to mainframe links
driven by information which is not
otherwise available in pure form at
the local level. There is also an ason mini:
File initialisation
that whether it is the
sumption
transaction summary/updatedfile to mainframe
transaction summary oran updated
Frequency/volumearecritical parameters

version of the same file, something
to
has to go back to the mainframe
ae
paracritical
the
So
close that loop.
meters of those transfers are the
frequency and the volume. The sort
of requirements of your network
design are, first, the question of an
end-to-end transmission control. If

ie control
End-to-end transmission
Compatibility of protocols
Character settranslation

you are moving files about, you
must have some certainty about

what went and whatarrived. Thatis one of the key areas with which SNA is now trying to get to
grips. It is certainly one of the key areas where the users have identified the defects of SNA in
the past. It is also oneof the key areas identified by the International Standards Organisationin
the ISO 7-layer networking schema.

d network. In
So end-to-end transmission control is essential to the success of any integrate
different
have
you
If
.
protocols
of
lity
doing that you must come to grips with the compatibi
have the
you
if
simple
be
even
not
may
It
vendors, the compatibility of protocols is not simple.

different countries and they
same vendor. It may be even worseif you are operating in several
the currency symbol for
but
obvious,
ely
intuitiv
be
have different character sets. It may not
alphabet than other
their
in
ters
morelet
have
s
example is a special character. Some countrie
appears normal. In
what
be
not
may
letters
those
of
countries, and the collation sequence
so you write A and it appearsas Z
Sweden, for instance, an A with a circle over it comes after Z,
it in a different binary or octal
plus 1. What you do about that, since all the vendors represent

format, is yet another problem for you.

If at the end of this you feelei that

you do not wantto try, | will for-

give you. Fi | will now move on to the

ae
ee ee ed
e simple

we

have solved

all

thos

sect

Nesuarigeese

Location of minicomputers relative to terminals

and

possible

geogra-

are two
phies. Firstly, the geography of the

There

terminals, which will be dictated by

organisation and where the users
are. Secondly, the geography of

the mainframes, which is dictated
where
by totally different factors
the central management of the or-

jocations ?

Minicomputers groupednear central mainframe?

problems. We now have to decide

where to put our minicomputers.

mainframes

Minicomputers dispersed to terminal access

Hyprid?

Location of network control and protocolsoftware

interace

ce meipramen

Mee
Intellenetee

management responsibility >

2k Key problem: align network control capabilities with operational

ganisation is perhaps, something to

must choose where to put your
do with economies of scale. Somewhere in between, you
minicomputers.

the terminals? Anotherpossibility
The first thing you might say is why don t we move them to
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is to put them all at the centre, or you could do it somewherein between. Someof the reasons

for that are by no means obvious and | will speak a bit about them in the next few minutes. But
in doing your network design, not only must you choose where to put the minis, but you must
also choose whereto put your intelligence
the actual network control intelligence.

You have a choice, in general. You do not have a choice if you go with SNA
IBM will tell you
where to put the intelligence. But if you are creating a network with different vendors
equipment in it, then you absolutely have a choice of location for the network control intelligence and the protocol software interfaces.

You havethree choices. You can put the intelligence in the central mainframe. You can put itin
the mainframe and the minis. You can strip it out of the computers completely and effectively
build an intelligent network putting most of the network controls, the translations, all that
matters into the network itself. In doing the latter, your choicewill be governed byone very
key

matter. | talked about end-to-end control of the network. Whatever you do here you must align
the network control with the management control of the business processitself. You must
give
the people who areactually running the businessthe tools to do it. That maytell you quite a
bit

about where to put your network control.

Let us move away from some of these DP technical matters and talk a bit about the
user

interface and the features of the applications.

| have postulated here that we are really talking about transaction processi
ng applications and

therefore we are into a human engineering type of concept. We mustthink
about how human
beings will perceive these types of terminal-driven systems. One of
the things that is very
important here is the screen design and how friendly it appears to the user.
We have probably all

dealt with unfriendly screens or terminals that shoot nonsense
characters at you, give you very

little prompting and, if you do something wrong, just buzz awkwardly
or shut you down. When
weare thinking about people who have not used computers before
getting these screens, we
have to think carefully about this human engineering.

For example, one ofthe things that we are doing is to try to create
a layout of the screen which
duplicates the document they previously usedtofill in. That is the
easiest way for a user to
interact with the computer. Weare also using some sortof natural
language prompting to lead
the person who is using the terminal through the application.
For example, where the system
asks a question with several choices of answer, the next questio
n depends on the answer given.
These sorts of things are typical of a transaction processing
application.

A further development is to have a two-level prompt. When
the person starts to use the
application he gets a friendly and helpful feedback to his transac
tions. This obviously takes
time, but when he becomes accustomed to the applica
tion he can go into a different

mode,
what| call the fully skilled mode, where effectively he is more
or less doing key punching,
because theerrorsare very few. | have seen people using theseso
rt of applications who never
look at the screen at all
they are effectively looking at a document and typing it on
to a
screen.
Thereis an intelligent interaction and the screen will buzz
at them if, from time

to time,
they make a mistake, but they do not actually look at the screen
at all. Clearly in that mode you
do not
wantto keep displaying lines and lines of inform
ation which is disregarded.

From user point of view whatsort of features are wantedin the networ
k? Dr Lodge mentioned
the desirability of having one terminal which can access multiple applica
tions. | think that from a
user point of view that is highly desirable. It is also extremely difficult with
today s technology,
especially if you are trying to use different computers. The problem of getting
one terminal to
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access different computers is not trivial. Moreover, it is not only a question of different
computers. Let us look at it from the total information processing needs of the user. He also

may want to access non-computer

applications such as text processing, message systems, external net-

works, which you are not control-

Networlk/menagemengtentures

Common terminal for user

ling yourself. Ideally, he would like
to have one terminal with which he
.

Access to multiple applications

Interface to non-computersystems/external

ae

.
can accessall of thosethings. It is

k:

Security
Control by application or by network

something that you should consider in any move towards distributed processing.

Problem escalation
Local vendor ?

Local/national manager?
Bente! soltwets aroun 7

The question of security is a very
big subject. In distributing computer applications, clearly you are increasing the risk to the data which
might be sensitive, and making it
more difficult to control breaches

¥ Complicated by multiple vendors >

of security. The only point | want to make here is about the way in which you provide proper

security for distributed processors. This can be done at a number of levels. You can do it at the
physical level by restricting physical access to the terminal. You can doit at the application
level, which says that when you try to switch on to the application you are bounced out. Or you

can do it at the networklevel, which comes back to my previous thesis about whether you put
intelligence into the network or into the computer. You could have generalised network access
software which says, at the momentyou try to sign on, irrespective of whatapplication, Are
you a valid user of network applications for your company?

The user has
When you havethe system in operation you must consider the support question.

Who does he
signed on, he had got through the security question, and now he has a problem.
like to see
would
He
.
interface
one
see
to
like
escalate his problem to? The user would
My terminal is on the blink,
effectively one guy who he can phone and say, | have a problem.

dealing with very complex
or, The application has gone fuzzy. In practice, of course, you are
levels and different
many
with
networks
ons,
applicati
situations here. You have different

that the user will call if he thinks
vendors, and it is not easy to decide who will bethe first person

more you spread these
that something is wrong with his application. Clearly, the more and
you will find this problem of
terminals or computers into your organisation, the more difficult
you fan out the support
giving technical support to the people using the applications. Should
message links into a central
with the terminals, or should you somehow create hot lines, or

the problem which is in a remote
support group, which then has to find out how to debug

place?

ralised applications.
Let us address the question of hardware for decent

business. Let us start with the
The configuration of decentralised hardware is not an easy
a machine just for the purpose
have
application-dedicated machine. If we are saying that wewill
correspondenceand if the
-one
one-to
is
of, say, inventory control, the implication is that there
all. So you have to have
at
ent
implem
application will not go on that machine then we cannot

to ensure that the machine will indeed
somesort of checkpoint on the application development
So the

all round your organisation.
handle the task before you can just spread the application
le implementations, is clearly very
multip
into
go
you
question of a performancetest here, before
the hardware, but of all the network
important. The performance test must be not only of
components.
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You are now moresensitive to your decision because minicomputers tend to be purchased. It is
much moredifficult to get rental terms or indeed, anything other than a full pay out lease or
purchase. So your decision constrains you more than the typical decision on, say, an IBM
mainframe where you can quite easily go with two or three year leases, pay them outor trade
them to other people and so on. So now you haveto say, Can | upgrade this equipment? What
if | have undersized my configuration, what chances do | have now to upgrade it before it
becomes obsolete? If it is not easy to upgrade it, obviously you must be very sure when you
first put it in that it will survive for the reasonable lifetime of the application.
Another thing that can make you come unstruck in distributing your computer poweris that you

have now become organisation and geography dependent. If you say, I will put a computer
into each branch, what happens if the branch closes downor another branch is opened? What
you nowfind is that the hardwarefor this application and the network to supportit have come

on to a critical path of the implementation or closure of a branch. Your managementmaynot in

any way be aware ofthat point. If the lead time on the hardware is 12 months, you have now

told your management that they cannot open branchesunless they give you 12 months notice.

That may not be too popular.

Facilities is a subjectrarely talked of

Facilities

are they in anyway? Who cares
about

Hidden cost

in this sort of conference. It is a sort
of hidden cost. First, whose budget
the cost of fitting out a com-

puter room? Especially if it is a socalled small one for a minicompu-

ter. Yet you find that the facilities

needed for minicomputers or even

for terminals may be quite impor-

tant. If we look at security, for ex-

Included in D.P. budget?

snelidedtncontialisedivss

Speudley(eccessconerel

lucerneee nee

ample, the security must be related
not to the value of the hardware
but to the value of the information
available. Consequently, the protection of access to the terminal is

Safereniliiements
Raised floor

Sproklers

Hardware related

Powersupply

Aieonditionte

Partitioning (a-a printers in

eee

just as importantas protection of accessto that big mainframe computer, for which you
paid X
hundred thousand dollars for the magnetic card protectors, and so on.

There may be safety requirements which cannot be ignored. Your insurance company
may not
be happy about cables left lying around on the floor. By the way, the power
supply for

minicomputersis rarely the standard thing that you just plug into the wall,
so there are power

cables on the floor now. If you have someprintout, you will have a Paper store so
you will need
a sprinkler. So it goes on. Guess what? Minicomputersstill seem to need somesor
t of airconditioning. | have not seen too many that operate totally in the normal environm
ent. If you

put a printer in, you mustpartition it to stop the dust getting at the disc
and so on. So facilities

and their cost can be quite a big item.

But | think the biggest ofall, and certainly the crunch item in our corporation, is the
level ofskill

needed to operate the minicomputer. This leads you to decide whether
you can move the

machine and its operation into the armsofthe user. It depends very much on your
transaction.
If you look at the things that are called for in housekeeping, in transmissions to and from
the
mainframe, in fault detection and resolution, the question really becomes

that machine effectively?

can the user run

Theother thing that maycause you to question it is shift working. The housekeeping operations
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and the transmissions will typically take place either immediately before or immediately after the

normal day s business. Depending on the length of time that those operations take, you may
i
have a problem to persuade the
normal user to be at his place of

workfor that extended period. This

can cause you to question whether

it is organisationally possible to
place the minicomputer in the user
area.

Hopefully, | have told you about

the sort of problems you may find
that you have to
and the decisions
minicomputers
putting
make,

in

into your organisation. | should like
to close with a few words about the
sort of decisions that Rank Xerox

RE

Levelof skill to operate machine
Housekeeping

Transmissions to/from mainframe

Fault detection/resolution

Shift working

2k Key question: doesuser or I.S. group run the mini +

has madein this area.

Starting with the hardware, we havethreelarge international data centres in Europe with large
at the national
Data 100s
IBM configurations on MVS. Weuse remote batch terminals
s on
headquarters in each country. We have put two large transaction processing application
ways.
two
in
on Honeywell Level 6 equipment. They are used
decentralised equipment

the
Firstly, they are used to handle the customer service calls and to despatch engineers to

control of
to control the service to the customer. Secondly, they are usedto aid the
customer
Europe.
the warehouses of parts to service our machines, which are held throughout

with Honeywell Level 6
Both these applications are quite complex. In both cases we have gone

Wealso have a data
as the transaction processing machine on an application-dedicated basis.

being developed on a PDP 11.
entry and print utility which is a much lower technology. That is

Wehavethoseinstalled in Italy.

centrally developed systems for our
On the software side we are completely oriented to
is

of our applications portfolio
operating companiesin all 13 European countries. About 60%
ies, languages and so on
currenc
nt
differe
centrally developed. In many of the systems even the
so on at the operating
and
cing
are handled in a centralised way, leaving only local interfa
companylevel, the national level.

all the systemsfor thatutility will be
However, on the data capture utility we have said that
that| suggested to you, that to keep
ophy
developed at the local level. This follows the philos
into accountthe nature of the local
lly
carefu
the thing user friendly one has to take much more
clerical interface,
sort of area, very much a pure
documents, local language and so on. In that

we see the advantage of a locally developed system.

rned, the central software teams on the big
As far as the implementation support is conce
implementation in each country. The local
Honeywell implementations support the first
mentation since there are several in each of
information systems group thenfans out the imple
the large countries.

connectthe international data centres with the
From the network point of view the only way to
on
9600 baud. Thatis also used for the transmissi
remote batch terminals is with leased lines of
line
leased
large
very
a
have
we
data centres. So
from the minicomputers to these international
e.
network throughout Europ
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Wealso have local networks for the connection of terminals to minicomputers. The way that
Honeywell are moving at the moment is very much towards the centralisation of the minicomputersat the national level. When welook at the problems of operating the Honeywells at
the local level and the transmission to and from the data centres, which requires the
international transmission anyway, it makes more sense to group the minicomputers for the
bigger countries at the national level and build a subnetwork downto the branch level where the
terminals will be.

As far as the network protocols are concerned, clearly we cannot use SNA for linking
Honeywells to IBM. We have had to develop our own software modules to control those
transmissions and, in doing that, we havefollowed, as far as we can, the principles of the ISO
standards. Wethink that this is the way that SNA and other industry protocols will develop.

Clearly in doing that there is a risk. | am sure that it is well known to you that there
is no
agreement between the manufacturersat this time on computer-to-computer protocols,
so we

have to watch very carefully the way that the external market and the external standards
are
moving in that area. But our feeling is that the emphasis will be on putting moreintelligence in

the network. Wesee that as being the way in which the competition between the
computer

vendors, the PTTsand the big international communications companies will resolveitself. It
is a
tremendous battleground just now.

But we see telecommunications as an emerging art and sciencein its own right and one
which

will increasingly have dedicated devices which will carry out many of the functions
of network

control and network switching. In doing so, it will create the possibility to link
computers

through network switches and without direct computer-to-computer communic
ation.

Here, in a concise form, | have tried to give you an insight into the sort of problems
that

distributed processing takes you into and alsointo the solutions that Rank
Xerox is developing
to those problems.
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SESSION K

COMPUTER AIDED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT:
WHAT USERS NEED
Milt Bryce,

Milt Bryce & AssociatesInc.

Mr Bryce is president of M. Bryce & Associates Inc. and has been closely involved with the
computer industry since its inception. He has been concerned with the planning, design and
application of computers to management problems from both the user s point of view and as a
vendor. He has been instrumentalin the development of planning and control concepts for the
management of information systems design methodology. Mr Bryce is the originator of the
Pride system design methodology.

Mr Bryce has spoken extensively around the world (including such countries as Australia,
The
Brazil, Canada, Denmark, England and Japan). He has lectured to, amongst others,
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Univac 7 in 1954.
the first programmersin the United States, working with the

per they talked about the F15
My wife reminded me that last week in an American newspa
are so many of them that the
there
aeroplane. The systems in the F15 are so sophisticated and
of a squadron of 15 they
Out
!
plane cost $32 million. They cannot even getit off the ground
m in our business. We
proble
same
the
have three planesthat are able to fly. | think we have
job that they were
the
do
cannot
they
have made our systems so complicated now that
what

what does the user want and
intended to. We are worrying about everything else except
that you will find what | have to
hope
|
So
first place?

are we trying to use computersfor in the
talk about this afternoon interesting.

our hardware is going down. You
Wehave a problem facing us all over the world. The cost of
than the one | programmed. In
can buy right now ina corner store a minicomputer that is bigger
er, more

a TRS 80, a very small comput
Radio Shack in the United States, for $495 you can buy
ticated language. | think that we will see
powerful than the Univac 1 and with a far more sophis
costs

re is going down, but people
more of that. Whatis happening to us? The cost of hardwa
We have more technology now
es.
are going up. Our problem is one of people, not of machin
Univac 1 right, not to mention
the
m
than we can use. | cannot even find anyone who can progra
problems.
some of this latest equipment. We have people

tion. They have 110 million
| was in Japan in October speaking to the Japanese Software Associa
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people in Japan. At the rate they are producing computers there are not enough people in
Japan to program them. Wehavea problem of productivity, a problem of performance, and
something has got to happen.

Let us look at what has happened
over the past 10 years. Do we in
fact have a scientific revolution on
our handsor not? It does not look

ppesiuation

so good, doesit? Dr Dijkstra started

fiddling around with operating systems and came up with the famous
memo of his which says, Don t
use GOTOs. That started a whole
landslide. He did not really mean

that, but then we are nottoo swift

in this business. We jumped down
with both feet and everybody outlawed GOTOs. But really what he
wastalking about was a better way
of programming.

At the same time | wasfiddling

around in the United States and |

was coming from the systems end,

not the programming end. We had
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with fancy terms about how you

can define modules and the like.
Then IBM came out with the IPTs.
Coming along the other side but
behind Dijkstra was Michael Jackson and Warnier, coming up with technique
sfor programming.

Wealso had Meyers, Constantine, Yourdon
these different people emphasised structured
design, structured teams, structured programming, structured just
about everything you can
imagine. At the systems end we had Dr Teichroew of the University of
Michigan. He was trying
to figure out whether there was a way to determine what the informa
tion requirements of an
organisation are. Is there some way wecan do this?

Back in the early 70's | came up with a concept called the data dictionary.
A lot of programmers
probably destroyed it. Wetied it to a DBMS and that was the first
bad mistake. Data is a
systems tool not a programming tool, but we are programming oriented.
It is the tail wagging
the dog, we haveforgotten whatitis all about. We are moving along
and we have Ross, from
MIT, who is trying to apply industrial engineering techniques
to systems development. The

point that | am trying to makeis that convergenceis taking place. Wehave
finally figured out
that there are someorganised and structured waysto build systems. There
are somestructured
philosophies, and they are starting to converge. | think that before
1985 wewill in fact have a

methodof design that wecan all fairly well agree upon, and we are seeing
more and more of
that now.
How do these peoplerelate? Thereis a lot of confusion. We do not even
agree on what a

system is. How many people really understand what a system is? |
had a conversation with a
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couple of people here and we could not even agree on what a system was. Is it a system of
programs? Doesit involve people? Does a system stand alone? Is it separated from the tools that
we use? Whatis a system? Yet we are talking about building information systems. What
business are we in
keeping IBM wealthy or building information systems? Are tools more
important than what weare trying to do? It is a good question. So a system is really a pyramid

and haslots of parts to it, and parts of it can be automated. Even the manual portionsarestart-

thing that we apply, just like in the

Industrial Revolution. We built
furniture before we had buzz-saws

and the like. Webuilt systems.

| always get a kick out of it when

people talk about

on-line, real-

time, interactive systems . | don t
know what that means. | have the
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ing to be automated now with word
processing.
But automation is
=
nothing more than a tool, something that we apply. It is not the
real reason for being. It is some-

best one in the world in my office
and | do not have a computer.
Behind my desk| have a file drawer.
l access thatdirectly, in real time. | retrieve all my information directly. So is that an on-line, realmore
time, interactive system? It works better than any computer | ever had. Is the system
sytem?
the
than
important
more
hardware
the
important than the hardware or is

It is on proLet us look at the different people. What has been our emphasis in the last 10 years?
s on
resource
our
of
95%
spend
we
yet
problem
the
of
15%
gramming. Programming is only
User
Pride
It was the
programming. | went to a conference last week in Durango, Colorado.
to
hates
he
said that
Association for people who use a product of mine. One of the speakers
our
to
loyalty
have a
hear the word data processing professional . That connotes that we
in this business
People
true.
is
that
think
|
serve.
we
that
es
compani
the
profession and not to
d ourselves
separate
have
makelateral moves, they do not make moves up the company. We
enamoured
more
become
from the mainstream of the organisation. It is a bad sign. We have
So we did
.
generally
business
with our tools and less concerned with our purposes and roles in
this
wedoing
are
Why
end.
emphasise that. Now there is a movement up towards the systems
and
people
with
tart
alwayss
in the first place? Are people involved? Remember that systems
end with people. That should be an obvious approach.

that we developed:
So how could wetypify the 70s? These are the kind of things
improved programming techniques

distributed data processing
computerised databases
programmer work bench
program generation.

ss.
We emphasised the computer portion of the busine

a data dictionary directory? Is it to
Let us examine something else. What is the purpose of
chairman ofthe databasedirections
support systemsdesign or is it to implement a DBMS? | am
Standards and ACM. We have
standards group, sponsored by the US National Bureau of
ement system is a misnomer.
a good argument going on DBMS. The term data base manag
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Does what wecall a DBMS manage a database? No, it does not. Thereis lots of data other than

on disc pack

pay files, card files, menu files. So obviously DB is notright. Is it a management

system? No, it is a directory. For
what? For where data appears on a
couple of tracks some place. Is it a

system? Nothing systematic about
it. So DBMS is much ado about
nothing. We have conned somebody else with four letters. We
decided that it should be called a

Purposeof data/dictionary directories

cee
design

Implementation
(DBMs)

Logical

Physical

\

computer database system. All it is

is a physical file manager. Someone

suggested earlier today that most
DBMS' sare being used as nothing
more than access methods anyhow

No

one

is

doing

Should it define and describe the logical?
physical? or both?

integrated

Should it be confined to cataloging

database. All we have done is to

data components?

take a high overhead item and substitute it for an efficient way of

doing accessing. So we havea lotto learn there.
Let us look at it. Whatis it? It is a simple concept

information. We have to make a practical

distinction between information and data. Information is a product

it is something wepro-

duce. What do we produceit from? Data. Data plus processing equals informati
on. If we
change the data and keep the processing, the information changes. By changing either
part ofit
you change the information. The intelligence of systems is the data plus the processi
ng. In a
dictionary, data itself is of no value. We have to know wheredatais used, howit
is used, and
what systemsuseit. So really it is a logical thing.

Systems are not physical, they are logical. We should design them logically
. We should keep
our dictionaries logical but they should define the logical and the physical.
We should also

catalogue our systems components along with the data components,
otherwise we haveno real

insight into what is going on.

People ask me whatthe difference is between logical and physical. Most people
in the computer
business do not know anyhow. But there is a big difference. Physical is that
physical manifestation of the system. The logical is the specification from the systems
point of view. For
instance, there is an input description that describes the input
to a system. It does not

necessarily describe the physical implementation of that
it specifies the systemsimplications,
whatyou are trying to accomplish. The same with the output description,
which should show
whatkind of information is required. The files and the data, the data
elements and the data
descriptions should be logical. On a DBMS there may be three, four, or,
at the most, five
physical files associated with a single logical file. But Programs are driven using
logical records
and logical files, not physical.
Whatis the function of a DBMS? Totake your logical requirements
and create them for you.A

Programmer should never even know whatis on a disc pack. He should call
for a logical view,
and a DBMS should give it to him. That could be a long discussion, but
there is a difference
between logical and physical. Before we implement a system weshould design
it logically. One
of the biggest problems we have when we design systems is that we design them
physically
right from the moment westart. Before systems analysts even understand a problem
theystart
codingit. Theystart talking about terminals, CPUs, and all this kind of nonsens
e before they
even understand what the business problem is. Wegetinto a lot of trouble with that.
Wehave
to change that view.
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Let us look at some of the automated data dictionaries/directories which are DBMS dependent:
Control 2000 (MRI Systems) supports the System 2000

Cincom Systemshasa data dictionary that supports TOTAL, probably the most widely
used DBMS
IBM has a dictionary that supports IMS

Haverly Systems has a data dictionary for the Univac systems
Honeywell has IDS

Cullinane put out one for IDMS

UCC-10 has one that supports IMS.

But once you have these dictionaries you havebuilt in your own obsolescence. Theyare tied to

a particular DBMS soif you change your DBMS you are out of business.

Let us now look at the automated data dictionary/directories that are theoretically DBMS
independent:

Data Catalog 2 by Synergetics Corporation
Datacom/Datadictionary by Applied Data Research
Datamanager by MSP Ltd

Pride -Logik by M Bryce & AssociatesInc.

the cut and fit
Whatis going to happen in the 80's? Up to now wehave built systems using
g systems by
buildin
anybody
of
method, as wecall it in the United States. | have never heard

s to success but it does
programming but we sure have tried. Weare trying to program ourselve
go into a customer's
|
When
success.
to
not work. Now weought to start to think ourselves

a couple of systems
organisation and see 80% of the staff are programmers and there are

that the average compilation
analysts, | know that they have trouble with test time and | know

They are trying to build
of a program is around 20, because they are doing reverse engineering.

mers anyhow, they are systems
systems backwards. Most programmers are not program

g to do it backwards, and
engineers doing systems engineering at the wrong time. They aretryin
start doing systems analysis and
we muststart going forwards. | think that in the 80s we will
systems design.

Wewill create a new buzz word. It
will be called the age of information systems resource management . What are its components?
Wewill start doing business sys-

4980's: Age of information systemsresource management
Basic components

Business systemsplanning

Systems design/development
Automated implementation
Logicalvs. physical data management

g on
tems planning. IBM is pushin
that and | am very surprised. It is
out of character for them to want

us to have efficient systems and |
cannotbelieve that IBM would promote that. It does not help their
cash flow. They have made all their

Data as systems & company wide resource

1ee en
to limited data dictionary /directory

money on having inefficient systems, being overcomputerised. |
just cannot believe that they are

businessmen and for the rest of us |
doing that, but they are doing a good job. IBM are good
are doing so | do notfault them.
would say caveat emptor . But IBM know whatthey
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Wewill be doing systems design and development. Wewill do automated implementation. We
will have to automate. We always complain that our customers resist change. Who are the
worst resisters of change in the world? The systems and programming people. Weare the

worst. We cannot stand change, to entertain a new idea, or a new way of doing something.

Have you ever tried to install something new in a systems department? You almosthave a revolt
on your hands. Nobody wants to do anything new, yet webitterly complain when our
customers do not want to accept our new ideas.

Wewill have to think of data logically versus physically. We will have to think of logical data
management not physical. We will have to think of data as a systems and company wide
resource. People say that information is a company wide resource. Instead, | think data is. You

produce information, you do notstoreit. | think that we shall have the information systems

resource manager as opposedtoa data dictionary/directory. Wewill have everything about our
systems on the computer.

So whatare the requirements? Complete specifications for systems and data components. Not
just the data components but the systems components
programs, modules, manual
procedures, systems, subsystems, inputs, outputs. Everything that you can think of about your
systems will be on the computer. Organisational components. Theycall them entities now,
which gets me off on to a tangent. Everybody tries like the lemming to build systems
functionally. But, it does not work. It never did work. But like the lemmings we go on toself
destruction and wecontinue to persevere. Everybody talks about functional decomposition.
It
does not work. Systemsare not built functionally, they are built by business
processes. We do

not implement organisational functions but we do need the organisational component
s. If the
president decides one night to change the organisation, then the systems must be
adjusted to
meet this new organisation.

Let me pose a few questions using this example. How do you find out what
the vice-president
of marketing has in the way of requirements? A vice president of marketin
g has requirements
for information. How will you catalogue what systems support his requirements?
Are you in fact
supporting his real requirements? Can you review those requirements with him?
How do you go
from requirements to implementation to output? How do you cross check
them? The only way
that we can implementa requirement for an individual is with some form
of output. It has to be
something that a human can see, either a report, a tube, a verbal response
, or a graph. The
whole purposeof systemsis for people, so we must have some human intellig
ible output. How
do we check those things? What are the relationships between all
these things
reports,
organisations, systems, programmers, data?
Wewill have to haveanalytical capabilities because systems are
becoming toointerrelated and

complex, so we will have to be able to do such things as impact analysis
. Whatis the effect of
change? Whathappens if we change a data element? What happens
on all our systems because

the systemsare integrated? What impact does it have? In the United
States the zip code has
changed again. It will cost the people of the United States $34 billion
maybe 50 centsfor the
Government but $34 billion for industry. Make it more convenient
and the mail price will still go

up. But that is to makeit easier for the postal man tofind you by adding a couple
ofdigitstoit.

Whatwill be the by-products of this information systems resourc
e management? Automated

monitoring of your business systems plan. How are you doing? We made
a plan
how are we
doing against the plan? Automated systems design. They laughed
when they said, Do

automated systemsdesign. It is possible. It will have to be. Automa
ted programming. It is also
possible. People say, I ve been hearingthat for the last 20 years. Weare
hearing less and less

of it, and it is more and more possible. We have many examples of automatically
producing
programs without human intervention. So it is coming. It has to come. Automa
ted database

design. We have to have more tools. Then automated documentation.
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Well, let me give you my 2 cents worth of what computerswill look like in the next 10 years. We

never will see a main computer centre as we know it now. Wewill not even beable to find it. It
will be like the nervous system of

the human body. With the cost of
computers, the minis and the
micros, we will not have to sweat
through

operating

systems,

Future architecture

the

s and all that
teleprocessing monitor
i"
nonsense. We will not have that
any more. By the way, | get the
impression at this conference that
batch processing is gone. That is
sheer nonsense. Over 50% to 60%
of what we will do for the next 30
years will be batch processing. Do

not sell it short. It is still the most
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applicat
will buy a computer to do the new

not concurrent processing that looks like simultaneous, but
true simultaneous processing
we need to expand to another application we will buy
time
true parallel processing. Every
to or near the user.
another module, but probably the module will be situated next

tive computers. As soon as we have
The same withthe interactive systems. Wewill have interac
ion

not be fighting line content
an interactive application we will buy another computer. Wewill
one or two. Theywill serve us just
all the time. Wewill have a control unit in the centre, maybe
of some sort and theywill control
as operating systems have served us. They will be firmware
ented in firmware. It will be a hardour system. Then wewill have a DBMS thatwill be implem
ment. We will have our own
wired, with software processor doing our database manage
we do nothavetofight for time
that
so
computer in our systems and programming department
wewill produce the object
and
tool
on the host computer. We will use it as a development
cost effective. That is my
be
will
it
and
programsand thelike that we need. Wewill wheel it in
view of what will happen.

design. There are three kinds of information:
Let us take a closer look at this automated systems
|
'60 s, | was an MIS director for Quaker Oats, and
policy, control, and operational. In the middle
you
give
me
older, but it was impossible. Let
tried to install an MIS system. | got smarter as | got
m. One of the parts of the company was
syste
MIS
one small example of my trying to build that
lot of grain elevators and so on. | was
a feed operation for feeding animals, and we hada
m for running these things. | was doing all
working magically along trying to build an MIS syste
feed formulae. And the company sold the
kinds of linear programming to come up with
The

le.
on my hands. MIS systems are not possib
business. | wasleft with a pile of rubbish
es
chang
it
n
matio
infor

dity in the world is
environment changes. The most dynamic commo
every day. You cannot build a

nerfect

system.

| see the MIS people building the management
So we have policy, control, and operational.
the users, the executives, the middle manageinformation systems as the base systems. | see
their own systems. Bear in mind that policy and
ment, using the same system and developing
operational information. If we do not have
control information is an extraction of your
make policy systems with. Control systems
operational systems we do not have anything to
control operational systems.
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Then wewill have data management associated with that, with a resource manager, and then

the output will go to computer operations.

| am nottelling you about the future now
our company has automated systems design in fact
right now. Weare designing systems by computer interactively, as are General Electric and the
Province of Ontario. How does
automated systems design work?

The analyst works with the user to

determine his information requirements. The analyst translates the
information
requirements
into
some form of output specification.
On the output he specifies the data

Automated systems desian
a
A
|

i
required
.

|!

|

There are data elements called
generated data elements
for

ANALYST

example, gross pay, total of an

invoice. These generated elements
are just as real as primary data

elements

iQGnaMia
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their process of deriva-

tion is the intelligence of the system. It is in the derivation of these generated elements that we encounte
r program bugs. Isit
not important toall of us to be able to pinpoint exactly where wedo these
computations? We do
not do that, do we? Weshould. In this case the computer will do that
for us.

Having specified the data required on the output, the analyst then puts
in the outputs and the
generated specifications. Then he decomposes them to the primary
level and submits them into
the dictionary. The dictionary then will look at all the systems and check,
reversing backwards,
because in effect the system is built backwards. It is built from output
to input. You go through
and logically analyse all your data and flow it all the way back to
its ultimate source. The
computer will then do the dataflow analysis because it has the
information available
all the
logical files, all the logical records, all the systems requirements.
It will check the availability
timing. It will even examine all the current systems and suggest
which of your current systems
should be changed to produce this new report. It is possible.
It is common sense.

Whenit has finished the design phase, it comes back and says,
'This is the design Ive created.
These are the systems I've modified. You discuss them with the
users. The user says, I don t
like that. | don t like what you're saying. The analyst then
changes the parameters and resubmits it, then a new design is generated.

One of our users is now reporting a 40% improvement in
systems analysis by using this
technique, because what weare doing is taking all the tedious
administrative work away from
the analyst. We let him do the creative work but we get the comput
er to do the tedium because
all the systems and data are held on the machine.

| will give you another buzz word
chronological decomposition. | had to create some word to
fight functional decomposition. Someone told me that chronologica
l decomposition means that
you deteriorate in time. What we mean byit is that everything
that we do in the computer
business is based on timing. Weinstall it based on timing. What
do | mean by that? We do
everything on an hourly, weekly, quarterly or yearly basis. Then
there is that fancy category
anytime | feellike it . Wecall that upon request . But everything
is done on timing. When we

install a system we find that everything is based on time.
So we say,

going to build, why don t we design the same way?
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If that s what weare

Westart with that and we go from the timing requirements to outputs, from outputs to what
structures do we need to implement those outputs, then data structures to timing. In chronological decomposition we need common data element definitions. It is important that everything is defined consistently. We
deal with logical records and logical

files. In terms of timing we deal

with frequency and time cycle. If
something is done three times

weekly, then weekly is the time

pec

cycle and three is the frequency.

Development management

run a subsystem three times to get
it right. Offset. Not everything

See nas
Braaraniers

Let me give an example. In process-

ing payroll data we might have to

starts at the same timein the cycle.

Not every weekly processing starts

on

Monday

morning

at

User management
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o'clock, some start on Wednesday

or Thursday. So we specify the
when in the cycle it starts.
offset
Polo
Response time. How quickly do we need the information? If | were to call up Marco
they
that
say
they
and
Rome?
to
plane
a
get
|
can
tonight
International and ask, What time

| have a real problem with
will let me know tomorrow morning, obviously that will not help me.

it. When we say
response time. Information is valuable. We needit within the timeframe to use

How quickly should the viceweekly sales, how quickly do we need to know weekly sales?
week? He cannot know
president of sales or marketing know what the results were the previous

occurred. So it is at the
it before the end of the week. He cannot know it before the week has
evaluate that.
close of the week. How quickly? 24 hours? 10 hours? We need to

you say, Can | get on this
If you are queueing up atan airline and you are standing there and
m that there should be a
proble
the
get
we
So
.
plane? you do not want to wait five minutes
several microseconds. By doing
response time on that transaction maybe of two seconds or

and start building our systems from
these three things here we can break down any process
There is a price for that. We need consistent definitions of

knowing when wewant to do this.
our user functions.

y the logical records for the outputs
The technique that we useis called ADF. Firstly, we specif
explain basic grouping by means of
me
by logical section of output and by basic grouping. Let
is used as a basic grouping for the
which
an example. Employee number is the data element
stored not
elements are used
data
prime
data elements comprising employee data. Only
generated.

elements are groupedinto logical records and
The following processes are computerised. The
fied and eliminated and the logical records
logical files. Duplicate data elements are identi

combined wherepossible.

files.
The logical files are then traced to existing

files through logical files and giving timing
We end up with matching outputs to existing
an existing subsystem and make changesto
attributes. Then we can decide whether to modify
nce, one possibility is that if you change an input
inputs, records or files as appropriate. For insta
new purpose. The process tells you what
by adding data elementsit will serve a whole
l, have to be modified.
procedures, whether computer or manua

The system comes up with procedures for
Then you specify for outputs not matched.
dures for processing.
maintenance subsystems, generalised proce
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The system then starts to produce output such as a glossary of terms. This is invaluable,

becauseit is all the data elements that are used within the system, whattheir name is, what

their function is, what they agree upon. It is a powerful tool to have in discussionswith users to
agree on the language. In fact, if you have done this properly you end up with a common
language for the company. You can have a handbook ofdefinitions which mean the same thing

for everyone in the company.

It also creates system flowcharts. It describes exactly how it designed the system and then
provides a whole index on the primaryfiles and where theyare used in the system. This is two
subsystems of a system telling you the database that is used, what is going in, whereit is
coming from, what is going out, and whatthe function is in between.

Since analysts are not veryliterate, it writes some cannedtext that can be modified. It gives a
whole description of whatit did, what the glossary of terms is and whatall the outputs are, and
whatthey look like.

If that is not good enough, it provides process diagrams and describes the processin terms
of
manual and automated procedures. Do you realise that most systems fail for the lack
of manual
procedures? Do you havethat experience? They fail because manual procedures have
not been
written. Some people design systemsasif everything happens in the computer
room. A lot
happens outside the computer room. A lot of systems work happens out
there, a lot of
procedure and a lot of people involved. The report describes where the data
conversion takes
place, where the manual procedures take place, where the data starts. The
system takes the
processflow all the way through into the computer and breaksit down.
When | was a young
boy they called it systems and procedures work. That is a lost art. Well, it
is coming back.

Then the system produces cross indexesfor all the manual procedures. Wecros
s index them by
department, by number and so forth. What | am trying to showis thatall
the documentation
can come out of just submitting a few transactions to a machine. They
are a powerful aid to
design.

If you are stuck with IBM computers then you have to produce JCL
(Job Control Language)
which becomes the big problem. This automatic designer also
produces JCL for you. It
produces Cobol FDs, IMS PSBs and all that goodstuff. It doesit
all automatically from the
intelligence that it has. Since nobody really knows how to do JCL
anyhow we might as well let
the computer do it. JCL is IBM s answer to how to keep 24,000
keypunchesin business.
Modern
computers do notuseit.

In addition, it will produce computer procedure flowcharts.

By June ofthis year we will have completely interfaced with the
Genasys, generating programs
automatically. Our dictionary will fit on to it and without human
intervention we will make sure
that updates are correctly interfaced with Genasys. Then Genasy
swill create PL/1 and Cobol
source code. We will compile it, test it, and wewill be able automat
ically to produce programs.
If that soundsridiculous, let me give you a basic premise on which
we operate. Programmers

should fundamentally be translators. They are supposed to go
from detailed specs and translate

them into another language. But the problem with most Program
ming todayis that we do not
do enough systems work, so that when we give a programmer an
assignment we give him a
very imprecise one. The programmerthen has to look at the proble
m and there is so muchthat
he does not knowthat he then has to go backwards to design the
system in order to write the
code. If we can push the design up front and do a good job, then it
is an academic problem
when weget downto programming. Wecan stick it in the dictionary
and have the computer do
it, because the computer ought to do all the dumb work. It is a dummya
nd ought to do that
dumb work. It can doit fast and it does not get tired. It can do
all those things, and thatis
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what we are going to do. Weare going to put the creativity back where it belongs, with the
people and up atthe front end where the systems work is done. Wewill do systems work.

However, if we are going to change to get into this we have to change our roles. Our users,

development management, you people here, will have to become business oriented. You will

have to think of your business and
not be a technocrat. You must

think of being a business executive.

What is the purpose of our company? Whereis it going? We must
become associated with the busi-

chieasieuleslidecopesition
Factors

Commondataelement definitions

ment, the
e
ness. The user manage

ia

Logical records and logical files

people we work with, have got to

es

become involved with us. We can-

Eroauencyiand Hmsicycle

not intimidate them. We must not

Orisa
use buzz words with them, we have
Responsetime
ms.
to talk about business proble
Consistent
definitions of user functions
They have to be concerned with
s
what we are doing. System
analysts will have to become
involved, and programmers will
have to look for other work, or
But we cannot do it the way we
upgrade their skills, or get involved with doing something else.
have donein the past.

be systems oriented, not computer or
This requires a serious change in attitude. We must
managed as a corporate resource, as the
programming oriented. We must think of data being

management involvement.
raw material for producing information. We must have
In summary, we must have a critical

partnership.

The executive management of an

work in harmony. The Japanesecall
organisation, the users and the development people should
work in harmony.
to
we have
it consensus . We have to have consensus
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CONFERENCE
CONCLUSIONS
David Butler,

Butler Cox & Partners Limited

| shall not attempt in any way to present a precis of the conference
or summarise what the

speakers havesaid. Instead, my job is to try to point out one or twoof the
particular lessons
which | have drawn from it and then to see whether | can draw out ofthat
a central, strategic
message which we hope will mean that your attendance at the confere
nce has been
worthwhile.

AnIrishman went into a branch of the Midland Bank and said, I
d like to cash a cheque. The
teller said to him, Certainly, sir, please sign your name on the back.
The Irishman said, No
signatures. Just give me the money. The teller said, I m very sorry,
sir, you have to endorse
the cheque by writing your name on the back before | can give you the
money. It s the law of
the land and there is no escape. He said, No names. No signatures.
Is there another bank?

The teller said,

Well, as

a matter of fact there s a Lloyds Bank just downthe road,
but | assure
you the that the teller will say exactly the same thing: unless you
endorse the cheque he can t
give you the money.

So the Irishman walked along the road, came to Lloyds
Bank, walked in and said,

cash a cheque. The teller said, Certainly sir. Please sign it on
the back.
No signatures.

I'd like to

The Irishman said,

So the teller reached across the counter, grahbed him bythe
collar and

said,
Sign your name on the back, Paddy, or elseI'll stuff your teeth
down your throat. So he said,
Certainlysir, signed his name on the back, took his money, and
the teller said, Thank you so
much, sir. He walked off down the street, counting his money.
Just at that moment the teller
from the Midland Bank was setting off for his lunch break.
He said to him, Ah, | see you got
your money,

sir.
He said, Yes | did. He said, And did you sign your
name on the back?
and he said, Yes | did. He asked, Why would you
do it for him and not for me? He said,
Well you see, he explained it much more clearly than you.

The clarity with which many of the speakers have explai
ned their point of view varied
considerably during the conference. In fact, what we have had
has been series of advocates of
particular viewpoints, some explained with all the clarity of thattel
ler in Lloyds Bank, others
perhaps notquite so clearly. But the thing of which theyall remind
ed me, without exception, is
the allegory of the cavein Plato s Republic.

In the Republic Plato compares humanity to people standi
ng in a cave. Behind them, in the
mouth of the cave, is a fire. But they do notsee the fire becaus
e they are all turned away from

the mouth of the cave and they are looking at shadowson
the wall of the cave. The shadows
mimic

cave.

to some extent the moods ofelation or bewildermentor despair felt
by the people in the

All the people in the cave have the same problem. What theyseeis
distorted, it is larger than life

and it is misunderstood. | think that all of us ina way arein the position
of those people in the
cave.
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If | look at the advocates who have spoken from this rostrum during the course of the
conference and examine the viewpoints that they have put forward and the images that | have

seen flickering on the wall of my cave, | can see that they really fall into four groups of
advocates. First, there are the theory seekers

those who are looking for an intellectual

framework within which to work. Sometimes that intellectual framework might be something
completely new and a priori, or sometimes it might be a rationalisation of what weare already
doing, what Sam Walterscalls turning practice into theory .

Secondly, there is the group of

tool

advocates

people saying

Hereis a useful toolkit for a

particular task. | am recommending to you that you should use it for that particular task.

Thirdly, there is the cost benefit analysis

group of speakers

the ones who said, Look, Mr

Director, you are spending more than you need and more than you should on this particular part
of your operation. You could do better. Go away and think about it. Finally, there are those
without a comprehensive theory to offer but who are turning out practical experiments with
This is what we've
certain types of system and reporting back from the battlefield saying,

found. | wonderif it has any relevance to you in your business.

| think that all those are equally important, equally valid, equally useful ways of presenting

thought and experience to us. What| should like to do nowis to describe briefly some points
which arose in my mind as these advocates were speaking and then to present one central
conclusion which | think might be important.

| wasparticularly struck by a term used by Mr Entwistle

the jungle of DP bureaucracy

. It
and | was particularly struck by the fact that weall sat calmly and accepted that description
people s lives
really is a bit strange that we who claim to be trying to bring order into other

view? What
should operate in such a jumbled wayourselves. But how do wetake a balanced
are the points that might influence us?

because what they
First, the hardest route ofall is taken by those that | call the theory seekers,
doing or seeking
ready
are trying to do is to present an intellectual framework for what weareal

do, and hats off to
to do. | think thatis a very difficult thing, perhaps the hardest thing ofall to
sometimes that
although
that
you
those who havethe courage to seekto do it. | would remind

the practical goings on of an
type of approach to the problems seems least obviously linked to
that have happened in data
things
nt
ordinary company, if you actually examine all the importa
of what some individual
tion
apprecia
ual
processing they all go back to some purely intellect
this conference perhaps
and
mind
my
in
thought we weretrying to do. There is no question
ment systems will be
manage
e
databas
of
on
that the next generati
has confirmed it

to Ted Codd soriginal 1967
dominated by the relationship work of Ted Codd. But if you go back
ng was about at thattime. It
ACM paper, it is only very tangentially related to what data processi
of a great thing. So when
is, incidentally, almosttotally incomprehensible. Yet it was the seed

that which fits most handily into your
you try to evaluate these things do not always look for
are most hard to appreciate really come
current wayofthinking. It may be that the things that

closest to being original.

that we have a problem which in a way
The second pointthat struck meis that | really do think
in

great debate that took place
remains unresolved from the 1960s. This was the subject of the
Land and others, as to whether the
those days between Teichroew, Langfors, Sam Walters,
exercise, or

fundamentally a mechanistic
process of designing and implementing systems was
ion to it that made it not a matter of
whether there was not some more mysterious dimens
for one

still on the table, though |
precise calibration and measurement. That debate is perhaps
thought that it had been resolved.

relation to system design. | only
We heard a lot about MBO, particularly from Tom Gilb, and its
thought that the role of
always
have
|
want to remind you that it has another role as well.
Tom dealt very ably'and
one.
d
twofol
wasa
s
managementby objectives to the design of system
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provocatively with that aspect of MBO which relates to the design of systems
. But there is
another aspect of MBO which I think was never properly exploited.

| remember when Drucker, John Humble and people like that were carrying
outthe first great
wave of MBO assignments in Europe, and it seemed to me that what was
most significant about
that from a computer point of view was that MBO could be used to identify
the standards of
performance of managers in their key tasks, those few things that a manager
hasto do right
whether he is working in sales, production, marketing, distribution or
whatever, in order to
makea self-evident success of his job. | am sure you remember seeing
thosetablesthat listed
the key task, the standard of performance expected of the manager
.

That seemed to me to provide a beautiful way of identifying
really significant data processing
applications, because you could tell how a manager would be
judged in the performanceofhis
job. You could then design systems to tell him how he was
getting on and help him to put it
right if he was not achieving the desired standard of perfor
mancein these key areas. | am not
convinced that that hook for systems was every fully exploit
ed. My view, based on fairly close
observation of the MBO experts at work, was that it got deluge
d under piles and piles of paper.
MBO degenerated intothe level of a clerical exercise
write all you know about your jobs, and
things like that. Somehow the key tasks got buried under all
the others.

| wonder if wearereally witnessing the death of DP atlast.
Wehaveall been predicting it for a
long time. | noticed at this conference a difference betwe
en knowing something and really,
really knowing it
having it, as it were, engrained in one s heart. | just wonde
r whether we
have reached a stage now where we say expressionslike
computerapplication and there s a
computer application. It is daft when you think of it, isn
t it? Something for a computer to do
and wesay that something is actually a means of keepin
g a computer busy. That is 180 degrees
wrong. What | suspect we are seeing is a definition of
new roles within companies. There are
three which have come through particularly strongly to
me during the conference.

One is business efficiency. Even in the era of the fibre
optic and communication satellites,
microprocessors and all the rest, westill have to
send out the bills and keep track of the
inventory. | believe that business efficiency, define
d large enough to embrace office
automation, word processing and conventional DP, is
still a very important role.

The two others that seem to me to be of great
importance arefirst change engineering
engineering change in companies whether or noti
t happens to involve computers. | am much
seized by one ofthe last things that Milt Bryce said,
that the old business of designing systems
to solve cases seems tobe a lost art now but must
be on the way back. | believe that change
engineering will be a major growth area for syste
ms people in the future, whether or not those
changes happen toinvolve computers. More and more|
see what weare doing now as being a
slightly specialised branch of behavioural science.

The final one | call knowledge brokerage
acting as a source of knowledge to managers
whether that knowledge happens to derive from syste
ms within the company or from systems
outside the company.

| was much seized with Brewer's grid showing where you
are and where you mightwish to be. |
wasterrified, as | suppose most of you were, by that
horrible red arrow declining across the
middle of the grid into systems that were uncontrolled
, both from the point of view of development and operation. | thought to myself, Now | know
what they mean by Brewer's droop .
| think that there are two other gentlemen whose shado
wsfall over our procee

dings. There is
the Platonic theory of data processing or systems
engineering, namely that you start off with a
perfect concept of what you are trying to do and try to achiev
ean ideal manifestation ofit in the
real world. The otheri
s Pareto, whose law says that you are really
looking for the 20%
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implementation task that will render 80% of the results and leave the rest to people who have
always been rather good at ingeniously working their way round the limitations of systems.

The final point of which | was much seized wasChris Zedlitz s one about marketing the service.
Perhaps we have not done enough in the pastto market our product to people and to carry out
trying to control what
what the Americans rather delightfully call expectation management
simply cannot be
that
ns
expectatio
the user expects and to prevent him from having ludicrous
met.

which
However, in spite of my rather fragmented comments, | believe that there is one message
it
Although
it.
or
apologisef
to
wish
not
do
|
e.
comesacross loud and clear from this conferenc
Data
absorbed.
tfully
wehaveno
which
one
might seem obvious and rather banal, it is perhaps
processing
processing aims consume roughly 90% of data processing effort. When | say data
what the
of
ve
irrespecti
date,
certain
a
by
finished
aims | mean things like getting a program
have
you
because
just
another
to
system
operating
one
program does. | mean changing from
g
completin
mean
|
all.
at
work
not
would
otherwise
that
to. | mean maintaining a system
still
is
out
carried
you
that
study
feasibility
the
that
certain
y
projects when you are not absolutel
data processing
viable. | mean all those things. It seems to me that 90% ofthe effort of most

| do not think that will
departments is devoted to achieving those aims. As a matter of fact,

change.

that
in other words if you fail to achieve those aims
If you fail at data processing
the
sorry,
m
I
say,
users and
guarantees systems failure, because you then have to go to your

or it doesn t do what we
system you wantedisn t ready, or, it costs three times as much,
itself guarantee success in
promised it would do. But success in meeting those aims doesnot
right in ordernottofail, but it
systems terms. In other words, 90% of what you do you mustget
DP
ee successful systems. So
does not guarantee happy customers and it does not guarant

90% of the work which we do
adequacy in fulfilling those tasks is necessary but not sufficient.
success.
but not sufficient to guarantee
is towards goals which are necessary, indeed essential,

s with a prompting of common sense,
It seems to meto follow not quite logically, but perhap
and that perhaps what we ought to
that DP excellence in that case is largely immaterial
ed towards

our activities that are direct
concentrate on much more is DP adequacyin the 90% of
trating moreof our efforts on the
concen
but
lence
that goal. Not striving too much for DP excel
r the aims
kind of thing that Hamish Donaldson was talking about
of the user.

understanding much bette

ent football teams. One of them plays
There is an analogy here. Sometimes you see two differ
the place, and comes off the field absolutely
tremendously hard, running about all over
and wins. Then you think that was not fair
shattered, and the other side is much more skilful
to make

t were not rewarded. Yet they have
because the efforts of the team that tried hardes
side
to make the effort to get the data processing
that effort. In the same way, | think we have
want to be judged

to be judged by that. We
right. What | am trying to say is that we are tempted
be
se it is the big thing we do. In fact we will
by our success in data processing tasks becau
works
ss
busine
the
how
ing
ds understand
judged by our successin the 10% that is geared towar
ated.
motiv
and how the users are

one
ble lesson emerging from this conference, and
That seemed to me to bethe clearest possi
significance for the way in

whether it has any
which perhapswe all need to reflect upon to see
al.
which we manage the resources at our dispos

all our
range of subjects which are fundamental to
| believe that this conference has covered a
your
on
& Partners and

behalf of Butler Cox
organisations. | should certainly like to express, on
gone to such a great deal of trouble and
have
behalf, our appreciation to the speakers who
considerations to, us. Behind the scenes the
thought to present their arguments and their
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hotel staff and technicians have been enormously helpful, often under circumstances more
difficult than we hope is visible out here. They have done an excellent job for us.
| look forward to seeing you all at dinner this evening and to your participation in the workshops

tomorrow. But it is now mydutyto declare the formal part of the conference closed. Thank you
very much indeed.
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